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A large body of joint doctrine (and its supporting tactics, techniques, 
and procedures) has been and is being developed by the US Armed Forces 
through the combined efforts of the Joint Staff, Services, and combatant 
commands. The following chart displays an overview of the development 
process for these publications. 
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All joint doctrine and tactics, techniques, and procedures are organized 
into a comprehensive hierarchy. Joint Pub 3-05.3 is located in the 
operations series of joint publications. 
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Joint Pub 1-01, "Joint Publication System," provides a detailed list of 
all joint publications. Joint pubs are also available on CD-ROM through 
the Joint Electronic Library (JEL). Tor information, contact: Joint 
Doctrine Division, J-7, Joint Staff, Washington, D.C. 20318-7000. 
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PREFACE 

1. Purpose.  This publication sets forth doctrine (or 
doctrine and selected tactics, techniques, and procedures) to 
govern the joint activities and performance of the Armed 
Forces of the United States in joint operations as well as 
the doctrinal basis for US military involvement in 
multinational and interagency operations.  It provides 
military guidance for the exercise of authority by combatant 
commanders and other joint force commanders and prescribes 
doctrine (or JTTP) for joint operations and training.  It 
provides military guidance for use by the Armed Forces in 
preparing their appropriate plans.  It is not the intent of 
this publication to restrict the authority of the joint force 
commander (JFC) from organizing the force and executing the 
mission in a manner the JFC deems most appropriate to ensure 
unity of effort in the accomplishment of the overall mission. 

2. Application 

a. Doctrine (or JTTP) and guidance established in this 
publication apply to the commanders of combatant 
commands, subunified commands, joint task forces, and 
subordinate components of these commands.  These 
principles and guidance also may apply when significant 
forces of one Service are attached to forces of another 
Service or when significant forces of one Service support 
forces of another Service. 

b. In applying the doctrine (or JTTP) set forth in this 
publication, care must be taken to distinguish between 
distinct but related responsibilities in the two channels 
of authority to forces assigned to combatant commands. 
The Military Departments and Services recruit, organize, 
train, equip, and provide forces for assignment to 
combatant commands and administer and support these 
forces.  This authority is, by law, subject to the 
provisions of title 10, United States Code, Chapter 6, 
which is the section that details the authority of 
combatant commanders.  Commanders of the unified and 
specified commands exercise combatant command (command 
authority) over their assigned forces.  Service component 
commanders are subject to the orders of combatant 
commanders and, subject to the combatant commander's 
direction, are also responsible to, the Military 
Departments and Services in the exercise of their 
administrative and support responsibilities. 
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c. This publication is authoritative but not directive 
Commanders will exercise judgment in applying thl 
procedures herein to accomplish their missiSns  Thi* 
doctrine (or JTTP) should be followed «CIP? when in th. 

contenf«„f fü-   J*  conflicts arise between the 
nuhiT^f-   this publication and the contents of Service 
publications, this publication will take precedencTfor 

jSL?CChIe^
eof°c.J?int f0rCGS Unless thePCha^n of the «SSI Chlffs  of Staff, normally in coordination with the 

other members of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, has provided 
o^r^-"61* and sPecific 9uiäance.  Commanders of forces 
£I?'J*nV8.??rt of a «"Itinational (alliance or 
doctriirLri™^ command should follow multinational 
»nS II      rd procedures ratified by the US. For doctrine 
"?iSa?eefndeL?!Lr;Hified^y ^e US' commanders sSouJS 

theat« special *r>trZ^S0CC  " normally the commander of the 
JoiSt for?I"aJhrjll^2

nfB
C^"d,(G?^0C)- For ™°ordinatI 

Zander ™ a SsOT? reoor?!^^ the.theat« COMSOC and tne 
(JFC) subordinate to SS S«! ° * l°int  force commander suoorainate to the theater combatant commander. 

a.  The TTP in this publication provide the link»«*» 
PuhW?en«;

thVr£nciples and «octriJTJS fXth £ Joint 

and foster awaren»«« «♦? cr. ZZ  p?c"xiar re9uirements, 

informative for the commanders of conventional tlL~  .. 
«ell as instructive to those within rhe IS coLunUy 
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c  This publication does not address the planning, 
conduct, and support of uni-Service special operations. 
Neither does it address psychological operations or civil 
affairs except as these activities relate to joint SO. 
(Joint Pubs 3-53 and 3-57 contain doctrine for joint 
PSYOP and CA activities.) 

4.  Basis.  The following primary sources provide the basis 
for developing this publication: 

a.  Joint Pub 0-2, 1 December 1986, "Unified Action Armed 
Forces (UNAAF)." 

b  Joint Pub 1-01, 30 July 1992, "Joint Publication 
System, Joint Doctrine and JTTP Development Program. 

c  Joint Pub 2-0, "Doctrine for Intelligence Support of 
Unified and Joint Operations." (In development) 

d. Joint Pub 3-0, "Doctrine for Joint Operations." (In 
development) 

e. Joint Pub 3-05, 28 October 1992, "Doctrine for Joint 
Special Operations" 

f. Joint Pub 3-05.5, 10 August 1993, "Joint Special ^ 
Operations Targeting and Mission Planning Procedures. 

g. Joint Pub 4-0, 25 September 1992, "Doctrine for 
Logistic Support of Joint Operations." 

h.  Joint Pub 5-0, "Doctrine for Planning Joint 
Operations." (In development) 

i   Joint Pub 6-0, 3 June 1992, "Doctrine for Command, 
Control, Communications, and Computer (C4) Systems 
Support to Joint Operations." 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

capability." 

Admiral William J. Crowe, Jr. 
USSOCOM Activation Ceremony 
1 June 1987 

1.  funeral.  Successful SO ^P^ect^ver^lfectivr^l'and1 
national and theater strategic «^ectives, effective ^ 
support at the operational level, and competent tactical 
planning and execution. This Publication Provides guidance 
for operational-level joint and f^ice headquarters 
conducting and supporting joint SO. The first chapter 

COMSOC, and theater Service component commande™ "■ 3°J?; 
so  Chapter II discusses SO missions and SOF capabilities 
f?om the perspective of the theater COMSOC.  Chapter III 
discussesP?hePC2 of SO.  Chapter IV ^vers operational 
supervision of SO mission planning. Chapter V «"cusses how 
a JFSOCC controls SO mission execution.  Chapters VI, VII, 
and VIII discuss the intelligence, communications, and 
logistic support of joint SO. 

2  miniim»«« "f SOF. SOF are unique because they provide 

«Xnee the power and scope of joint operations and tend to 
If Ätr^aieLa2heir ^plication.  Innovative SO can 
directly and indirectly attack enemy centers of gravity that 
mav be difficult to reach by conventional action.  SOF 

i-i 



3. .-mint Special Operations.  The terms SO and SOF are often 
used interchangeably, but they have discrete meanings,  so 
refers to missions and activities, while SOF refers to units 
and personnel.  SO are joint from two perspectives. 

a. From the point of view of the theater combatant 
commander, the theater JFSOCC is a functional component 
commander responsible for synchronizing SO with the 
military operations of the other theater component 
commanders to accomplish specific theater objectives 
according to an integrated theater strategy.  History and 
operational experience teach that successful planning and 
conduct of joint SO require dedicated functional joint 
headquarters. 

b. From the perspective of the theater JFSOCC, each SO 
mission requires a tailored mix of Service SOF   _____ 
capabilities to help ensure mission success. The JFSOCC 
must package his forces for each mission in a fashion 
similar to the way the Air Force component commander 
packages aircraft for a strike mission.  Once identified, 
a SOF package should not be subdivided, as the whole ^^ 
relies upon the unique capabilities of each element in ^B 
the package.  This concept of packaging joint SOF ^P 
capabilities at the tactical level of execution under the 
control of the supported SOF commander is vital to any 
understanding of joint SO. 

4. Role of USCINCSOC:  By law (10 USC 167), USSOCOM is a 
unified command with certain Service-like functions for all 
SOF.  USCINCSOC normally acts in a supporting role, preparing 
and providing SOF to theater combatant commanders for 
employment. USCINCSOC must also be prepared to exercise 
command of a selected SO mission if directed by the NCA. 
Should this occur, USCINCSOC will normally respond with an 
appropriate JSOTF composed of a deployable headquarters and 
operational elements. 

5. Pole of Th-arer Comhm-ant Commander.  The theater 
combatant commanders are directly responsible to the NCA for 
the performance of assigned missions and the preparedness of 
their commands.  They exercise Combatant Command (command 
authority) (COCOM) over assigned forces, including SOF.  They 
synchronize the action of air, land, sea, space, and SO 
forces within their assigned areas of responsibility (AORs) 
to achieve strategic and operational objectives through 
integrated, joint campaigns and major operations.  Theater 
combatant commanders organize and employ their forces as they 
consider necessary to perform assigned missions. 

1-2 
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6. pm» nf Theater COMSOC.   Each theater combatant 
commander has established a theater subordinate unified 
special operations command (SOC).  When SOF are assigned or 
attached to a theater combatant commander, COMSOC normally 
exercises operational control (OPCON) of those forces for 
joint SO.  In this capacity, the COMSOC serves as the theater 
functional component commander for SO, or JFSOCC (see Chapter 
III, Joint Pub 3-05).  The JFSOCC is normally responsible to 
the theater combatant commander for the planning and conduct 
of all joint SO in the theater.  However, the theater 
constant commander may direct the JFSOCC to transfer OPCOH 
or tactical control (TACON) of SOF to another subordinate 
component commander when those SOF directly support that 
component commander's operations. 

7. pme nf Thf?^ Servjr» rnmoonent Commander.  Unless 
otherwise directed by the theater combatant commander the 
theater Service component commanders exercise administrative 
control (ADCON) of assigned and attached Service SOF and are 
responsible for Service-specific administration and support 
of these forces.  Service component commanders also exercise 
OPCON of specific assigned and attached SOF as directed by 
the theater combatant commander to plan and conduct 
uni-Service SO; such operations are beyond the scope of tnis 
publication.  The COMSOC monitors Service component 
activities to ensure adequate support of theater SOF and to 
guard against unintentional piecemealing of SO capabilities 
and fragmenting lines of command. 

a. When a theater Service component commander cannot 
satisfy Service SOF sustainment requirements, the theater 
combatant commander may direct another Service component 
commander to provide this support. 

b. When the COMSOC determines that standard Service 
logistic systems are unresponsive or .inadequate, the 
Services, in coordination with the theater combatant 
command and theater Service component commands, are 
responsible for ensuring that effective and responsible 
SOF support systems are established. 

1-3 
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CHAPTER II 

MISSIONS AND CAPABILITIES 

1. General.  This chapter discusses SO missions and SOF 
capabilities from the perspective of the JFSOCC.  SOF possess 
a combination of highly refined and focused conventional 
warfighting skills, as well as unconventional capabilities 
that are qualitatively different from the capabilities of 
conventional military forces. The JFSOCC matches SOF 
capabilities to mission requirements. For example, the • 
infiltration of a SOF element by MC-"0 aircraft permits 
operation in hostile environments beyond the capabilities of 
standard tactical airlift. Although the basic skills for the 
infiltration are the same, the requirement to airdrop 
personnel and equipment at an unmarked drop zone, u^tected 
by hostile air defense, at night and under adverse weather 
conditions, are SO unique and require specialized skills ana 
equipment beyond those required for conventional air«°P; 
Joint Pub 3-05 contains further discussion of SO missions and 
SOF capabilities. 

2. TTnrvinvention»!   Warfare.      UW   includes   guerrilla  «arf"e' 
subversion, sabotage, intelligence activities, evasion anfl 
escape, and other activities of a low visibility, covert or 
clandestine nature. 

a. UW may occur within the context of conflict or war. 
When UW is conducted independently during conflict or 
war, its primary focus is on political and psychological 
objectives. A successful effort to organize and mobilize 
a segment of the civil population may culminate in 
military action. When UW operations support conventional 
military operations, the focus shifts to primarily 
military objectives. However, the political and 
psychological implications remain. 

b. Generic capabilities required for UW include an 
understanding of UW theory and insurgent tactics, 
language proficiency, area and cultural orientation, 
tactical skills (through brigade level), advanced medical 
skills, rudimentary construction and engineering skills, 
familiarity with a wide variety of demolitions and 
weapons, and knowledge of clandestine communications, 
intelligence systems, civil-military operations, and 
PSYOP.  SOF units possess differing combinations of these 
capabilities. When tailoring forces for UW, the JFSOCC 
matches unit capabilities to mission-specific 
requirements, often resulting in a joint tactical element, 

m ARSQF. UW is principally the responsibility of 
Army special forces (SF).  SF operational detachments 

II-l 



possess all required UW skills in a single tactical 
unit.  CA FID/UW battalions and PSYOP units 
frequently augment SF for UW operations.  ARSOA units 
perform special air operations in support of SOF 
conducting UW operations.  Rangers are not trained 
for UW. 

(2) NAVSOF.  Navy SEALS are the primary NAVSOF 
trained and equipped to conduct UW in littoral and 
riverine environments.  These environments require 
exceptional fitness and advanced swimming, combat 
diving, and boating skills.  Special boat units 
provide combatant craft in support of UW operations. 
Although SEAL delivery vehicle personnel are 
qualified SEALs who possess inherent skills to 
perform UW missions, they specialize in operating 
SDVs and would most likely provide infiltration and 
exfiltration support.  Forward-based NSWUs provide 
planning, logistic, and administrative support for 
UW.  Depending upon theater requirements, NSWGs may 
tailor forces to conduct UW, or NAVSOF may be 
integrated into a joint package as the maritime 
extension of a predominantly land-oriented UW mission. 

(3) AFSOF. AFSOF aircraft support UW by conducting 
special air operations to provide covert, 
clandestine, or low-visibility infiltration, 
exfiltration, resupply, surveillance, and fire 
support for other SOF elements. AFSOF may also 
conduct UW by training, advising, and assisting the 
air forces of an insurgent or resistance organization 
or a third-country sponsor to conduct special air 
operations similar to those conducted by US AFSOF. 
AFSOF special tactics teams possess skills that are 
frequently required within a joint UW package. AFSOF 
airborne PSYOP dissemination assets may be employed 
as force multipliers for military actions, electronic 
combat measures, or support of tactical cover and 
deception activities. 

3.  Direct Action.  DA operations are short-duration strikes 
and other small-scale offensive operations principally taken 
by SOF to seize, destroy, capture, recover, or inflict damage 
on designated personnel or materiel. 

a. Unlike UW, DA operations are normally limited in 
scope and duration and usually incorporate a planned 
withdrawal from the immediate objective area. SOF may 
conduct these operations unilaterally or in conjunction 
with conventional military operations. DA operations are 
designed to achieve specific, well-defined, and often 
time-sensitive results. They frequently occur beyond the 
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reach of tactical weapon systems and selective strike 
capabilities of conventional forces. 

b.  Generic capabilities required for DA include small 
unit combat skills, specialized weapons and demolition 
expertise, proficiency in specialized infiltration ana 
exfiltration techniques, and a greater degree of physical 
stamina than normally required of general purpose 
forces.  SOF conducting DA have limited capability for 
sustained combat and provide limited combat power (the 
largest SOF DA element is a Ranger Regiment).  Although 
most SOF have some degree of DA capability, JFSOCC must 
determine which units are best suited for individual 
missions.  Because DA missions depend heavily upon unit 
cohesion, the JFSOCC should maintain unit integrity for 
each mission subtask.  For example, if a mission includes 
an airfield seizure among other tasks, the JFSOCC should 
assign the seizure to a single SOF unit (Rangers are 
specifically trained to do this).  The other tasks should 
be assigned to other integral SOF units. 

(1) ARSOF.  ARSOF trained to conduct DA include 
Rangers, SF, and SOA.  Rangers normally employ 
battalion-sized task forces that include PSYOP and CA 
elements.  SF operate in detachment or company 
strength for DA missions.  Army SOA possesses limitea 
unilateral DA capabilities (guns, rockets, and 
missiles) but normally supports a SOF ground force. 

(2) WAVSOF.  NAVSOF trained to conduct DA include 
SEALS, SDVS, and SBUs.  SEALs operate in platoons or 
squads (16- or 8-man elements), SDVs in platoons, and 
SBUs in two-boat detachments (usually in support of 
SEALS). 

(3) AFSOF.  Under most circumstances, AFSOF are 
integral to a joint SOF package for DA missions. 
Only AC-130 aircraft train extensively for DA fire 
support.  MC-130 COMBAT TALON aircraft train for 
delivery of gravity-employed munitions.  MH-53J PAVE 
LOW and MH-60 PAVE HAWK helicopters, primarily armed 
for self-defense, can provide limited fj.re support to 
SOF ground elements.  Special tactics teams routinely 
provide their unique capabilities to joint DA 
forces.  AFSOF airborne PSYOP dissemination assets 
may be employed as force multipliers for military 
actions, electronic combat measures, or support of 
tactical cover and deception activities. 

4-  firrrinl Po^nnaissance.  SOF conduct a wide variety of 
information-gathering activities of strategic or operational 
significance.  Collectively, these activities are called SR. 
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SR complements national and theater intelligence collection 
systems by obtaining specific, well-defined, and 
time-sensitive information when other systems are constrained 
by weather, terrain-masking, hostile countermeasures, or 
conflicting priorities. 

a. The JFSOCC receives SR taskings from the theater 
combatant commander, identifies collection requirements 
that support joint SO and validates SR missions requested 
by other component commanders. These responsibilities 
require routine JFSOCC participation in all theater-level 
targeting and planning activities. 

b. SR varies widely from mission to mission; there is no 
set of generic collection capabilities. SR missions are 
distinct from other types of reconnaissance in that they 
require the unique skills of SOF.  The JFSOCC must 
analyze each mission to determine the skills required and 
choose the appropriate SOF tactical elements. Virtually 
all SOF may be used for some aspect of SR. Unlike DA, 
unit integrity for SR may be disrupted if the unique 
capabilities of a few additional individuals are 
required.  Augmentees must have a complementary skill set 
and rehearse critical parts of the mission with the SR 
team to which they are attached. 

(1) ARSQF. SF is the only ARSOF specifically 
trained to perform SR.  They possess limited SIGINT 
and chemical reconnaissance assets that complement 
the SR mission. To adequately prepare for unique 
theater SR requirements, SF must conduct training 
based upon clearly articulated JFSOCC requirements. 
Army SOA can perform limited SR missions visually and 
with their sensors.  PSYOP and CA augmentation is 
particularly useful for area assessment missions. 

(2) WAVSOF. SEALs and SDVs are specifically trained 
to conduct SR. Special boat units have limited 
inherent capabilities to perform SR but can provide a 
maritime platform for intelligence collection. 

(3) AFSOF. AC-130 gunships can perform SR missions 
with their FLIR sensors, radar, and low light and 
infrared imaging and have imagery recording 
capability. MC-130 Combat Talons have FLIR sensors 
and imagery recording capability. Special tactics 
teams can perform SR and possess unique airfield 
assessment capabilities. AFSOF airborne PSYOP assets 
may be employed to monitor and record electronic 
communications information. 
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i  .---<— T^.rnai nafense. FID is participation by 
liviUan'.nd military agencies of a government » anyof the 

fSrces will not normally be committed to combat ■9««»t 
rorces WXAA ""*•    FID will usually consist of indirect 
assignee TarUcipatLnln combined exercises and tracing 
program? orPlimited direct assistance without US 
participation in combat operations. 

h  Joint Pub 0-2 requires all Services to prepare forces 
?or ?nenconSSc? ItTlD.  but only SOF routinely train for 
FID as a primary mission. The role of SOF «FID is to 
train advise, and assist host-nation military and 

conduct FID operations primarily on a Personal level 
rather than through transfer of hardware. The SAO chief 
or other responsible JFC must synchronize the training 
»n* aSvisorv activities of SOF with the material and 
?echn?cal aLJstanceavailable from other sources as part 
of an integrated US Government effort. 

mZ*^l.  Äiiiilrity with a wide variety of demolitions, 

FID-reiatea capo government agencies. 

5SSS tS!XflS S? i4S«ly train to conduct FID 
pSrUcipate as required to meet specific needs. 
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(1) ARSOF.  SF, CÄ, and PSYOP forces are area 
oriented, language qualified, and specifically 
trained to develop HN capabilities that will sustain 
themselves after the departure of US forces.  ARSOA 
and Rangers are not trained, organized, or equipped 
for the conduct of FID.  A large portion of PSYOP and 
CA force structure is maintained in the Reserve 
component. These forces must be notified much 
earlier than Active components, unless mobilization 
occurs.  Individual reservist augmentation (one or 
two people) to FID packages is easier and quicker to 
arrange than unit deployments. 

(2) NAVSOF.  SEALs and SBUs are specifically trained 
to conduct FID.  As with UW, forward-based NSWUs 
provide planning, logistic, and administrative 
support for FID. Depending upon theater 
requirements, NSWGs and Special Boat Squadrons (SBRs) 
will tailor forces to conduct FID.  NAVSOF may be 
integrated into a joint SOF FID package in a littoral 
nation or a landlocked nation with an extensive 
riverine environment. 

(3) AFSOF.  AFSOF are best qualified for FID when 
the JFSOCC requires aviation employment or support 
skills and experience.  In particular, USSOCOM is 
developing an aviation cadre that is culturally and 
linguistically trained and oriented toward developing 
nations.  The aviation cadre is skilled in the use of 
aerospace power for UW, counterinsurgency, and 
counterdrug operations. Their skills make them well 
suited for use in coalition warfare or in support of 
a theater commander's peacetime campaign plan. 
Special tactics teams can provide basic ground-to-air 
interface and combat casualty training with AFSOF or 
HN aircraft. AFSOF are prepared to assess HN 
aviation needs and provide the JFSOCC with other 
aviation FID assistance. The JFSOCC can optimize 
AFSOF FID potential by forwarding theater 
requirements to USCINCSOC.  AFSOF assets should not 
be used to provide administrative airlift in support 
of FID operations. » 

6.  Pmtnfpr^rrorism.  CT is a highly specialized, 
resource-intensive mission.  Certain SOF units maintain a 
high state of readiness to conduct CT operations and possess 
a full range of CT capabilities. Theater combatant 
commanders maintain designated CT contingency forces to 
respond to CT situations when national assets are not 
immediately available. When SOF comprise these forces, the 
JFSOCC is responsible for their readiness. 
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7. Collateral Activities.  Collateral activities are 
applications of SOF capabilities in other than primary 
mission areas.  The collateral activities for which SOF are 
particularly well suited include security assistance, 
humanitarian assistance, antiterrorism and other security 
activities, counterdrug operations, personnel recovery, and 
special activities.  (Joint Pub 3-05 contains further 
discussion of collateral activities.) The JFSOCC assists the 
theater combatant commander in identifying collateral 
activities that capitalize on the inherent capabilities of 
SOF within the constraints of their availability.  In any 
theater, the number of possible collateral activities is 
unlimited.  The JFSOCC should discourage the use of SOF for 
collateral activities when conventional forces are available 
and capable of performing the mission to standard. When 
tasked, SOF analyze the situation, adapt to it, and apply 
their capabilities as appropriate.  The responsibilities of 
the JFSOCC for SOF conducting collateral activities are the 
same as for SOF conducting primary missions. 

8. nnprational MSssinn Taskings.  Theater-specific mission 
taskings may be beyond the scope of primary SO missions. 
Such taskings affect the training of forces apportioned to 
that theater but will not affect SOF worldwide (as would a 
change in doctrine).  The JFSOCC must clearly communicate 
theater-specific requirements so that USCINCSOC can prepare 
forces to meet the needs of the theater combatant commander. 
An example of such an operational mission tasking was the SF 
coalition warfare mission during Operations DESERT SHIELD and 
DESERT STORM.  In this case, the Commander in Chief of US 
Central Command (USCINCCENT) identified the requirement for 
providing liaison and training and advisory assistance to 
maintain cohesion among the coalition partners.  As the 
JFSOCC, the commander of the Special Operations Command, 
Central (COMSOCCENT) advised USCINCCENT that SOF capabilities 
required to conduct FID and UW would be applicable to this 
requirement. As a result, SF were tasked and performed the 
operational mission under the OPCON of Third US Army.  After 
the operation, the SF soldiers involved reported that the 
rapport-building skills developed during UW training 
exercises were critical during their initial contacts. 

9. oppratioTiai Training.  During peace, the distinction 
between primary missions, collateral activities, and training 
(especially OCONUS training) is often blurred.  The division 
becomes more distinct during contingency operations and war, 
when these activities tend to compete for assets. 

a.  pf»r-»im« Activities.  In peacetime, SOF training 
events often contribute directly to theater operational 
objectives. For example, FID-related training in a 
foreign country may produce benefits to the HN that 
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contribute to the theater combatant commander's peacetime 
campaign objectives.  This is consistent with the primary 
mission of FID.  Performing collateral training and 
advisory activities under a security assistance program, 
for example, provides excellent training to SOF in skills 
critical to their primary missions.  The JFSOCC, in 
coordination with USCINCSOC, advises the theater 
combatant commander on how best to orchestrate SO 
activities so that SOF training events contribute to 
achieving peacetime campaign objectives. 

b. roTH-innprnrv Operations,and War. ,?^in?r^^n"
9oSCy 

operations and war, SOF units focus their training on 
actual rather than anticipated mission requirements. 
Collateral activities detract from the overall capability 
of SOF to perform their primary SO missions.  The JFSOCC 
must ensure that the theater combatant commander is aware 
of the impact of diverting SOF from primary missions to 
collateral activities under these circumstances. 

10. rn^Hnml Applications of SOF. .SOF should not be 
used as a substitute for strong conventional forces.  Tnis 
degrades the ability to conduct SO and places at gre« risK 
specialized assets that are not easily replaced.  SOF can 
enhance conventional operations as a force multiplier or in 
an economy of force role that does not involve using SOF in 
conventional roles. Although some SOF have i"01^ ., . lv 
capabilities for use as conventional forces when absolutely 
necessary, this application takes the forces out of the 
framework within which they routinely operate. They are 
subsequently unable to respond to legitimate SO tasking and 
may be placed at risk through employment outside the 
supervision or control of the JFSOCC. The JFSOCC ensures 
that the theater combatant commander understands the   .... 
tradeoffs involved and makes optimum use of SOF assets within 
his theater. 

11. n»hpr Fore»« Trained and EouiPPPfl ff) fillPPOTt SO« 
Certain gene^il purpose forces receive enhanced training and 
specialized equipment that make them uniquely qualified to 
support SO. This special training and equipment are not 
provided to enable these forces to conduct SO as a primary 
mission but to improve their own primary combat skills and 
capabilities.  See Appendix K for more detail on these forces 
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CHAPTER III 

COMMAND AND CONTROL OF SPECIAL OPERATIONS 

1.  General.  SO require centralized, responsive, and 
unambiguous C2. Unnecessary layering of headquarters within 
the SO chain of command decreases responsiveness and creates 
opportunities for OPSEC compromises. The normal C2 
arrangement for joint SO is to establish a functional SO 
component under the direct OPCON of the joint force commander. 

2  Tho Theater s««nial nP»rarions Command.  To provide the 
necelSary unUy of command; each t^at«'combatant comina^ 
has established a subordinate unified command to serve as the 
functional SO component of the theater combatant command (see 
Figure III-l). These commands, the theater SOCs, normally 
exercise OPCON of joint SOF within their theaters. USSOCOM 
provides some of the funding and manpower to support tne 
theater SOCs, similar to the Service support of theater 
Service component headquarters. The COMSOC is the theater 
JFSOCC, reporting directly to the theater combatant 
commander, and is the principal SO adviser in theater. These 
two roles are discussed below. 

a.  so Adviser. The COMSOC advises the theater combatant 
commander and the other component commanders on the 
proper employment of SOF. As SO adviser, COMSOC must be 
familiar with .the day-to-day issues working within the 
theater combatant command. The COMSOC may be dual-hatted 
as a special staff officer on the theater staff.  In this 
case, he may appoint a deputy to represent him on the 
theater staff for routine day-to-day staff matters. 

b.  Thpai-gr JFSOCC.  COMSOC exercises OPCON of assigned 
forces and normally exercises OPCON of attached forces. 
He uses some combination of Service,- functional and area 
components. He establishes subordinate headquarters as 
required (see Figure III-2) to plan, conduct, and support 
joint SO on a continuing basis. The following paragraphs 
discuss the options available to the JFSOCC. 

3.  Army SOF.  The JFSOCC may exercise OPCON of ARSOF through 
a"single ARSOC or multiple ARSOTFs. 

a. Armv Rneeifp operations Component. A single ARSOC is 
most appropriate when there is only one SF or Ranger unit 
OPCON to the JFSOCC. 

b  irmv Rnpcia.1 operate« Task Force. When two or more 
of  theSI units are, OPCON to the JFSOCC, the JFSOCC 
normally establishes a number of subordinate ARSOTFs. 
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Each ARSOTF is organized around the nucleus of an SF or 
ranger unit and includes a mix of ARSOF units and their 
support elements.  The JFSOCC assigns each ARSOTF a 
geographic area or functional mission under his direct 
OPCON. 

c. Special Forces.  SF units normally task organize into 
a number of operations bases. Used in this sense, the 
term "operations base" connotes a headquarters and 
support element as well as a physical location.  SF 
operations bases include the SFOB, the FOB, and the AOB. 

(1) Special Forces Operations Base.  The SFOB is 
established by an SF group to synchronize the 
activities of subordinate FOBs and/or AOBs.  The SFOB 
normally serves as an ARSOC or ARSOTF headquarters 
directly subordinate to the JFSOCC. 

(2) Forward Operations Base.  An FOB is established 
by an SF battalion to control and support deployed 
operational elements.  Tactical SF elements conduct 
mission planning and preparation at an FOB.  Although 
generally subordinate to an SFOB, an independent FOB 
may be established under the direct OPCON of the 
JFSOCC. 

(3) Advanced operations Base.  An AOB is established 
by an SF company to extend the command, control, and 
support functions of an FOB.  For example, an AOB may 
function as a launch-and-recovery or radio relay site. 

d. Ranoers.  Rangers normally exercise C2 through 
command posts collocated with other SOF or conventional 
units.  They do not have the organic capability to 
establish their own operations bases. 

c.  Armv Special Operations Aviation.  ARSOA normally 
exercise C2 through task force headquarters collocated 
with the JSOACC (see below) or a supported ARSOTF or 
NSWTG. 

4.  Maw SOF.  The Navy component of the theater JFSOCC is 
referred to as the Navy Special Operations Component.  A 
NAVSOC may take the following forms: 

a.  naval Special Warfare Unit.  An NSWU is the permanent 
in-theater operational staff to command, control, and 
support forward-deployed CONUS-based NSW forces. The 
NSWU can easily form the nucleus for a NSWTG or NSWTU. 
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b.  Naval Special Warfare Task Group.  When activated, an 
NSWTG is specifically tailored to meet the requirements 
of the theater combatant commander.  An NSWTG is a 
headquarters that provides C3 for any number of deployed 
NSWTUs in support of fleet commanders and joint force 
commanders. 

C  Naval Special Warfare Task Unit.  An NSWTU is a 
subordinate headquarters element of the NSWTG that 
provides C3 to employed NSW forces. 

d.  Naval Special warfare Task Element.  An NSWTE is a 
subordinate element of an NSWTU. 

5. Air Fnrce SOF.  The Air Force component of the theater 
JFSOCC is referred to as the Air Force Special Operations 
Component (AFSOC).  (The theater AFSOC should not be confused 
with the Air Force Special Operations Command, the Air Force 
component command of USSOCOM.)  The theater AFSOC is normally 
a special operations wing (SOW) or special operations group 
(SOG).  When subordinate AFSOF units deploy to FOBS or AOBs, 
the AFSOC commander may establish one or more of the 
following provisional units: 

a. Air Force Special Operations Detachment.  The AFSOD 
is a squadron-size AFSOF headquarters, which could be a 
composite organization composed of different Air Force SO 
assets.  The detachment is normally subordinate to a 
theater AFSOC, JSOTF, or JTF, depending upon size and 
duration of the operation. 

b. Air Force Special Qp»ra<-inns Element.  The AFSOE is 
an element-size AFSOF headquarters.  It is normally 
subordinate to a theater AFSOC or AFSOD, depending upon 
the size and duration of the operation. 

6. .Tnint Special Operations Air Component.  The JFSOCC may 
choose to organize functional components in lieu of or in 
combination with Service components.  The most common SO 
functional organization is the JSOAC.  The JSOACC is the 
subordinate commander within a SOC or JSOTF responsible for 
planning and executing joint special air operations and for 
coordinating and deconflicting those operations with 
conventional air operations.  The JSOACC normally will be the 
SOF aviation commander providing the preponderance of air 
assets or most capable of controlling special air operations 
in a specific situation. 

7. ,7^n+ special operations Task Force- A JSOTF is a 
temporary joint SOF headquarters established by the NCA or a 
JFC to accomplish a specific mission or control SOF in a 
specific theater of operations. Establishment of a JSOTF is 
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appropriate when SOF C2 requirements exceed the capabilities 
of the theater SOC. 

a. ffrwi'miilltlw.. The tern. JSOTF is generic and do« not 
BDOIV to any specific organization, unit, or leyei or 
co^and  SsOTFs may be small and temporary or arg« and 
more permanent, depending upon the »f^°nal or thaat« 
objective. A JSOTF may be specifically established as a 
joint organization, or it may be formed around n 
existing Service force structure with an augmented 
staff  It may consist of elements of the theater SOC 
(with'or without USSOCOM augmentation) or deploy as a 
complete package from outside of the theater at the 
direction of the NCA. 

b. mmrnnnfl *^°^'- AJth0US!;rS?^2\o
r?he theater unlimited, a JSOTF is normally ■tttoor«xa»t* to tta« «eater 

SOC or another JFC to perform missions of. J^J;»n
Bg!Ja 

or duration. When subordinate to a JFC ^h!rthant£efor 
theater SOC, the JSOTF commander serves as the JFSOCC tor 
that JFC. 

c. ftrpn vrrffu« rnnrl-lnnm Command, A 
JS
?
T
* S™ *uld be either an area or functional component. * JSOTF couio De 

established to conduct joint SO in a specific theater of 
operations. Alternatively, it could be •■*»bl;£eg*°c 
accomplish certain types of SO.  For «f*1«'"!6 C0MS0C 
may designate an NSWTG as the nucleus of a **«*  . 
headquarters to conduct a series of related DA. rai"ions. 
Assigned forces may include a NSWTU, a Ranger battalion, 
an! Helicopter and tanker AFSOD. The NSWTG would 
require ARSOF and AFSOF augmentation to function 
effectively as a JSOTF. 

8  Transfer_Qf_EfiXCfiS. Only the NCA can authorize and 
direc[ngheas2ignmeng5of forces to combat ant cowans or 
their transfer between combatant commands. When transfer of 
forces is permanent, the forces are reassigned. *™ 
tr«M£«r of forces is temporary, the forces may be either 

SäMä-2 ««H^s Sir "nea 
pectfiesVn^Äyment^^^^ 

coSrnanoer Sll exercised»» of the attached «or«.    When 
SlsoCOM forces deploy fron, CONUS H>" « 'h^e

84°*0™allv «specific short-duration mission,  these forces are no™***     - 
!?^»ihlS to the theater combatant commander and may be placed 
OPCofto S.^««!'«*. retires «tensive «^-J^SSSS« 
„hen the mission is planned tf«^*"g?iJ%2S& cflally 
""* ^llll the tneaSer'cc-mbUant commander-s requirements. 
?hrSFlSae.sS?sts"hrth«Ser combatant colander in CHOP of 
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SOF from USSOCOM to theater control, coordinating transfer to 
the theater C4I structure and arranging in-theater support, 
to include necessary staging facilities.  This may require 
coordination with other theater combatant commanders when 
those*facilities lie within their AORs.  Virtually all 
operations transiting non-US territory will require 
interagency coordination, especially with the DOS and 
appropriate in-country Chiefs of Mission.  The JFSOCC should 
ensure, via the theater combatant commander, that necessary 
clearances are obtained from those nations whose sovereign 
interests are involved.  JFSOCC planning must ultimately 
include force recovery and redeployment. 

9.  so an* Air Operations.  SO aircraft normally traverse 
multiple zones of airspace control and may overfly 
conventional surface operations while inserting, resuPP1yi"9' 
or extracting SOF elements.  Because joint air forces and SOF 
routinely operate in the deep battle area, their operations 
must be fully integrated to create opportunities for 
synergistic attack and deconflicted to prevent fratricide. 

a. rnnvpnriopai Air Supnorr to SO.  Commanders may 
employ virtually any aerospace forces in SO, and SOF may 
require support from conventional assets to suppress 
enemy air defenses, cause diversions, increase airlift 
capability or ensure the air and ground defense security 
of their landing strips or forward arming and refueling 
points.  These augmenting forces provide capabilities 
beyond those found in SO aviation forces.  The JFSOCC 
normally requests conventional air support sorties to 
support SOF on a mission-by-mission and priority 
availability basis, but the JFC may direct a transfer of 
control to the JSOACC or COMAFSOC for a specified and 
usually short period of time. Regardless of command 
relationships, integrating non-SOA assets into special 
air operations requires advance planning and extensive 
coordination. 

b. soy siippor» of .loinr Air Operations.  SOF can 
contribute to joint air operations in four ways: 

(1)  F.rnnnmv of Force.  In most threat^ environments, 
SOF can provide stealth and precision attack as an 
alternative to air power. The JFACC can therefore 
request the use of SOF as an economy of force measure 
to destroy certain targets, freeing air assets to 
concentrate against other targets more suitable for 
air attack.  For example, SOF attacked Iraqi early 
warning sites in the initial phase of Operation 
DESERT STORM, allowing the JFACC to employ the entire 
F-117 force to strike Baghdad. 
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(2) Precision Attack. The JFACC may have targets 
that require specific damage effects (or the 
limitation of collateral damage) beyond the 
capabilities of precision-guided munitions.  Some 
examples include the destruction or incapacitation of 
weapons of mass destruction or their production 
facilities without the spread of deadly 
contaminants. The JFC may want to neutralize a 
target without destroying its vital components.  SOF 
may also be employed to locate and attack concealed, 
perishable, or mobile targets that are difficult for 
conventional air and surface forces to attack. 

(3) syriproisfrir? Attack.  SOF can contribute directly 
to joint air operations by conducting asymmetrical DA 
strikes against airfields, ground radars, and other 
high-value counterair targets.  SOF can also locate 
and identify mobile targets and then designate them 
visually, electronically, or optically for 
conventional air attack.  SOF can also perform 
poststrike reconnaissance missions after conventional 
air strikes. 

(4) Air Operations Enhancement.  SOF have unique 
capabilities that can enhance joint air operations. 
For example, SOF aircraft can deliver the 15,000- 
pound BLU-82 bomb for psychological effect or to 
create an instant helicopter landing zone.  SOF can 
also conduct certain personnel recovery missions 
beyond the capabilities of conventional CSAR forces. 

c.  Special Operations Liaison Element.  The JFSOCC 
provides a special operations liaison element (SOLE) to 
the JFACC staff (if designated) or appropriate Service 
component air C2 facility to coordinate and synchronize 
SOF air and surface efforts with joint air operations. 
The SOLE chief works directly for the JFSOCC and places 
liaison officers throughout the JFACC or (Service 
component air) staff.  Under the direction of the SOLE 
chief, these liaison officers provide SOF expertise to 
the following elements of the JFACC (or Service) staff: 

« 

(1)  Air operations Planning Cell-  SOF coordination 
with the air operations planning cell is vital,  in 
peacetime, this cell develops the air operations plan 
and publishes a preplanned air tasking order (ATO) to 
execute it. During hostilities, the cell becomes the 
central air targeting facility and deconflicts 
targets. The JFSOCC can influence air tasking of SOF 
in support of theater air operations and deconflict 
SO through the SOF air planners in this cell. 
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{2) Cfflimnt Plans-  SOF »ir Planners >» this Q ^^ 
directorate aevelop, c00^1"tf;t°

n!he single theater , for the next aay'soperatrons -to the.srng^     Q; 

ÄsÄÄrr SFSTAocc 
i.-^«r   cnF air operations officers 

gS lor^lircr rt oPer  n U,*«- 
ATO cycle, to inclua. on. that is cb     activity, 

»"■»"S'äSi. .«ecrrng lo to the J?SOCC. ano tracK 
thrprogress%r"Fi^9air support requests. 

^^eientsinflacrHcace'cooroinatiSn with the 

JFSOCC RCC. 

10. TP nnfl T,p,ng Options, SOF fluently op.»^!» ^ 
conjunction with conventional "^^ventional land 
operations.  Physical contact between « usually 
forces and SOF is Wjcjlly of Jhort duration   extraction 
ends with a passing of responsib*«£ «£tl0Jl shouid be on 
°f S2F- -^io^oreffectrand^econfficUon of fires, not on 
synchronization of e£"c"_""" ._ tne ground, physical integration of forces on tne sr      actions in 
B^oninM^xMi^TT^^ot^l^  ryiat.ve 
time, space, and.Purpo^* ,n5 time  Physical integration may power at a decisive place andtime.  ™JJ     achieve a 
Sccur, but it is not necessary ^.^^synchronization 
synergistic effect. The focai poi special 

a.  The SOCCE is a C2 element: nc>rmally tas^anized 
around an SF company headquarte«.  it p        ts and 
liaison factions according to mission r «otna 
as directed bv the JFSOCC.  Tne »        conduct 
employed when SOF <njt excl««J^on.* joint or Service 
operations in support ^.« c^Xforce, Army corps or 
force (for example, »3 » tasK *«c J^ e 

J    the 
Marine expeditionary force). ^«^^„ainat. and 

t^li^l^^^S^^  of the supported force 
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and ensure communications interoperability with that 
force.  The ARSOTF commander and other JFSOCC component 
commanders may attach liaison teams from other SOF 
elements to the .SOCCE as required. The SOCCE performs the 
following functions: 

(1) Exercise C2 of SOF tactical elements attached 
to, or placed in direct support of, the supported 
conventional land force. 

(2) Augment or serve as the SO special staff section • 
of the land force headquarters. 

(3) Advise the land force commander on the current 
situation, missions, capabilities, and limitations of 
supporting and supported SOF units. 

(4) Advise the supporting SOF commander(s) of the 
land force commander's current situation, missions, 
intentions, and requirements. 

(5) Provide required secure communications links. 

(6) Coordinate and deconflict SO activities with 
land force operations, including SOF support to the 
land force and land force support to SOF. 

(7) When linkup becomes imminent, assist land force 
with linkup planning and execution. 

b. The SOCCE's level of authority and responsibility can 
vary widely. When directed, the SOCCE can control SOF 
operational elements for short periods during specific 
missions (for example, linkup operations).  It can also 
receive SOF operational, intelligence, and target 
acquisition reports directly from deployed .SOF elements 
and provide them to the land force headquarters. See FM 
100-25 for further discussion of the SOCCE. 

11.  en ,nfl —riHn» Operations.  SOF ?lso frequently operate 
in conjunction with conventional maritime forces. Physicai 
contact between conventional maritime forces and SOF%is 
likely to be of longer duration than is normally the case for 
land operations, and the focus of coordination must be on 
physical integration of forces as well as synchronization of 
effects and deconfliction of fires. Coordination with the 
maritime force staff is performed by a SOCCE, an NSW liaison 
element or a collocated NSWTU staff. 

a. When physical integration is minimal and the primary 
concern of the JFSOCC is coordination of SOF maritime 
maneuver and deconfliction of naval fires, the JFSOCC 
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normally places a SOCCE or NSW liaison element with the 
JFMCC staff and the staffs of appropriate maritime task 
forces or battle groups.  Other JFSOCC component 
commanders may attach liaison teams to the SOCCE or NSW 
liaison element as required.  The element performs 
functions similar to those listed above for the SOCCE. 

b. When there is a requirement to exercise C2 of NSW 
operational elements as well as perform liaison 
functions, the JFSOCC normally places an NSWTU (ashore or 
afloat) under the OPCON or TACON of the appropriate • 
maritime force commander.  If joint SOF are committed to 
supporting maritime operations, the JFSOCC may augment 
the NSWTU staff and establish it as a subordinate JSOTF. 
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CHAPTER IV 

PLANNING SPECIAL OPERATIONS 

1. General.  This chapter focuses on SO planning from the 
operational perspective of a theater COMSOC.  It provides 
procedures for the COMSOCs participation in theater-level 
planning and the supervision of tactical planning by 
subordinate SOF elements.  It does not address detailed 
tactical mission planning (ground maneuver plan, infiltration 
route planning, etc.) because this activity is governed i>y 
Service guidance and unit SOPs. 

2. Maintenance of Theater Perspective.  The COMSOC, as the 
theater JFSOCC, must maintain a long-term theater planning 
perspective.  Deliberate and peacetime planning may continue 
during a crisis or regional contingency.  In a minor crisis 
or contingency operation, the COMSOC may continue to function 
at the theater level.  In this case he normally establishes a 
JSOTF to serve as the JFSOCC for the current operation.  In a 
major contingency operation or during sustained combat 
operations, the COMSOC normally deploys as the JFSOCC.  In 
this case, he must divide the SOC staff so that SO outside 
the area of conflict and long-term planning may continue. 

3. Deliberate Planning.  Deliberate planning is planning for 
the deployment and employment of apportioned forces and 
resources that occurs in response to a hypothetical 
situation.  Planners rely heavily on assumptions regarding 
the circumstances that will exist when the plan is 
implemented. The COMSOC actively participates in all phases 
of theater-level deliberate planning, both as a component 
commander and principal theater SO adviser.  Normal 
deliberate planning responsibilities of the theater SOC 
include developing OPLANs and CONPLANs (see Joint Pub 5-03.1) 
and supervising SOMPF production (see Joint Pub 3-05.5).  The 
SOC also participates in theater-level strategy development 
and campaign planning (see Joint Pub 5-00.1). 

a. Pnneent Development.  The COMSOC prepares, or assists 
in preparation of, the theater SO staff estimate. The 
COMSOC subsequently attends the concept development 
conference, which finalizes concepts of operation and 
support and assigns subordinate tasks. COMSOC 
participation throughout this phase should ensure that 
SOF are properly integrated into the theater commander's 
strategic concept. 

b. pi»n Development. As the plan develops, the COMSOC 
assists the theater combatant commander in integrating SO 
and coordinating with USCINCSOC for CONUS-based support. 
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(1) Force Plannina.  The COMSOC assists in 
preparation of the SO portion of the theater plan and 
provides the initial SOF force list and TPFDD. 
Apportioned SOF should deploy as early as possible; 
the plan may require SOF forward presence during 
critical time periods when the likelihood of 
employment is increased.  See Appendix P for more 
information on SOF deployment planning. 

(2) Support Planning.  The COMSOC coordinates with 
the theater J4 and theater Service component 
commanders to determine support requirements for 
apportioned SOF and how these requirements will be 
satisfied.  SOF normally plan to deploy with their 
unit basic loads and at least 30 days of accompanying 
supplies unless otherwise directed by the theater 
combatant commander. The SO TPFDD input may include 
dedicated SOF support units. 

(3) Transportation Planning. Shortfall 
Identification, and TPFDD Refinement.  If the 
transportation planning process identifies SOF 
shortfalls, the COMSOC works with theater planners to 
resolve the shortfalls.  If transportation shortfalls 
cannot be resolved at the planner level, the COMSOC 
advises the theater combatant commander and adjusts 
the plan as directed. As the TPFDD is refined, the 
COMSOC ensures that SO data is not inadvertently 
altered. 

C.  Plan Review and Supporting Plan Development.  The 
COMSOC revises the SO portion of the plan based on the 
CJCS comments. 

4.  Supporting Plan Development. Concurrent with the theater 
deliberate planning process, the COMSOC initiates development 
of SO supporting plans. Such plans should provide concepts 
linking SO capabilities to overall theater objectives and 
complement other theater component supporting plans.  The 
COMSOC develops these plans using a modified version of the 
deliberate planning procedures outlined in Joint Pub 5-03.1. 

a.  Mission Analyses and Target Selection.  Certain 
JFSOCC missions may already be specified in a theater 
plan.  In addition to these specified tasks, the COMSOC 
derives other tasks essential to accomplishing the JFSOCC 
missions assigned by the theater combatant commander. 
The COMSOC must consider the window of opportunity 
(timeframe during which the task makes sense or is 
feasible) for these tasks. The cumulative effect of 
these tasks must accomplish the assigned JFSOCC mission 
and complement other US Government activities within the 
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8SV7£ ™£ HISS"' are  involved,   the J?^™1^"^ ^ For missions 
provides  the mechanism £?r.;!jiaJji     the COMSOC should 

.^prUteloÄSen  .1 Si naers an, tasK the* to 

-sis an-r"-rg-g.<»  5-i ^*-s» 
^.n^ri^r^lte^^-L^cfica, operations 
into the overall SOC effort. 

c- Tirnr-Hnn anrt HIMIM Pl»^"-.™1 ffgj^tfplan 
normally select a mission planning agent vn*£/ 
Sna conduct each specific SO *»™'™C%£*h  but 
normally selects a SOC service component as the MPA 
may organize a subordinate JSOTF to be tne mr« 

(1)  To select the best force, the COMSOC determines 
the required operational capabilities and then 
matcnelthem against available unit m«Pabxlities 
initially, .the COMSOC may identify multiple MPA^^ 

additional resources to the planning process. 

outllnea in jSint Pub WS.!I to proauce a set of S^ 
SSI-inJenano-execufreaonlrfalirtSneo target. 

fSnces'Äsou^ng'.no t?ives SOP training 

„.    rr>M<;oc develops theater SO exercise and training 
SigrSTS AWariven training "^rements 
Ina'to evaluate ^e »aeouacy^na feasxbxUt^of 

SSlS-^J SihJSS f"%OF conducting operations 
in support of theater peacetime plans. 

{2)    „SdHCSOC will use theater «Jl-J-^ 

Sosrs-iSiS US ss'sswiiti«. -a «*•»*«• *> 
force structure. 
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(3)  COMSOC may also use computerized mission 
planning aids to evaluate overall risk and run 
excursions from completed SOMPFs. 

5.  T^a-SpnSJHvP Planning.  Time-sensitive planning refers 
to planning for the deployment and employment of allocateo 
forces and resources that occurs in response to an actual 
situation.  Planners base their products on the actual 
circumstances that exist at the time planning occurs. As 
with deliberate planning, the COMSOC actively participates in 
all phases of theater-level time-sensitive planning. 

.. rmir,f nf ftrtinn Development. ^heCOMSOC prepares, 
or assists in the preparation of, the s° theaJ" ^" 
estimate and ensures that SOF are Pjoparly integrated 
into the courses of action developed by the theater 
combatant commander and forwarded to the CJCS and NCA. 

b.  »—MIM™ Panning.  The COMSOC initiates execution 
planning upon receipt by the theater combatant commander 
of a planning order or alert order that involves the 
deployment or employment of SOF.  SO execution planning 
normally requires a minimum of 96 hours for basic plan 
development (or refinement of an existing plan), in-deptn 
wargaming of variations to the basic plan, and 
preparation of the tactical force to execute the 
mission. Modern mission planning aids can assist in tms 
process but do not replace human analysis. The 
time-sensitive SO mission planning process describee in 
Joint Pub 3-05.5 provides a framework to ensure adequate 
execution planning. 

6.  p—j-n-. Planning.  Standard joint Planning procedures 
are also used for peacetime planning, but mteragency 
coordination becomes increasingly important. There ate no 
standardized procedures for this coordination, SO Planners 
must be flexible and innovative when integrating peacetime SO 
with other agencies' activities. Funding sources and 
procedures may constrain peacetime military operations. The 
special planning considerations that impact each phase of 
peacetime planning include: 

»  mnrppfr Development. Agencies outside the t)OD may 
not auJomaiically UStify the theater combatant commander 
of their requirements.  The COMSOC, therefore, must 
identify those requirements that specify or imply SO 
tasks.  The COMSOC may accomplish this by reviewing 
national and theater threat assessments. Ambassadors 
Snnual statements of goals and objectives. Country Team 
and HN government plans, annual integrated assessments of 
security assistance, after-action reports and 
assessments, theater joint mission analysis, civil 
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affairs unit country surveys, basic PSYOP studies, area 
studies, and the plans and programs of other US 
Government agencies (see Appendix F for a list of 
government agencies routinely involved in peacetime 
military operations).  A generic source of information on 
an agency's planned activities is their annual budget 
submission. The SO estimate should include the ability 
of host nations to absorb US assistance and collateral 
effects from SOF training activities. 

b.  Plan Development.  Special considerations for SO plan 
development include: 

(1) Force Planning.  The COMSOC must identify how 
all proposed SO activities relate to theater 
objectives and integrate into the overall US 
interagency effort.  For peacetime military 
operations, the force planning process begins 
unresourced.  Instead of immediately planning for the 
flow of apportioned forces into theater, the COMSOC 
must first identify deployment mechanisms that make 
forces available for employment.  These mechanisms 
include CJCS and theater exercises, mobile training 
teams, deployments for training, individual and small 
unit exchanges, humanitarian assistance activities 
(10 USC 401 and 402), and military information 
support teams. Force planning requires the COMSOC to 
be innovative and recognize opportunities to modify 
training events so that they also satisfy theater 
peacetime objectives. For example, in the case of a 
DFT, the COMSOC starts with an OPLAN training 
requirement.  He then uses scheduled training events 
that meet the OPLAN training requirement to 
simultaneously achieve theater peacetime objectives. 
The COMSOC*s operational perspective permits him to 
get the maximum peacetime effect .from OPLAN-derived 
training.  Ultimately, requirements may remain 
unsatisfied because of a lack of OPLAN or CONPLAN 
training requirements or force structure. The COMSOC 
should submit unsatisfied peacetime requirements 
through the theater combatant commander to USCINCSOC 
for consideration in force developmentv 

(2) PnrrP Selection.  The COMSOC normally selects 
tactical elements with scheduled OPLAN-based training 
events to conduct peacetime military operations.  For 
operations without an OPLAN-based deployment 
mechanism, funding may constrain force selection. 
The COMSOC must ensure adequate operational planning 
support, supervision, and guidance for all SO 
missions conducting peacetime military operations in 
the theater despite the fact that formal approval 
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processes may not include the theater SOC. The 
COMSOC should maintain a close working relationship 
with theater SAOs to know when to initiate 
operational planning. 

(3) Simpnrt Plannina.  Support of employed SOF in 
peacetime is constrained by their deployment 
mechanism. For example, SOF conducting a security 
assistance MTT must receive all support through 
security assistance funding. The COMSOC can 
coordinate that support from any approved source, 
provided the COMSOC follows the proper procedures for 
transfer of funds.  The COMSOC must not only identify 
and provide for proper support but must also ensure 
that employed SOF elements are fully aware of any 
legal constraints on the disposition of equipment and 
supplies. 

(4) Transportation Planning., T"?sp?JtaSi°?rtVfn.nf ■ 
planning will also be constrained by the deployment 
mechanism.  For example, SOF conducting a DFT in 
theater may coordinate transportation in combination 
with aircrew flight training.  This arrangement would 
not be acceptable for a security assistance mission 
that requires the user to pay for transportation. 

(5) Rhorfrfiill ™»n<-ificatiPn.  After examining all 
available deployment mechanisms and their associatea 
support and transportation options, the COMSOC 
determines mission shortfalls. The COMSOC then 
presents the theater combatant commander with options 
to satisfy unfulfilled requirements. These include 
requesting additional CJCS exercise funds, additional 
security assistance funding from Congress, or 
additional funding from USSOCOM for DFTs. 

c. pun PPV^W «nrt Supporting Plans. Review of plans to 
employ SOF in peacetime military operations may extend 
beyond the CJCS. When another US Government agency has 
the lead, final approval of plans may not reside within 
military channels. All plans should still proceed 
through the full military approval cycle before% 
submission to the non-DOD agency with final »PP«^» 
authority.  This assists the non-DOD agency by providing 
the appropriate military expertise for plan review and 
keeps the theater combatant commander.and CJCS informed. 

d. Plan ihHnfrfmane«.  Changes in the »«j^«»!;» 
of 

non-DOD agencies often impact on peacetime military   
operations.  These agencies may submit their requirements 
?rthe theater combatant commander, USCINCSOC, CJCS, or 
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SecDef. The COMSOC reviews the impact of all emerging SO 
missions on peacetime military operations. 

7.  planning standards.  The following planning standards 
apply to SOF planning. 

a. Format.  Use JOPES or USMTF formats for all planning 
products, depending on whether the product will be 
disseminated as a document or an electronic message. 

b. Iim£.  Use Universal Time, also known as Greenwich 
Mean Time or ZULU Time. 

c c  coordinates.  Use Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) 
grid cSo?dinItls for land operations. Where UTM grid 
coordinates are not available, fully reference other 
systems or charts. Use geographic coordinates (latitude 
and longitude) for operations involving air and maritime 
forces.  Provide both when appropriate. 

d. courses.  Reference and annotate magnetic north when 
coordinating courses between elements. 

e. rnrnmnnirations.  Plan for all capable air and 
maritime assets to monitor the UHF guard frequency as 
well as the primary tactical frequency-  Ground forces 
may use these frequencies for emergency contact. 

f. Mi^inn Designation. Use standard mission 
designators to assist in planning, tracking, ana 
deconflicting multiple simultaneous missions.  See   
Appendix H for the standard SO mission designation system. 

8.  nw panning Cnnsiderations.  UW planning must consider 
the nature of the insurgency to be supported. Eacn 
insurgency is unique and no insurgency follows a P«ticular 
model exclusively. The JFSOCC selects and recommends a UW 
strategy consistent with international law, national and 
theater objectives, and the operational environment in the 
target country.  Regardless of the strategy finally approved, 
a US-sponsored UW campaign normally passes through the 
following seven phases. % 

a  pr«>.hftinnipal Preparation.  This activity is 
tnitialeS is far in advance as possible.  PSYOP prepare 
the insurgent organization and the civil population of a 
targeted country to accept US sponsorship and the 
subsequent assistance of SOF. The activities of the 
JFSOCC in this phase include working with the theater 
intelligence architecture to identify potentially 
exploitable insurgent movements (UW targets) and 
coordinating through the theater combatant commander for 
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PSYOP support. This coordination involves the Department 
of State and other relevant agencies.  The Department of 
Defense is seldom the lead agent in this phase.  The 
JFSOCC functions in a supporting role and should be the 
conduit for coordinating military activities.  During 
this phase the JFSOCC begins the SO mission planning 
process as outlined in Joint Pub 3-05.5. 

b. fpiMai contact. US Government agencies other than 
the Department of Defense normally establish the first 
contact with an insurgent organization.  If possible, the • 
JFSOCC should arrange to exfiltrate an insurgent leader 
(termed an asset) from the proposed operational area to 
brief all concerned. When tasked by appropriate 
authority, the JFSOCC commits an SF pilot team to conduct 
a thorough assessment of the current situation and 
insurgent potential within the proposed operational 
area.  This assessment should include an evaluation of 
the compatibility of US goals, objectives, and methods 
with those of the insurgent leadership.  The SF pilot 
team may be augmented by PSYOP, civil affairs, engineer, 
medical, communications, and other specialists.  After 
the pilot team reports, the JFSOCC provides a formal 
estimate of the situation to the theater combatant 
commander.  Based on the situation, the JFSOCC may 
recommend supporting the insurgency from external bases, 
channeling US support through surrogates, or employing 
SOF elements within the operational area to work directly 
with the insurgent- organization. 

c. Infiltration.  If the decision is made to employ SOF 
elements within the operational area, the JFSOCC is 
responsible for the infiltration of those elements.  The 
MPA and supporting agencies plan and conduct the 
infiltration (see Chapter IV). 

d. organisation. Whether operating inside or outside 
the JSOA, directly with the insurgent organization or 
through surrogates, SOF elements provide advice to the 
insurgent leadership and assist in organizing the 
insurgent movement for UW operations within the 
operational area. The JFSOCC participates in the 
interagency coordination process at theater level and 
transmits appropriate politico-military guidance to 
subordinate commanders. 

e. Buildup» During this phase <w*)ichx
is °!teiLft rr 

concurrent with the organization phase), the JFSOCC 
coordinates the operational support and logistic 
sustainment of the organizational buildup within the 
JSOA. Operational support may be provided by the theater 
SOC, other theater components, or other US Government 
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aaencies.  Logistic sustainment may come from theater or 
51SSSS iperational project stocks, the theater supply 
system, of the supply systems of other US Government 
agencies. 

f  r™,*»4- Fmnlnvment.  The JFSOCC continues to support 
ana sustain 55 options.  If conventional operations 
a?e initiated, the JFSOCC coordinates and deconflicts 
insurgent activities and assists in _£;»^ ■^JSgp 

between insurgent and conventional forces.  The ^SOCC 
also plans and coordinates for the employment and 
sustainment of insurgent forces after linkup. 

a  n—nM-Hration.  The JFSOCC begins planning for 
demobilization"efore the first SOF element deploys.  As 
combat operations end, the JFSOCC coordinates «surgant 
demobilization and plans for SOF exfiItration and 
post-mission debriefing.  Because the influence of 
deployed SOF may diminish as the insurgents achieve 
sulcesl, the JFSOCC and other involved agencies must 
guard against unrealistic expectations for SOF 
demobilization efforts. 

9.  nA Planning fnnsiciftrations 

a.  The JFSOCC plans DA missions to support theater 
strategic or operational ob3ectives.. The JFSOCC and 
other component commanders nominate DA targets tnat 
con"iSS?Itb the overall success of the theater campaign 
plan. The JFSOCC validates DA targets through the 
assessment process described in Joint Pub 3-05.5.  For 
«am"™? destruction of a key *"*?^° ^talk^s** 
reinforcement against a corps or division attack is 
normally a tactical mission.  It becomes an appropriate 
SSF mission if the corps or division at^ck is key to the 
operational scheme of maneuver and air assets are eitner 
unavailable or lack the necessary degree of Precision or 
timing (such as destruction of only one span to allow 
bridging at a later date). After validating the target, 
?he JFSOC? assesses SOF availability and determines which 
SOF unit is best suited for the task.  For example, a DA 
missiSn against a deep inland bridge might, be best suited 
?o Arm? H? while a bridge located close to an ocean or 
bSy may be better suited to Navy SEALs or SDVs. 

b  The probability of DA mission success often depends 
on the precision with which SOF apply some highly 
sSecifirform of strength against a correctly identified 
eSImy weakness. When preparing DA mission statements, 
fSrjFSOCC should specify the desired effects rather than 
tltcific taltical courses of action. The JFSOCC should 
IKS'mlssJonltype orders that clearly define the purpose 
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of the mission. For example, -Disrupt radar coverage of 
sector X for Y hours" provides planning flexibility to 
the MPA and the tactical SOF element.  "Destroy the radar 
dish at site 2" unnecessarily restricts planners and 
could preclude achieving the desired effect. 

c. The plan of execution for a DA target should flow 
from beginning to end with simple, successive steps and a 
minimum of coordinated or interdependent action. Many 
targets will have their own specific complexities and the 
need to concentrate friendly strength against the 
vulnerabilities of an otherwise stronger enemy will 
impose further complexities of time and space.  This 
being the case, it is imperative that SO planners accept 
only those complexities mandated by the target and its 
surroundings; they should accept additional risk rather 
than build additional complexity into the plan. Examples 
of self-imposed complexity include overcompartmentation 
of information, ambiguous chains of command, complicated 
and time-sensitive linkup plans, and movement of multiple 
elements over multiple routes. 

d. DA missions often depend on the application of 
concentrated combat power by a small force in the 
narrowly circumscribed time and space of the actual 
actions in the objective area, followed by a rapid 
withdrawal before the enemy can retaliate by introducing 
superior combat power into the local area. Unlike 
conventional military forces that use mass to accomplish 
these goals, SOF minimize force levels and instead rely 
on stealth and unconventional tactics and techniques to 
achieve them. The size of a DA force should be as large 
as the nature of the target requires and transportation 
restraints permit, but small enough not to significantly 
increase the risks of early detection and massive 
reaction by the enemy once the action occurs. 

e. Surprise is an absolute precondition in DA missions. 
Overall force ratios are usually so unfavorable that 
there is no chance of success if the enemy is alerted in 
time to concentrate a reaction force.  Loss of surprise 
is normally a valid abort criteria to cancel, delay, or 
redirect the operation to an alternate target. For this 
reason, strict operations security (OPSEC) is vital and 
cover and deception activities are essential. The most 
successful DA missions treat cover and deception not as 
complementary activities but as an integral part of the 
mission planning process. 

f. DA missions must be planned down to the smallest 
detail, yet the plan must be flexible enough to allow for 
rapid improvisation to deal with the unexpected. 
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Unexpected difficulties will almost certainly arise 
during mission execution, and the DA force will not have 
the combat power to deal with them using the broad 
mission-type orders favored by US conventional forces. 
Instead, SOF deal with the unexpected by: 

(1) Making DA forces self-contained to eliminate the 
requirement for external coordination during critical 
moments. 

(2) Respecting the principle that DA missions are 
planned from the bottom up by the same people that 
will execute them, not only to use their efforts to 
perform the mass of detailed planning but also to 
make them the owners of the plan, including the full 
repertoire of courses of action rejected in the 
planning process but retained in the collective 
memory of the force and thus available for instant 
reference if needed. 

(3) Using an iterative planning and rehearsal 
process that evaluates plan feasibility, inculcate 
the basic plan so fully that no instructions will be 
needed on the scene unless unexpected difficulties 
occur, and test any number of plan alternatives that 
the DA force can implement without detailed new 
instructions should circumstances change and make 
them viable (see Chapter V for further discussion of 
the planning and rehearsal process). 

(4) Instilling in SO personnel a mind-set that 
stresses individual initiative rather than the rote 
execution of small-unit battle drills. 

10.  SP Pennine Pnnsi orations.  The JFSOCC must be fully 
aware of the collection techniques planned for each SR 
mission, ensuring that they are legal within the specific 
operational environment. These techniques may include 
battlefield reconnaissance and surveillance, low-level source 
operations, hydrographic reconnaissance, clandestine 
collection, and technical collection.  Some missions may 
require interagency coordination and national pversight. 
During the planning process, the JFSOCC must consider the 
lead time required to prepare for, obtain, process, and 
report SR information.  SR mission taskings must specify when 
information is needed from the deployed SOF elements.  In 
some situations, the lead time is so great that the JFSOCC 
may need to request authorization for pre-hostility or 
cross-border operations. 

n.  PTn Planning ^«i^rations.  The JFSOCC advises the 
theater combatant commander on the best approach for 
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employing SOF to accomplish theater FID objectives. For 
example, certain tasks may be best accomplished by 
incorporating SOF trainers and advisory personnel into 
combined exercises, security assistance programs, small unit 
or personnel exchanges, or other means.  The JFSOCC requests 
information on past, present, or future programs from the 
appropriate US Country Team and other agencies and 
components. Additionally, the JFSOCC may sponsor an area 
assessment and pass the assessment, along with the 
Ambassador's statement of goals and objectives and the 
country AIASA, to the MPA. Although not directly involved 
with developing terms of reference and status of forces 
agreements, the JFSOCC should advise the theater combatant 
commander of their impact on employed SOF. 

12. rr  Planning fforuHoration«. The JFSOCC must anticipate 
and coordinate extensive support (including mobility) f°r 

theater in-extremis CT forces to enable rapid response.  This 
planning must be done before an incident occurs. 
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CHAPTER V 

CONDUCTING SPECIAL OPERATIONS 

1. General.  SOF conduct operations in peace, conflict, and 
war.  This chapter provides joint SO operational procedures 
for mission execution, deconfliction, and evaluation. 

2. Fffirrt«"» A^ivities. The Peacetime activities of SOF 
derive from the theater combatant commander's peacetime 
strateqy or campaign plan.  SOF can demonstrate US resolve 
and commi?ment and'ma? influence events without introducing 
major combat forces.  SOF can gain access and influence in 
foreign nations where the presence of conventional US forces 
is unacceptable or inappropriate.  They can also «»}*?"*• 
the underlying conditions that are provoking a conflict in an 
effort to preclude open hostilities. The DOS or another 
non-DOD agency is often the lead agency for SOF peacetime 
activities. Any SO conducted within a HN must be fully 
coordinated with the US Mission and the HN government.  SOF 
peacetime activities include operational training ana 
deployments, security assistance, combatting drugs, ana 
humanitarian assistance. 

a. operational Trainino and Deployments. Operational 
training and deployments encompass the day-to-aay 
operations of SOF throughout the world. SOF participate 
in joint and combined exercise and training programs 
primarily to prepare for conducting their assigned 
missions during conflict or war.  However, SOF 
participation in these programs strengthens collective 
engagement, reinforces capabilities to conduct 
multinational operations with alliance and likely 
coalition partners, and establishes an international 
sympathetic infrastructure of multinational contacts that 
may be useful during a crisis. To extract maximum 
benefit from operational training and deployments, tne 
following guidelines normally apply: 

(1) Because many SOF training and exercise events 
focus on building the language and instructional 
skills required to accomplish foreign training and 
advisory duties, they may also have ancillary 
benefits to the host nation. When properly scheduled 
and conducted, SOF deployments and exercises achieve 
long-range theater peacetime objectives while 
producing trained and ready SOF. 

(2) The US Ambassador is the personal representative 
of the President and the Chief of the US Mission to 
the country. He is responsible for the direction, 
coordination, and supervision of all US Government 
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activities within the country, except for those under 
the authority of a US military area commander (for 
example, a JFC conducting a joint and combined 
exercise within the country) or the chief of another 
US Mission (for example, one accredited to an 
international organization). 

(3) The SAO normally serves as the focal point on 
the Ambassador's staff for managing security 
assistance functions within the country.  In the 
absence of an SAO, the US DAO may perform these 
functions. 

(4) As theater JFSOCC, COMSOC coordinates SOF 
exercise participation, to j^lüde coordinating 
participation of CONUS-based SOF with USSOCOM.  The 
JFIOCCNotifies USCINCSOC of the scope and o^tives 
of planned exercises so that USCINCSOC can identify 
SOF training requirements that may be satisfied 
during the exercise. 

(5) The COMSOC, through the SAO and with 
representatives of the HN military, lJentJ?ies. ""fL 
type of SOF training that would most benefit the HN. 
The theater JFSOCC, USSOCOM, SAO, and ™ ■JÜ*"'* 
staffs work together closely to achieve OPLAN-dnven 
training requirements and theater peacetime 
objectives while also enhancing HN capabilities. 
This must be done carefully, as any twining 
conducted primarily for the purpose of assisting the 
HN is controlled by the Foreign Assistance Act 
(and/or Arms Export Control Act) and may violate the 
l£ unless^ondScted as a security assistance program. 

(6) The COMSOC normally approves training and 
exercise plans prepared by CONUS-based SOF. 

(7) The COMSOC normally serves as JFSOCC for large 
exercises and retains direct OPCON of participating 
SOF  For smaller exercises and training events, the 
COMSOC may establish a subordinate JSOTF to serve as 
,S.?JFWCC. When a small SOF element 'deploys to 
aHN independently, it normally trains under the 
SPCON of the SAO with the COMSOC ensuring adequate 
support for the training. 

b. firmr^ Assignee. Cnmhnri-iTiq Pnigs. and 

Es iff i Li i & mT.,T^»rfn^Do 
fe.fl .gene!«. The CoSloC. however, normelly performs 
the following functions for the thester commsnder: 
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(1) The COMSOC coordinates closely with the lead 
agency to identify, plan, and coordinate SOF 
support.  When possible, the COMSOC assesses the 
applicable programs and their objectives to make 
recommendations on optimum employment of SOF. 
Because of the limited forward stationing of SOF, 
most forces will come from CONUS.  This requires the 
COMSOC to articulate clear mission requirements to 
USCINCSOC.  The JFSOCC should review the plans of 
allocated SOF before they deploy and work with the 
lead agency and USCINCSOC to correct any problem«. 
If these problems are inherent to the operation, the 
COMSOC will recommend that the theater combatant 
commander inform the appropriate higher authority. 

(2) The COMSOC coordinates the transfer of authority 
to the gaining agency. 

(3) The COMSOC should maintain communications with 
and monitor the activities of SOF under the authority 
of other agencies.  This permits the COMSOC to keep 
the theater combatant commander informed and provide 
required support.  When circumstances in the theater 
warrant, the COMSOC may be directed to divert SOF 
from their current mission to a new one of higher 
priority. Further, the COMSOC can ensure that joint 
SO activities under his control complement, or at 
least do not conflict or compete with, SO activities 
not under his OPCON. 

(4) Upon mission completion, the COMSOC coordinates 
the transfer of authority back to military control. 
He ensures forces are debriefed, enters lessons 
learned into the JULLS data base, and initiates any 
appropriate action (revised or new training, 
follow-on missions/ etc.). 

3.  Conflict.  Not all SOF operational deployments involve 
peacetime activities in a permissive environment.  SOF also 
deploy in conflict situations to assist in terminating the 
conflict on favorable terms before the conflict requires a 
crisis response by the United States.  In a conflict 
situation, SOF may be able to preclude a crisis or minimize 
its effects on the United States by providing support to a 
foreign power's counterinsurgency or insurgency operations. 

a.  snppnrt for rmmter insurgency".  When subversion, 
lawlessness, or insurgency threaten a friendly nation s 
stability, the NCA may direct US forces to provide 
support to the friendly nation's counterinsurgency 
efforts. This support is distinct from FID training or 
advisory assistance performed under security assistance 
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programs because it involves the operational commitment 
of US forces and may require notification of Congress 
under the War Powers Act.  SOF participate in this 
interagency effort by performing operational FID 
missions, either unilaterally or as part of a 1««« 
military operation.  When acting unilaterally, the COMSOC 
retains direct OPCON of the committed SOF or establishes 
a JSOTF under the SOC for that purpose.  The theater 
combatant commander normally establishes a JTF to control 
larger operations; the JTF commander normally has a 
subordinate JSOTF as JFSOCC. 

b.  ffITrnrf for Tnsnroencv.  When the V^ 
Governmen;L . 

chooses to support an insurgent or resistance movement 
directed against a hostile government or occupying power, 
the NCA may direct US forces to provide support to the 
insurgent or resistance movement's efforts.  US support 
to insurgent or resistance movements are normally 
clandestine or covert in nature. All such programs are 
conducted as special activities and subject to 
established procedures for review, approval, 
coordination, and notification to Congress.  The role ot 
SOF in such an interagency effort is to organize, train, 
advise, and sustain insurgent or resistance forces 
conducting unconventional warfare against the hostile 
government or occupying power. The COMSOC may control 
these forces, either directly or through a subordinate 
JSOTF, or he may provide forces and resources to another 
agency that has the lead. 

4.  rr-icir Response.  At any time, the NCA may task theater 
combatant commanders to conduct military operations in 
response to a crisis.  The theater JFSOCC normally exercises 
OPCON of forces conducting joint SO in response to a crisis. 
These operations frequently require detailed interagency 
coordination.  In time-sensitive crisis situations, the 
JFSOCC must take advantage of opportunities for forwara- 
deployed SOF to transition to the new mission. Forward- 
deployed SOF can gather critical information, undermine a 
potential opponent's will or capacity to wage war, enhance 
the capabilities of friendly multinational forces, or support 
the introduction of US contingency forces. 

5  War  The NCA may direct the theater combatant commander 
to conduct contingency operations or sustained military 
operations in response to open hostilities in the theater. 
During such operations, the Department of Defense is normally 
the lead agency and the theater combatant commander is 
normaUy the supported CINC  The COMSOC may establish a 
JSOTF to execute joint SO under the OPCON of a JTF 
established to conduct a contingency operation. This 
«rangemeSt allows COMSOC to continue functioning at the 
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theater level.  The COMSOC normally serves as the JFSOCC in a 
major contingency operation or when VSS^^cSSS M? 
evolves into sustained military 0Pefa^°ns;.Jhe COMSOC may 
divide the theater SOC staff so that SO outside the theater 
of operations and long-term planning may continue,  jnis 
lattlr arrangement is preferred when the theater combatant 
commander pelsSnally commands the overall military operation. 

a. During the initial phase of a contingency operation, 
the COMSOC must smooth the transition from pre-crisis 
operations by performing the following functions: 

(1) Control the flow of SOF into theater. 

(2) Establish communications. 

f3>  Reconfigure deployed SOF to support the 
operaSon (Th?s mayPrequire diverting SOF from other 
missions and changing their command and support 
relationships). 

(4) Ascertain, monitor, and report the readiness 
status of assigned, attached, and allocated forces. 

(5) Transition the SOC to a fully operational 
configuration. This may include deploying to the 
operational area and establishing VJint operations 
center (see*Appendix C for further details) capable 
of performing current operations and planning 
functions on a 24-hour basis.  The JFSOCC must be 
able to maintain C2 during headquarters deployment. 
This requirement dictates use of an advance «^lon 
to assume C2 functions during deployment of the main 
bodv  The JFSOCC must ensure adequate communications 
«e established to support transfers of C2 throughout 
the deployment process. 

(6) Establish appropriate liaison. As a minimum, 
this requires placing liaison elements with the 
theater JOC, other theater components, supportea 
headquarters, and appropriate non-DOD agencies and 
foreign forces. These liaison requirements must be 
identified during the deliberate planning process for 
resources to be available when operations begin. 
(See Appendix D for further detail.) 

(7) Coordinate, define, and "establish additional 
intelligence support to augment current or planned 
intelligence architectures. 

h  During the employment phase, the JFSOCC commits 
forces"? the direction of the JFC. As the situation 
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develops, the JFSOCC recommends further SOF employment 
SOF through the joint targeting process.  The JFSOCC 
tasks SOF commanders for emerging missions, approves 
their tactical plans, and ensures they receive adequate 
support.  The JFSOCC, through liaison elements, also 
ensures that SOF plans and operations are synchronized 
and deconflicted with those of the other components. 

c. Detailed coordination with the JFC and other 
component commanders is essential to prevent fratricide. 
Beyond this, the JFSOCC must also establish and maintain 
reliable control procedures for deployed forces.  The 
JFSOCC must also maintain continuous control of elements 
under his OPCON and deconflict their activities with 
other forces operating in the vicinity.  When required, 
the JFSOCC coordinates the details of SOF linkup with 
conventional forces to prevent fratricide. 

d. The JFSOCC exercises OPCON of assigned and attached 
forces through a structured planning process (see Chapter 
IV) and by establishing C2 procedures tailored to meet 
specific mission requirements (see paragraph 5 below). 

e. The JFSOCC receives reports from deployed elements 
through their parent units and directs the information to 
the supported commander and theater intelligence 
architecture as appropriate. When necessary, the JFSOCC 
may provide a liaison element with appropriate 
communications to a supported commander to enable direct 
transmissions from supporting SOF.  If the communications 
system will not allow multiple stations to monitor 
transmissions, the liaison element at the supported 
headquarters immediately retransmits reports to the 
JFSOCC.  The JFSOCC distributes the information to other 
supported commanders and the theater intelligence 
architecture.  In situations where employed SOF conduct 
missions within an area under the control of a 
conventional ground or maritime commander, TACON of those 
SOF may be passed to that commander to maintain unity of 
command.  When this occurs, TACON should return to the 
JFSOCC upon mission completion. 

f. The JFSOCC informs the theater combatant commander 
when developments may affect the campaign.  Information 
must also flow laterally to and from other components. 
The JFSOCC must know the disposition of any conventional 
forces that may impact SOF missions being planned or in 
progress. The JFSOCC should.be particularly alert to 
abrupt changes in schemes of maneuver, ship-to-shore 
movement, fire support plans, free-fire zones, or 
diversions of air strikes. 
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g.  Coordinating and deconflicting SO with joint air 
operations is critical.  Generally, SO involve air or 
surface operations that transit the airspace control 
area, the air defense area, or a joint operations area. 
The JFC normally designates a JFACC, whose authority and 
responsibilities are defined by the establishing JFC. 
Although the JSOACC may coordinate special air operations 
directly with the JFACC, the JFSOCC normally collocates a 
special operations liaison element with the JFACC for 
this purpose.  The SOLE facilitates consistent and 
expeditious coordination of SOF air and surface 
operations with the JFACC.  It synchronizes and 
integrates SO with joint air operations through the air 
tasking order system, prevents duplicative targeting, 
resolves airspace conflicts, and coordinates to avoid 
fratricide. 

h. To effectively coordinate and deconflict SO with 
conventional operations, the JFSOCC must have an 
effective and easily understood means of communicating 
the status of each ongoing mission to the liaison 
elements. The combination of descriptive mission 
designators and a nominal status would allow a liaison 
officer to track a large number of missions. A simple 
status system based on colors might look like this: 

(1) GREEK. Positive confirmation that the mission 
is proceeding as planned. 

(2) AMBER.  Last positive confirmation had the 
mission proceeding as planned. No reconfirmation has 
been received for over 12 hours. 

(3) RED. Either confirmation that the mission is 
not proceeding as planned, or more than 24 hours has 
passed since the last planned contact. 

6. »HssTon Execution. The JFSOCC may direct mission 
execution personally, or he may delegate directive authority 
(OPCON or TACON) to a subordinate commander. 

a. The JFSOCC normally delegates OPCON to%a component 
commander for missions conducted primarily by a single 
SOF element, such as a DA or SR mission conducted by a 
single SF operational detachment or SEAL platoon. 
Although the JFSOCC and component commanders are heavily 
involved in the targeting and mission planning process, 
the component commanders normally direct a SF battalion, 
NSWTU, SOS, or similar SOF tactical commander to exercise 
C2 during mission execution. The JFSOCC and component 
commanders monitor execution and deconflict friendly 
activities that could adversely affect the mission. 
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Figures V-l and v-2 depict mission and mission support 
status matrixes the JFSOCC and component commanders can 
use to assist in monitoring mission execution.  The JOC 
should also post mission status on its situation maps 
using the SO mission designation ^f^^Lres the 
Appendix H.  As an exception to normal C2 .Pro;j*"JBA2™ 
JFSOCC or a component commander may exercise fli*e« " as 
ihe SOF tactical commander of larger and «»«• C«J« ^ 
missions, such as a special mis"?n1

un^,^> hostage 
rescue or a Ranger battalion airfield seizure. 

b  The SOF tactical commander actively Participates in 
mission preparation (concept development brx.fb.ek.. 
rehearsals, communications exercises) and all Pjjfses 01 
execution from staging and infiltration to postmission 
evaluation. 

7  ConceDt DevelQEmfint.  The NCA or JFC normally nominates 
and deSiSnltergog^ggets. The tactical commander may have 
only limited input to the initial targeting Process, and the 
original mission concept may be directed by higher 
authority. Political and strategic or operational »jlxtiry 
considerations may dominate tactical considerations at this 
stage of the mission. The tactical commander must ensure 
that such considerations do not unduly jeopardize mission 
success or create unacceptable risk to the operational 
elements committed to the mission. 

8.  BriefbacKs.  Briefbacks ?" decision brief|»|s jj^af 
commanders of SOF operational elements to the SOF «"icai 
commander to secure approval of their plans of execution and 
convince the tactical commander that their tlnnti are fully 
mission-capable. The tactical commander normally requires 
briefbacks from each participating element commander before 
mission execution. Detailed briefbacks are an integral part 
of mission planning because they: 

a  Require subordinate element commanders to conduct a 
detailed mission analysis and estimate. 

b. Facilitate understanding of the detailed plan of 
execution by all participating personnel. 

c  Provide the tactical commander the opportunity to 
evaluate tie  element's plan of execution and provide 
additional guidance and direction if required. 

preparation. 
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a. Conventional plans are normally prepared by staff 
officers sensitive to the capabilities and limitations of 
the force that will ultimately execute the plan. 
Conventional forces rehearse a plan primarily to learn 
it, not to evaluate and improve it.  The level of 
training is taken as a given that cannot be changed 
significantly before mission execution.  Indeed, the plan 
must take into account the level of training of the force 
that must execute it. 

b. In the case of SOF, however, the planners, trainers, 
and operators are all the same people. Rehearsals 
evaluate and validate planned tactical actions and 
control measures and provide feedback that may cause the 
plan to change. The rehearsals also serve to train SOF 
personnel in new skills that are required to execute the 
plan. The participating SOF elements and their 
individual members learn the plan to a standard that 
enables them to perform key actions from start to finish 
at a high tempo without needing any detailed instructions 
during mission execution. 

c. The tactical commander supervises an iterative 
process of planning, rehearsal, plan modification, and 
more rehearsal until preparation time runs out or the 
force is satisfied with the plan. This process exploits 
the collective wisdom of the entire force to improve the 
plan and develop a range of options that can be rapidly 
implemented or modified to improvise a response to 
unexpected difficulties that prevent execution of the 
basic plan. Options rejected as inferior during mission 
preparation may suddenly become superior during mission 
execution. Rehearsals thus enhance the probability of 
mission success and reduce unnecessary losses of 
personnel and equipment. 

d. For both planning and training purposes, rehearsals 
should be as realistic as possible.  If time and 
resources permit, rehearsals should be conducted with 
realistic mock-ups in real time, including, if possible, 
idle intervals. Real-time rehearsals identify the 
inherent effects of time on the SO force and its 
activities and provide an essential element of realism to 
the rehearsal. The effects of many days at sea or many 
hours in low-level flight can alter significantly the 
performance of the force during actual mission execution. 

10. r^nnniinirations. The critical importance of 
communications in SO mission execution cannot be 
overemphasized. Communications exercises test the 
operational status of equipment, communications 
interoperability, operator knowledge of procedures and 
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formats, and validity of the overall communications plan. 
The tactical commander should conduct communications 
exercises as part of all full-scale rehearsals and at least 
once before mission execution if-limited time precludes a 
full-scale rehearsal. All elements, aircraft, maritime 
vessels, and other support assets participating in the 
mission must participate in the exercise.  One method for 
conducting a communications exercise is to have designated 
personnel make all transmissions required by the execution 
checklist over the appropriate net. 

11. Execution Checklist.  The complex level of operational 
detail in a DA or CT operation often requires use of an 
execution checklist (see Appendix G) for synchronization. 
The success of a complex DA or CT mission may depend on the 
development of an effective execution checklist during 
planning and rehearsals. 

12. Command and Control.  The SOF tactical commander can 
choose from several options to exercise C2 over operational 
elements during mission execution. 

a. Control from Operations Base.  The tactical commander 
may control the mission from the operations base.  This 
option provides a stable C2 environment, maximum 
availability of staff personnel, and established 
communications of proven reliability.  However, 
commanding an operation from-the operations base removes 
the tactical commander from the scene of the action and 
limits the commander's ability to visualize the operation 
and make necessary corrections to the plan of execution. 
The tactical commander exercises this option by 
delegating OPCON or TACON to an on-scene commander who is 
normally the senior element commander. The SOF 
operational elements normally communicate directly with 
the tactical commander, who reports the status of 
operational elements through the component commander to 
the JFSOCC. 

b. ABCCC Control.  The tactical commander may control 
the mission from an airborne command and control center 
(ABCCC) aircraft. This option provides effective» 
redundant communications systems and places the tactical 
commander and battle staff in close proximity to the 
operation.  However, it also places the tactical 
commander at great risk in a high-threat environment and 
may increase the likelihood of early mission compromise. 
The tactical commander exercising this option should 
still delegate OPCON or TACON to an on-scene commander. 
The SOF operational elements normally communicate 
directly with the tactical commander« who reports the 
status of operational elements to the JFSOCC. The 
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support element, and an open 
each unit participating in the operation. 

accompany the assault echelon and exercise C2 from an 
assauU CP  Tn?s option Prides.the greatest access to 
on-scene events but limits communications and staff 
accefstbiUty and places the tactical commander in r*.k 
~c  ^.«»inn floeisivelv engaged and unable to exercise 
oropeTS at Icrucial moment. The tactical commander 
exe?c sing thL option should consider placing the depu y 
commander in the base operations center or ABCCC aircraft 
to forward reports, coordinate mission support as 
required, and assume C2 should the need arise.  The 
composition of an assault CP is similar to that of an 
SoSäSl. staff, with the addition of communica tions 
and security personnel and a tactical air control party. 

13.  m-H«™ nooonfl^tion.  The JFSOCC must deconflict SO 
activities with other joint force component commanders to 
avoid fratricide.  This process can be difficult when the so 
activity is highly classified and compartmented.  T?« £*s™,, 
mSst balance legitimate OPSEC considerations against the need 
to coordinate and deconflict such activities. To «sist m 
this process, the theater combatant commander should    Q 
establish procedures for the coordination and deconfliction 
of compartmented SO activities. 

a.  firrrim M* ^"tiBM- P?^80^?*^ special special air operations through the use of the special 
operations liaison element at the JFACC staff or the 
appropriate Service component air force he?*Ju"ters <*" 
?o?ce AOC, Marine TACC, or Navy Strike Warfare Commander). 

(1) Avoid interception by friendly aircraft by 
incorporating SOF air missions into the DJint air 
tasking order (ATO).  This document is published by 
the JFACC or COMAFFOR and normally requires 
submission of key mission information »LT 48 hours 
before execution or 24 hours before the start of the 
ATO day. The short suspense of certain SOF air 
missions may dictate late submission. 

(2) Avoid fire from friendly air defense systems by 
having SOF aircraft use identification of friend or 
foe (IFF) procedures and by coordinating with the 
appropriate^ airspace control authority (ACA) and area 
air defense commander(s) (AADCs). 
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(3) When OPSEC precludes the use of th«e normal 

force, depending on the actual situation). 

m Deconflict indirect fires and air strikes 

established by: 

(a) The JFSOCC within a joint special 
operations area (JSOA). 

(b) The appropriate area commander when SOF 
tactical elements are operating within that 
commander's area of operations (AO). 

(c) The JFC beyond the boundaries of 
subordinate area commanders. 

(2) Deconflict «round maneuver through the use of 
face-to-face coordination by LNOs or SOCCEs at tne 
appropriate land force headquarters. 

(a) When SOF tactical elements operate within 
the boundaries of a conventional area commander, 
tne SFC may establish within the area an AO for 
which the JFSOCC is responsible. ^Alte""tJip*ii' 
?he JFC may direct the JFSOCC to -transfer OPCON 
or TACON to the conventional area commander, who 
then becomes responsible for deconfliction. 

th)    Consider placing LNOs with the lead 
elements of a Conventional unit conducting 
linkup operations with SOF elements.  % 

(i!•!! bittl« group or amphibious tssk force). 

ti\ Deconflict indirect fires, sir strikes, snfl 
n,iit?me Ssneuver with the sppropri.te composite 
warfare commander: 
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(a) Antiair warfare commander (AAWC) for 
airspace control and air defense. 

(b) Antisurface warfare commander (ASUWC) for 
surface maneuver and naval gunfire. 

(c) Antisubmarine warfare commander (ASWC) for 
subsurface maneuver. 

(d) Strike warfare commander (STWC) for all 
aspects of offensive naval air operations • 
against land targets using tactical air and 
cruise missile assets as well as for air support 
to ground forces (including SOF), mine warfare 
operations, and strike rescue planning. 

(2) Deconflict littoral and riverine SO using 
procedures outlined for SO on land. 

14.  uminn Evaluation.  After each SO activity, the JFSOCC 
should evaluate SOF effectiveness. After-action reports ana 
formal debriefings complete the mission planning and 
execution cycle.  SOF commanders should submit after-action 
reports in accordance with Joint Pub 1-03.30.  SOF planners 
and operators should review the results of previous missions, 
the joint universal lessons learned system (JULLS) data base 
and the SO debrief and retrieve system (SODARS) within 
SOCRATES for insights applicable to current and future 
training and operations. USSOCOM should maintain SO data 
bases of compartmented lessons learned. During peacetime, 
these data bases provide continuity for a long-term regional 
security program that builds incrementally through many 
small-scale activities. During conflict and contingency 
operations, mission feedback can assist SOF commanders in 
exploiting enemy vulnerabilities or warn against unforeseen 
enemy capabilities. The JFSOCC should review all mission 
after-action reports and ensure that relevant lessons learned 
are incorporated into unit SOPs and submitted to the JULLS 
and SODARS.  The COMSOC should ensure that SOF leaving the 
theater are thoroughly debriefed.  If debriefing occurs 
outside the theater, USCINCSOC must provide the COMSOC a copy 
of the report. 
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CHAPTER VI 

INTELLIGENCE SUPPORT OF SPECIAL OPERATIONS 

SmcSios of the »". of operate«    ana the go 

f0?ceslitThe's§H"rev?aesPehr^IS§C änVsUmate e£ Leny 
forces.    The JJJJjP*;;*     (friendly and neutral powers) 

Joint Pub 3-05.5). 

2  «" »>.!i<.«irr »»"■" "-«.ts. The currency, I«™* of 
äi*.?i .na scooeof SO intelligence requirements place 
unusual aemanafon theater ana national intelligence 
svstems.  (Joint Pub 3-05.5 contains appenaixes of SOT 
efsencl.l elements of information) SO regu;«» 

So^con^nJonarSissÄ-n™ S? H^ec ^Port.nt 

the objective area is «ormax J nonstandard mapping, 

requirements may «jcluae *»e «°"     '       JFSOCC'S  information 

prospects for timely support. 

3.   motion iwy*; .^i^äS'ii^Ä&i. 
&e?ce"communi!^SSaÄlSS^CS"*- *. 

»;onrthrj?SOC?"°Ul      The SOJ2 collection plan translates 
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these requirements into specific missions (to subordinate 
component commanders) or requests for information (to higher 
headquarters and supporting intelligence organizations).  The 
S0J2 collection manager monitors collection taskings and 
requests to prevent unnecessary duplication of effort, 
establish new priorities in response to changes in the 
intelligence estimate, and ensure timely response to the 
requesting units. 

a. Frnloitation.  Because SOF components have extremely 
limited organic intelligence collection and processing 
resources, national and theater assets are the primary 
sources of SOF intelligence information.  SOF rely on the 
collection, analysis, and production capabilities of 
theater and national intelligence agencies. 

b. Systems.  Intelligence data normally flows to the 
JFSOCC through established USSOCOM, theater, or Service 
component interfaces.  "Skip echelon" intelligence 
support directly from national agencies to a JFSOCC 
occurs only in extreme circumstances.  The SOJ2 acts as 
the theater SOF collection manager and ensures validated 
subordinate unit intelligence requirements are 
incorporated into the theater intelligence collection 
plan.  The SOJ2 also initiates and develops intelligence 
relationships with all theater intelligence or- 
ganizations. The SOJ2 also maintains contact with 
national agency liaison elements (DIA, CIA, NSA, etc.) at 
the theater headquarters. These liaison elements can 
ensure that theater-validated SOF intelligence 
requirements are addressed rapidly and efficiently within 
their respective agencies. 

4.  Analysis and Production.  Limited SOF analytical 
capabilities create a heavy reliance on the national and 
theater intelligence production agencies. SO require the 
full array of intelligence products available to conventional 
forces, such as indications and warning data, orders of 
battle, threat tactics, weapon systems characteristics and 
capabilities, communications, environmental, and maritime 
factors. Additional analytical requirements may include 
internal security force order of battle information* reaction 
time and size of opposing forces, weapon systems available to 
the security force, daily routine and habits of the security 
force and local population, security force communications, 
and detailed physical characteristics (such as construction 
materials) of specific buildings within the target area. The 
SOJ2 production manager ensures that national and theater 
analysts fully understand the SOF requirement so that they 
can provide the proper degree of detail to the tactical SOF 
consumer in a useful format. 
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5.  Dissemination. The ability to electronically transfer 
intelligence products provides accessibility to fused 
national and theater all-source intelligence at the tactical 
level of execution.  The theater intelligence production 
agencies must have the capability to provide this service. 
Intelligence community support to SOF must have standardized, 
compatible systems for intelligence data transfer to a 
deployed JFSOCC and the subordinate SOF component 
headquarters. Automated systems available to SOF include: 

a.  Special Operations Command Research. Analysis and 
Threat Evaluation System.  SOCRATES includes computers, 
data bases, intelligence communications systems, secure 
telephones, facsimile equipment, and imagery processing 
and dissemination equipment.  SOCRATES integrates the 
existing intelligence data handling systems and the 
DITDS, which hosts a data base specifically focused on 
terrorism and low-intensity conflict, into a LAN-based 
multifunctional intelligence support system.  SOCRATES 
also provides access to national level imagery products. 
Other capabilities include: 

(1) Message handling services. 

(2) Electronic mail. 

(3) File and data base transfer; 

(4) Remote data base access. 

(5) Standard applications. 

(6) Library services. 

(7) Imagery. 

(8) Threat analysis. 

(9) Indications and warning. 

(10) Collection management. 

(11) Commercial news services. 

(12) Automated intelligence reporting. 

(13) Target planning. 

(14) Current intelligence. 

(15) Product generation. 
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b.  Psychological Operas-inns Automation System.  POAS IS 
the USSOCOM-managed PSYOP intelligence system that 
provides worldwide computer-based PSYOP analytical 
support.  This system operates in multiple security 
environments up to and including TOP SECRET.  Eventually, 
POAS will interface with SOCRATES. 

6. TnfPlMnencr communications.  Effective SO intelligence 
support depends on secure and reliable communications 
systems. The S0J2 must ensure that standardized intelligence 
interface procedures between the theater SOF intelligence 
community, theater intelligence agencies, and the national 
intelligence community are established, clearivt"

nd?"^00?. a. 
and exercised. The SOJ2 also ensures, through the SOJ6, that 
deployable, interoperable intelligence communications systems 
(i.e., secure SATCOM, secure telephones and facsimile 
equipment, secondary imagery dissemination systems, ADP 
systems) are available and capable of providing near-real- 
time tailored, fused, intelligence products to the lowest 
deployed SOF combat echelon. 

7. r.ounfcerintellioence.  Counterintelligence (CI) is a 
critical force protection asset that offers the JFSOCC varied 
support including operations, investigations, collection, and 
threat analysis.  The SOJ2 coordinates with the theater CI 
support officer to acquire theater and national CI support 
for joint SO.  The JFSOCC should consider early deployment of 
supporting CI teams to establish liaison with HN security 
forces and the US Country Team. An effective CI program can 
detect, counter, and where possible, exploit foreign 
intelligence collection activities directed against so^- 
Combined with OPSEC and deception, CI can provide the JFSOCC 
the security and surprise that are critical to successful 
SO.  Specific CI tasks are discussed in Joint Pub 2-01.2. 

B. Tnfpnioencp support to so Planning. /J*»;0« gi""!^ 
for intelligence is essential for successful SO. The very 
precise information required about operational areas or 
targets may not be readily acquired by national or theater 
intelligence agencies. Obtaining information to support SO 
may require a long-term, high-risk commitment of resources 
and may also require developing new intelligence sources. 
The SOJ2 provides SO planners with mission-specific 
intelligence to support operational decisionmaking and is 
involved at the earliest stages of mission planning to ensure 
responsiveness of the intelligence system, 

a.  npiihprate Planning.  During the deliberate planning 
process, the develops mission-specific intelligence 
requirements that support the operational objectives of 
the plan. The SOJ2 should consider: 
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(1) Priority intelligence requirements and other 
intelligence requirements. 

(2) Existing all-source intelligence collection 
requirements and collection priorities against the 
PIR and OIR. 

(3) Gaps in the basic intelligence data bases for 
recommended changes in collection priorities. 

(4) Unique intelligence production requirements« to 
execute the assigned SO. 

(5) Dissemination of intelligence products. 

(6) Intelligence communication and reporting 
requirements. 

b.  Tim»-SgnsH-iv» Planning.  The SOJ2 must accurately 
interpret indications and warning data to anticipate^ 
potential SO intelligence requirements.  Even more than 
for deliberate planning, time-sensitive planning must 
state refined, precise requirements for collection. 
Rapid coordination, timely production, and reliable 
dissemination are essential. 
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CHAPTER VII 

C4 SYSTEMS SUPPORT TO SPECIAL OPERATIONS 

1.  General.  Common to the requirements of all SOF 
commanders is the need for secure, survivable, ana 
inoperable C4 systems that support force status monitoring 
and reporting, warning and threat assessment, staff support 
and Session aids, consultation and communication, and 
direction and control of forces.  SOF C4 doctrine (see 
Chapters in and V, Joint Pub 3-05) normally favors 
centralized planning with decentralized execution.  SOF 
commanders normally delegate OPCON to the l°w"t^evel that 
can accomplish the needed coordination.  (In some cases, 
political considerations may require control at higher 
levels.) Theater combatant commanders must develop ana 
maintain a SOF communications architecture capable of 
supporting time-sensitive DA or CT missions ^"?" " 
lonS-term FID or UW operations, which require integrated 
long- and short-haul secure communications nets among 
numerous elements. 

a. Timely and detailed planning and preparation can 
identify and solve most system installation, operation, 
maintenance, compatibility, and interoperability "sues 
in support of SOF C2 requirements.  Current editions of 
Joint Pub 6-05.1 through 6-05.7 apply. 

b. SO communications capabilities provided to a JFSOCC 
will be under his OPCON and will be an integral part of 
his C2 system. 

2.  ffpF rnmrniinirnfinnri «"»polities.  The JFSOCC must 
identify SO requirements to obtain adequate, appropriate 
communications capabilities. The following communications 
assets routinely support SO signal requirements. 

a. The Army 112th Signal Battalion can support 
concurrently two JFSOCC headquarters, each with up to 
three component headquarters.  The battalipn can also 
support up to 14 SO liaison elements with communications 
teams.  Theater SOF communications priorities for the 
112th Signal Battalion are established in Annex E, Joint 
Strategic Capabilities Plan. 

h  when requested by the supported theater combatant 
command«"nä approved by the NCA, the JCSE can also 
support two JFSOCC headquarters concurrently. 
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c. The support these organizations provide includes the 
installation, operation, and maintenance of C4 systems at 
the JFSOCC headquarters and connectivity between the 
JFSOCC headquarters and each component headquarters and 
liaison element. 

d. The JFSOCC identifies C4 requirements to the theater 
combatant commander.  The theater combatant commander 
tasks theater assets to fill these requirements or 
initiates action to acquire assets from the 112th Signal 
Battalion or the JCSE for JFSOCC support. 

3. Aiu-nmin-«d pi»mHnn Tools.  The JFSOCC must develop 
operational procedures providing an interoperable and 
compatible C4 network. There are automated planning tools 
available to assist planning for C4 requirements.  These 
tools include: 

a. ComnmnicaHrms Link Interface Planning System.  CLIPS 
is a knowledge-based computer program that incorporates a 
data base containing multichannel and single-channel 
radio equipment characteristics.  CLIPS is a fast, 
accurate tool that simplifies the complicated link 
planning process.  It determines possible combinations of 
equipment required to establish communications links. 
The C4 planner can use its output to tailor nets for a 
specific operational environment. 

b. TarHral NPfrwnrk Analysis and Planning System.  TNAPS 
is an integrated set of computer programs designed to 
automate the planning, engineering, data base 
development, network analysis, and management of tactical 
communications networks. Tactical network planning is 
accomplished at two levels.  Network planners are 
responsible for planning and managing a tactical network 
as a whole.  Nodal planners develop a complete data base 
for equipment within the node and generate all necessary 
worksheets and crew assignments sheets. TNAPS does not 
design the network for the operator.  It saves time and 
enhances the accuracy of the data base, allowing network 
planners to focus their efforts on design. 

4. Byline SOF CA  Systems.  The following paragraphs 
describe baseline C4 systems for the JFSOCC and each SOF 
Service component.  The accompanying figures depict notional 
SOF C2 elements and the communications connectivity required 
between them.  Interfaces normally required for SOF C4 are 
depicted in Figure VII-1.  Current C4 connectivity can be 
found in the USSOCOM SOF C4 System Master Plan.  This 
connectivity will evolve as new C2 elements and new 
communications systems emerge. 
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5.  APSOF CA  Systems.  Figure VII-2 depicts baseline C4 
systems fortwo notional deployed ARSOTFs reporting directly 
to a JFSOCC. 

a. The SFOB-JFSOCC link employs a mix of SHF 
multichannel, HF (low-power) multichannel and U«F 
single-channel TACSAT systems.  The SHF multichannel link 
includes channels that satisfy requirements for 
common-user voice, secure voice, common-user GENSER/si 
messages, facsimile, imagery, and point-to-point circuit 
requirements. 

b. The SFOB-FOB link uses HF multichannel and UHF 
single-channel TACSAT systems. 

c. The FOBS communicate with their deployed operational 
detachments using a mix of man-portable, single-channel 
UHF (TACSAT) and HF radios. 

d. The Army Special Operations Communications Assembly 
(SOCA) is a transit case deployable communications 
assemblage that can provide non-SI UHF single-channel 
SATCOM and HF single-channel communications between 
liaison elements and the JFSOCC. 

e. The JFSOCC normally communicates with the Ranger 
Regiment as a separate component using a mix of SHF 
TACSAT, UHF TACSAT, and HF multichannel systems. The 
Ranger Regiment employs UHF TACSAT and VHF FM systems for 
internal communications. 
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Figure VII-2. Notional Deployed ARSOF C4 Systems 
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6.  KSWTfl CA  Systems.  Figure VII-3 depicts baseline C4 
systems for a notional deployed NSWTG. 

a. The JFSOCC-NSWTG link employs a mix of SHF 
multichannel, HF multichannel and UHF single-channel 
TACSAT systems. 

b. The NSWTG-NSWTU link uses UHF single-channel TACSAT 
and HF single-channel systems. 

c. The Navy NSW base station communications package 
(TSC-126) provides the basic communications required by 
an NSWTG for connectivity to Navy units.  It is contained 
in a towed ground mobile van. The Navy Task Unit Van is 
a smaller communications package that is contained in a 
van and deployed to support a NSWTU or provide a forward 
relay for SEAL element communications. 

d. SEAL platoons communicate with their higher 
headquarters using UHF (single-channel) TACSAT and HF 
(medium-power) systems. 

e. The Navy also has two C4 liaison packages that can 
each be configured into two small suitcases.  Both 
packages provide secure voice and message capability over 
HF and UHF (single-channel) TACSAT systems. 
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Figure VII-3.  Notional Deployed NSWTG C4 Systems 
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7. AFSOC C4 Systems.  Figure VII-4 depicts baseline C4 
systems for a notional deployed AFSOC. 

a. The JFSOCC-AFSOC link employs a mix of HF 
multichannel, SHF multichannel, and UHF (single-channel) 
TACSAT systems. 

b. AFSOC-AFSOD and the AFSOD-AFSOE links employ both UHF 
(single-channel) TACSAT and HF single-channel systems. 

c. The AFSOC employs UHF W/B-N/B TACSAT voice/data and 
HF voice systems to provide dedicated communications 
links with its home station. 

d. The special operations communication package (SOCP) 
is a lightweight, quick-response, palletized suite of 
communications equipment, including HF, UHF/VHF 
line-of-sight systems, UHF single-channel TACSAT, and 
switchboard.  This system provides deployed AFSOF with 
instant communications support on arrival and limited 
enroute communications support. 

e. The AFSOC, AFSOD, and AFSOE all employ UHF single- 
channel TACSAT, HF (low- or medium-power) and UHF/VHF 
line-of-sight systems to communicate with SOF aircraft 
and ground teams. 

f. The Air Force also has a suitcase and rucksack 
liaison package with a limited UHF, HF voice/data and 
STU-III voice data capability. 

g. Special tactics teams provide AFSOF commanders with a 
tactically employable ground-to-ground C4 capability. 
These teams may be employed with UHF single-channel 
TACS.-T; low-power HF and UHF/VHF line-of-sight systems, 
grounc-to-ground VHF/FM systems, HAVE QUICK II, and data 
encryption equipment. 

8. JFSOCC C4 ^ -stems.  Figures VII-5 through VII-7 depict 
baseline C4 systt-ns for three notional JFSOCC 
configurations.  Lach configuration would be appropriate for 
a particular phase cf peacetime activities, contingency 
operation,, or war.  The JFSOCC normally plans and deploys C4 
support in three incremental phases.  Each phase is discussed 
below. 

a.  Phase ALPHA.  This phase (see Figure VII-5) supports 
C4 requirements during peacetime activities and during 
crisis situations or incidents where the larger scale 
commitment of US military for res is anticipated.  ALPHA 
C4 support fits crises such as the 1989 Philippine coup 
attempt and the 1987 Operation SAFE PASSAGE in the 
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NSWTG JFSOCC JFACC ARSOC/ARSOTF 

UHF(SAT) 
VHF(FM) 

UHF(SAT) 
UHF(SG) 
VHF(FM) 
HF(SC) 

• 

Legend % 

SHF(MC)  Super High Frequency (Multi-channel) 
UHF(SAT) Ultra High Frequency (Satellite) 
UHF(SC)   Ultr« Hieb Frequency (Single Channel) 
VHF(FM)    Very High Frequency (Frequency Modulation) 
HF(MC)      High Frequency (Munvchannel) 
HF(SO        High Frequency (Single Channel)   
HF(SC/LP)   High Frequency (Single Channel/Low Power) 

Figure VII-4. Motional Deployed AFSOC C4 Systems 
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Arabian Gulf, where minimum C4 systems were required for 
immediate deployment of a JSOTF command post. 

(1) Phase ALPHA C4 support provides connectivity via 
man-portable UHF TACSAT and HF single-channel radios 
between the JSOTF, supported JFC, theater 
intelligence architecture (using STICS), appropriate 
US embassy, and deployed SOF components. 

(2) C4 support starts with the normal daily 
peacetime SOC communications capabilities—AUTODIN, 
DSN, and garrison communications will suffice in many 
instances.  As a crisis develops, COMSOC may deploy a 
liaison or assessment element with limited 
communications capability (usually one or two UHF 
TACSAT terminals with voice and data input).  The 
communications planning during this phase is limited 
to the requirement for one or two nets.  Imagery may 
.be passed as data and transmitted via personal 
computer. COMSOC will require augmentation by 
theater signal assets during a crisis. 

b. Phase BRAVO.  This phase (see Figure VII-6) supports 
operations by a fully deployed JSOTF in a short-duration 
contingency operation (1989 Operation JUST CAUSE in 
Panama, for example).  Phase BRAVO C4 support provides a 
more robust C4 network of SHF or HF multichannel and UHF 
line-of-sight communications.systems in addition to 
man-portable UHF TACSAT and HF single-channel radios. 
The JSOTF will require augmentation by the JCSE, 112th 
Signal Battalion, or theater signal assets. 

c. Phase CHARLIE.  This phase (see Figure VII-7) 
supports sustained military operations during a war.  It 
is therefore the most robust of the C4 configurations. 
This phase involves employment of a full mix of 
multichannel and single-channel C4 systems.  It may 
require further access to, or augmentation by, other 
theater and national signal assets. 

9.  mrmminigaHnns Plannina Considerations.  The SOJ6 needs 
the following specific information to adequately determine 
communications requirements: 

a.  Forces and Task Organizations.  The SOJ6 needs to 
know what forces are in the region, what additional 
forces will be deployed, and what task organizations are 
existing or will be established. This information is the 
basis for determining communications connectivity 
requirements. 
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Figure VII-5.  Phase ALPHA C4 Support 
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b. Radio Nets.  The S0J6 must determine radio net 
connectivity requirements based upon which JFSOCC and 
component radio nets are to be activated.  The SOJ6 must 
also determine who the subscribers are and what media, 
with what type of equipment, will be supporting a 
subscriber on a net. 

c. Networks and Circuits.  The S0J6 must distinguish 
between DCS and non-DOD networks and determine if there 
are commercial, HN military and/or civilian networks that 
are required to satisfy connectivity requirements. 

d. Communications Equipment.  With accurate information 
about communications equipment, the S0J6 can build 
interoperability into the C4 system. The S0J6 needs 
technical information on the equipment, its availability, 
and a list of systems that are interoperable. Automated 
planning tools are helpful in this effort. 

e. JCEOI.  Theater combatant commanders develop 
contingency JCEOIs to support joint operations.  These 
are finalized and distributed when required.  Call signs 
and frequencies are also coordinated with component 
staffs.  USCINCSOC develops, maintains, and disseminates 
standard contingency JCEOI systems.  These systems 
support joint operations worldwide, use established joint 
frequency allocation, and are not oriented toward a 
specific theater. When necessary, the JFSOCC SOJ6 may 
tailor or create a JCEOI to support contingency 
requirements. Whenever possible, JCEOI information 
should be compiled using an automated system.  As a 
minimum, call signs, radio net frequencies, 
cryptomaterial and time of changes are needed to 
establish radio nets. 

f. Points of Contact.  In addition to names and phone 
numbers of key individuals, the SOJ6 should provide 
telephone directories and routing indicators for the 
JFSOCC headquarters and all its component headquarters 
and liaison elements. 
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CHAPTER VIII 

LOGISTIC SUPPORT OF SPECIAL OPERATIONS 

1. GjmeXfil.  This chapter provides guidance for the logistic 
support of SO, including common and SO-peculiar supply, 
maintenance, transportation, facilities, ^^e^c"dressed 
Health service support and personnel functions are addressee 
in Appendixes O and P. 

2. IIPH^ME Policies 

a  sffyir» Support.  Per Joint Pubs 0-2 and 3-05, the 
logistic support of SOF components is a SeF^e 
responsibility except where otherwise provided for by 
servicing agreements or other directives. 

b. -Tmnf snpport.  SO require joint logistic Panning 
and execution.  When a theater Service component cannot 
satisfy its SOF support requirements, the the«er 
combatant commander will determine if another Service 
component can satisfy the requirements through common, 
cross-, or joint servicing arrangements. ÄJ

01^„i°^^1C 
arrangements may also be used when «ore effective than 
normal Service support.  SOF often require nonst^ndard 
arrangements when operating in geographic areas separates 
from normal theater Service support ^nf"Structures 
(i.e., theater flanks and undeveloped areas of operation). 

c. RaadiilfiSS.  SO may be conducted on short notice and 
usually in advance of general mobilization. The JFSOCC 
ensures that logistic units are designated to support SOF 
for all approved OPLANs and CONPLANs.  This establishes 
recurring support relationships that-the JFSOCC will 
incorporate into theater exercises. 

a. sp-Pfmlinr Support. ^-P^^S^^l^isIions^nft as those items and services"required for SO nussions that 
have no broad conventional requirement.  USCINCSOC 
proviSes tnis support to deployed SOF through USSOCOM 
Service component logistic infrastructures. 

d)  ^srTwrsoc pftnpnnSihilities.  With respect to 
SO-peculiar support, USCINCSOC is responsible for: 

(a) Validating SO-peculiar theater requirements, 

(b) Identifying SO-peculiar items and services 
to meet theater requirements. 
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(c) Developing, establishing, acquiring, and 
supporting SO-peculiar items of equipment. 

(d) Acquiring SO-peculiar materials, supplies, 
and services. 

(e) Establishing procedures to contract for 
SO-peculiar items and services. 

(2) Theater Cntnhatant Commander Responsibilities. 
The theater combatant commander identifies 
requirements for SO-peculiar items and services and 
forwards them to USCINCSOC if the requirement exceeds 
theater capabilities. The theater combatant 
commander normally delegates this authority to the 
COMSOC. The identification of SO-peculiar 
requirements is an operational decision that is tied 
to the supported commander's concept of operation and 
.mission requirements (resourcing, sourcing, and 
delivery of SO-peculiar equipment are logistic 
functions).  To ensure the process is effective, 
theater procedures should be clearly stated.  This 
process requires close coordination at all levels 
between the respective operations and logistic 
staffs.  USCINCSOC will monitor the process to assist 
and expedite it when required.  There are two basic 
procedures for identifying and validating SO-peculiar 
equipment: 

(a) Prefleplovment.  Requests for additional or 
above-authorization equipment fills will be 
justified on the basis of the supported 
commander's missions and operational 
requirements, and will be processed through 
Service channels. 

(b) Postdeployment.  Requests for SO-peculiar 
items flow through the SOJ4 to the theater 
combatant commander, unless SO-peculiar 
validation authority is delegated to the 
COMSOC.  Readily available equipment will first 
be sourced through theater Service channels. 
For equipment requiring procurement action, 
SO-peculiar requirements will be passed to 
USSOCOM.  Generally, USSOCOM will take 
procurement action based on production 
availability, lead time required, and 
availability of potential substitutes to meet 
identified mission requirements. 

3. ppcpnnsihiiities. The SOC headquarters will normally be 
supported by a theater Service component.  Other joint SOF 
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elements, such as a JSOTF headquarters, will normally be 
supposed ?nrSugh cross-servicing arrangements^command 
arrangement agreements, and/or i^":!«^"^??^., 
agreements.  Theater SOF component headquarters (i.e., 
HIOIFS, AFSOCS, and NSWTGs) will be supported by their 
respective theater Service component.  Specinc 
responsibilities follow: 

a. TUP The^er rrnrnatar* f,"mander: 
T^™^ver 

ÄmÄ oTfuncUona? management enhances economy of resources 
and asset control.  Responsibility for "n9le^e^e

ce 

support usually is assigned to the dominant Service user. 

b. Thm«-*- servire romponftnt romnflers  Theater 
service component commanders support their assignee ana 
at^cned^oTlogistically and .execute cross- ^ common, or 
joint servicing arrangements in support of SOF in 
accoldlnce with command arrangement agreements and 
inter-Service support agreements or as directed by the 
theater combatant commander. 

c  Tho,f.r .TFSOCC.  The theater JFSOCC assigns Personnel 
?o join? logistic regulatory boards, °ffice*' °* "*e?"eS 
as directed by.the theater combatant commander, monitors 
?„e logistic support of subordinate SOF component 
commanders, and validates s°-?fcuiiarKi°;

i^^aatea t0 requirements when that authority has been delegated to 
him. 

4.  T.rrr^ Pianino.  The SOJ4 is responsible for 
nrenaration of the logistic annex to all SO plans ana 
ord«s  The logistic annex should, at a minimum, outline 
Ws?ic policies, tasks, procedures, and servicing 

extant command and thea?er Service «K'uS'fSwS- 
plan feasibility. The SOJ4 should consider the following. 

a  Fr^lTT1" »* nn Qr°"^™a1 Mission.  Upon initiation 
li -bl    ce r 05      EHnKohom^r  " 
^an^The^ 
MrwaA^^^^ 
and medial evacuation are usually planned and executed 
IToperational missions, as opposed to logistic 
responsibilities. Consequently, detailed logistic and 
optional planning is required to assure emergency 
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resupply and evacuation operations for employed SOF. 
Resupply planning is the responsibility of the JFSOCC, 
who assesses existing supply levels and available 
delivery platforms.  Should deficiencies occur, the 
JFSOCC should elevate logistic needs to the JFC or the 
theater logistic staff, as appropriate, for resolution. 

b. Planning Factors.  Theater-approved sustainment 
planning factors will normally be provided for logistic 
planning. 

c. organic SUPPIV.  SOF will plan to deploy with their 
unit basic loads and at least 30 days of accompanying 
supplies, unless otherwise directed by the supported 
commander. 

d. Logistic Planning Checklist.  A SOF logistic planning 
checklist is provided in Appendix J. 

5.  Logistic Functions.  Agility, flexibility, and avoidance 
of redundant supply systems must be emphasized in order to 
maximize support to operational elements while minimizing 
overhead.  Planning must consider joint support arrangements 
to streamline the support system from the wholesale support 
base to the point of employment.  Normally, resupply is 
theater-based, but, when required, emergency supplies may be 
routed from CONUS-based SOF Service component commands.  The 
support and sustainment of SOF require in-place inter-Service 
support agreements, avoidance of ad-hoc support arrangements, 
and an efficient and effective transportation system. 
Procedures for SO-peculiar logistic functions are discussed 
below. 

a. Host-Nation and Foreion-Nation Support.  While host- 
nation or foreign-nation support is encouraged for common 
support items, the use of HNS and FNS must be carefully 
weighed against OPSEC and mission requirements.  Local 
purchases through HNS or FNS will be accomplished in 
accordance with established Service and theater 
procedures. 

b. Sources of SUPPIV.  When available, theater»war 
reserve stocks, operational project stocks, readiness 
spares packages, and other preplanned deployment packages 
will be the primary sources of SOF supply until ALOCs and 
HNS or FNS are established.  The theater will be the 
principal source of sustaining supplies; however, 
depending on geographic and operational circumstances, 
CONUS may be the source of sustaining supplies. Theater 
support structure (preferably via ALOCs) will normally 
provide emergency and high priority supplies, to include 
SO-peculiar, mission-critical, and low-density items as 
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coordinated through Service supply control centers and 
transportation activities. 

c. Pp+rniPum. oils, and Lubricants 

(1) Maximum use will be made of in-country military 
and commercial bulk fuel stocks for ground and 
aviation refueling requirements.  HNS must De    
prearranged through in-country contractual agreements 
with the theater Joint Petroleum Office or Defense 
Fuel Region supporting the area of operations. 

(2) The combatant command manages POL through the 
JPO. The JPO consolidates theater Service component 
long-range requirements and adjudicates distribution 
priorities between components.  Normally, the Army 
component commander is responsible for inland 
petroleum distribution to all land-based forces. 
This includes wholesale receipt, storage, and 
distribution of bulk fuels, packaged POL, and,when 
necessary, the operation and maintenance of pipelines 
and other facilities. 

(3) Normally, the theater Air Force component 
commander will provide routine and emergency airlitt 
of bulk and packaged POL in the joint operations area 
until surface resupply systems are established. 

(4) Fuel operations supporting SOF bases will be 
assigned to a single Service to minimize redundant 
fuel support requirements. For example, when 
operating a SOF base on a USAF airfield, 
responsibility for all fuel operations would normally 
be a USAF responsibility. 

fl.  Ammunition 

(1) The JFSOCC, through the SOJ4, will coordinate 
ammunition support for assigned SOF through the 
Service component best able to provide it.  For 
example, the Army component may be better situated 
than the Navy component to provide small arms 
ammunition to NAVSOF. 

(2) The JFSOCC, through the SOC J4, coordinates 
security, acquisition, and storage of ammunition 
through the appropriate theater Service component. 
The SOJ4 monitors component SO-peculiar ammunition 
status for economy of resources, mission taskings, 
and apportionment of critical resources. 
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(3) The JFSOCC, through the SOC J4, coordinates 
inter-Service support arrangements for acquisition, 
storage, and distribution of ammunition whenever 
possible.  Service line haul, normally a theater Army 
responsibility, is the primary mode for intratheater 
movement of ammunition, with air movement of 
ammunition usually restricted to emergencies. 

6. mqlBHr Reporting. Logistic reporting for SOF is 
defined in the appropriate theater directives or USSOCOM SOP. 

7. T.n«H«Hr rommnnications.  The S0J4 m"|t identify 
communications requirements to support SOF logistic functions 
to the SOJ6 for acquisition and installation. The logistics 
communications net connects with the SOC C3 system. 
Additionally, theater regulatory boards, centers, and offices 
may require communications links outside those normally 
provided to the COMSOC.  Radio communications may be required 
where landline or satellite telephone circuitry is inadequate 
or unavailable. 

8. so Bases and Facilities.  SOF component commanders will 
identify facilities and construction requirements to support 
their operations.  They will submit these requirements 
through their Service components. Construction in response 
to time-sensitive missions requires expedient work. 
Deviations from standards must be approved by the JFSOCC and 
the theater combatant commander.  SOF normally operate from 
one or more main operations bases (MOBs) and a variable 
number of forward operations bases (FOBs) and advanced 
operations bases (AOBs). 

a. An MOB is a base established by a JFSOCC or a 
subordinate SOF component commander in friendly territory 
to provide sustained command and control, administration, 
and logistic support to SO activities in designated 
areas.  The MOB is normally the location of an ARSOTF, 
AFSOC, or NSWTG. The SF Group calls its MOB the Special 
Forces operations base. The AFSOC calls its MOB the Air 
Force special operations base. 

b. An FOB is a base usually located in friendly 
territory or afloat that is established to extend the 
command and control or communications of a MOB or to 
provide support for training and tactical operations. 
The FOB may be established for temporary or longer 
duration operations and may include an airfield or an 
unimproved airstrip, an anchorage, or a pier. The FOB is 
normally the location of a SOF battalion, squadron, or 
task unit controlled and/or supported by the SOF 
component commander at a MOB. 
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c  An AOB is a small temporary base established near or 
within a JSOA to command, control, and/?* support 
?rain?ng or tactical operations.  F.ciliti« are normally 
austere.  The base may be ashore or afloat.  If ashore, 
it mav include an airfield or unimproved airstrip, a 
Pier?

yor an ancnSrage.  An AOB is normally the location 
Sf a SOP company or smaller element controlled and/or 
supported by an MOB or FOB. 

9  "rmMr*" nT  Tnfljq»™"« s0 T.na1wt1r Support, us fistic 

sSppUes? Services, and medical support to allied forces. 

10-  »pen* T.nnistir Support. The support and sustainment of 
ASSOF involve I  cSmbina?ion of theater Army, nonstandard, 
and joint support. 

a.  Thrntf- *™, Support.  The TA provides l°j£»*j£  r 
support to ARSOF on an area or unit basis.  The neater 
arm? commander should designate specific Jrjj »upport 
units to provide ARSOF support to ensure habitual support 
relationships are established and exercised.  During 
contingencies and operations in ^ich the theater supporr 
base is not established, ARSOF will initially rely on 
unit-level support with augmentation from the 528th 
Special Operations Support Battalion. 

S ARSOF varywidely. While most ARSOF units possess 
Um£ed un?t-leve? logistic capabilities, Ranger units 
require extensive logistic, augmentation. 

c  Turnt— »""» firrr«^ "»»rnHonc SiiPPorr Command. The 
TASOSC is a Subordinate functional commano of the theater 
Irmy  The TASOSC is responsible for Panning and 
coordinating the support and sustainment of theater 
ARSOF.  The TASOSC does not normally provide direct 
support to ARSOF and has no organic support , 
infrastructure.  If Army units are assigned or attached 
Jo the TASOSC to support ARSOF on a dedicated basis, the 
TASOs! ptaSs? coordinates, directs, and supervises the 
activities of these units. 
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11  ftffiriF Log^Hfi Support.  The host base provides AFSOF 
common support and sustainment (i.e., facilities, supplies, 
services, security).  USSOCOM provides AFSOF-peculiar support 
requirements (i.e., maintenance, supplies). 

a. AFSOF maintenance support emphasizes a remove-and- 
replace concept through a combination of high priority 
mission support kits, readiness spares packages, and 
maintenance equipment to troubleshoot to the line 
replacement unit or component level (i.e., limited 
intermediate level support). AFSOF units normally tailor 
their contingency support packages to accommodate tne 
mission options for self-deployment, limited airlift 
deployments, and, when applicable, shipboard operations. 

b. Intermediate level maintenance support may be 
deployed to collocate with AFSOF or be centrally located 
to support theater operations.  The AFSOC LRC receives 
requests for unavailable aircraft mission-capable parts 
and coordinates their sourcing and delivery. The Air 
Force Service component provides all other support. 

12. MAVROF T,noi«Hr. Support. Deployed NAVSOF are supported 
and sustained in the following manner: 

a. When supporting fleet operations, NAVSOF will be 
supported by the Battle Group or Amphibious Ready Group 
Commander using standard Navy support channels, with 
NAVSOF-peculiar support provided by unit deployment 
packages. 

b. When NAVSOF are operating ashore, common and 
NAVSOF-peculiar support is the responsibility of the 
theater Navy component commander. When Navy support is 
infeasible, the JFSOCC will coordinate inter-Service 
support from Army or Air Force SOF or from theater 
assets.  Inter-Service support agreements should be 
coordinated in advance of operational deployments ana 
based on concise statements of requirements. 

c. Forward-based NSWUs provide a logistic conduit for 
other deployed NAVSOF. 
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APPENDIX A 

REFERENCES 

title and designation. 

«tabuS? oFSESS.    The Joint Publication System 

publish detailed Service guidance  (manuals,   regulations, 
SOPs,   etc.)  to SOF units. 

3.     Jninf Publications 

a. 1-01, "Joint Publication System" 

b. 1-02, -DOD Dictionary of Military and Associated 
Terms" 

c. 1-03.30, "Joint After-Action Reporting System" 

d. 2-0, "Doctrine for Intelligence Support to Joint 
Operations" 

e  2-01, -Tactics, Techniques, and Procedures for 
Intelligence Support to Joint Operations" 

*  o  m 2 -Joint Doctrine, Tactics, Techniques, and 
Procedur;S

#fofcSun?erintelligence Support for Operations' 

g.  3-0, "Doctrine for Joint Operations" » 

h.  3-01.3, "Joint Doctrine for Air Defense from Overseas 
Land Areas" 

i.  3-05, "Doctrine for Joint Special Operations" 

j  3-05.5, -Joint Special Operations Targeting and 
Mission Planning Procedures" 

k. 3-07, -Doctrine for Joint Operations in Low Intensity 

Conflict- 
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1.  3-07.1, "Joint Tactics, Techniques and Procedures for 
Foreign Internal Defense" 

m.  3-52, "Doctrine for Joint Airspace Control in the 
Combat Zone" 

n. 3-53, "Doctrine for Joint Psychological Operations" 

o.  3-56.1, "Command and Control of Joint Air Operations" 

p. 3-56.24, "Tactical Command and Control Planning 
Guidance and Procedures for Joint Operations, Joint 
Interface Operational Procedures (JIOP)" 

q. 3-57, "Doctrine for Joint Civil Affairs" 

r. .4-0, "Doctrine for Logistic Support of Joint 
Operations" 

s.  5-0, "Doctrine for Planning Joint Operations" 

t.  5-00.1, "Joint Tactics, Techniques, and Procedures 
for Campaign Planning" 

u. 5-03.1, "Joint Operation Planning and Execution 
System, Volume I,. Planning Policies and Procedures" 

v.  5-03.2, "Joint Operation Planning and Execution 
System, Volume II, Planning and Execution Formats and 
Guidance" 

w.  6-0,  "Doctrine for Command, Control and 
Communications Systems Support to Joint Operations" 

Service Guidance 

a. Armv. The following Army publications apply to ARSOF: 

(1) FM 1-108, "Special Operations Aviation" 

(2) FM 7-85, "Ranger Unit Operations" 

(3) FM 31-19, "SF Military Freefall" 

(4) FM 31-20, "Special Forces Operations" 

(5) FM 31-20-1, "Special Forces Tactics, Techniques, 
and Procedures" 

(6) FM 31-20-2, "Special Forces unconventional 
Warfare" 
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(7) FM 31-20-3, "Special Forces Foreign Internal 
Defense" 

(8) FM 31-20-4, "Special Forces Direct Action" 

(9) FM 31-20-5, "Special Forces Special 
Reconnaissance" 

(10) FM 31-20-6 (S), "Special Forces 
Counterterrorism (U)" 

(11) FM 31-24, "Special Forces Air Operations" 

(12) FM 31-25, "Special Forces Waterborne Operations' 

(13) FM 31-26, "Special Forces Advanced Operations 
Techniques" 

(14) FM 31-27, "Pack Animal Operations" 

(15) FM 33-1, "Psychological Operations" 

(16) FM 33-5, "Psychological Operations Tactics, 
Techniques, and Procedures" 

(17) FM 41-10, "Array Civil Affairs" 

(18) FM 41-11, "Civil Affairs Tactics, Techniques, 
and Procedures" 

(19) FM 90-31, "Counterinsurgency Operations" 

(20) FM 100-5, "Operations" 

(21) FM 100-20, "Low Intensity Conflict" 

(22) FM 100-25, "Doctrine for Army Special 
Operations Forces" 

b.  Maw.  The following Navy publications apply to 
NAVSOF: 

(1) NWP 15, "Naval Special Warfare (U)" 

(2) NWP 15-1, "SEAL Teams in Naval Special Warfare 
(U)" 

(3) NWP 15-2, "Special Boat Squadrons in Naval 
Special Warfare (U)" 
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(4) NWP 15-4, "SEAL Delivery Vehicle Teams in Naval 
Special Warfare (U)" 

(5) NWP 22-4, "Underwater Demolition Teams in 
Amphibious Operations (U)" 

(6) NWP 79-0-4, "Submarine Special Operations Manual 
(U)" 

(7) NWP 90, "Naval Special Warfare (U)"  (in 
development to replace all NWP 15-series publications) 

(8) OPNAVINST 1412.7, "NSW Officer Qualification and 
Designation." 

(9) COMNAVSPECWARCOM TACMEMO XL-2080-5-89, "NSW 
Laser/Beacon Operations" 

(10) COMNAVSPECWARCOM TACMEMO XL-0080-7-89, "NSW 
Special Reconnaissance Operations and Reporting" 

(11) COMNAVSPECWARCOM TACMEMO XL-2080-4-89, "Dry 
Deck Shelter" 

(12) COMNAVSPECWARCOM TACMEMO XL-0058-3-89, 
"SDV/Beach Feasibility Study" 

(13) COMNAVSPECWARCOM TACMEMO XL-2080-2-89, "NSW 
Combatant Craft" 

(14) COMNAVSPECWARCOM TACMEMO XL-0058-10-90, "NSW 
Harbor Penetration/Ship Attack" 

(15) COMNAVSPECWARCOM TACMEMO XL-0080-1-90, "NSW 
Stand-off Weapons Tactical Employment Guide and 
Lessons Learned" 

(16) COMNAVSPECWARCOMINST 3120.1, "Safety 
Regulations and Operations Guidelines for Combat 
Rubber Raiding Craft (CRRC)" 

(17) COMNAVSPECWARCOM "Naval Special Warfare 
Information Handbook" 

c. AFSOF. The following Air Force publications apply to 
AFSOF: 

(1) AFM 2-1, "Theater Aerospace Warfare" 

(2) AFM 2-10, "Aerospace Operational Doctrine, 
Special Operations" 
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(3) AFM 2-11, "Aerospace Operational Doctrine, 
Foreign Internal Defense" 

(4) AFM 2-12, "Airspace Control in a Combat Zone" 

(5) AFR 64-4, "Search and Rescue Survival Training" 

(6) AFSOCM 3-1, "Tactical Employment" 

(7) AFSOCR 51-2, "Special Tactics Training" 

(8) AFSOCR 55-3, Vol I, "AFSOC Command and Control 
Responsibilities and Procedures" 

(9) AFSOCR 55-3, Vol II (S), "AFSOC Emergency Action 
Procedures (U)" 

(10) AFSOCR 55-18, "Helicopter Operations" 

(11) AFSOCR 55-130, "C-130 Operations" 

(12) AFSOCR 55-160, "Assault Zone Operations" 

(13) AFSOCR 160-2, "Pararescue Medical Training" 

(14) Multi-Command Manual 3-1, "Tactical Employment" 

d.  Marine Corps 

(1) Marine Corps Capabilities Plan 

(2) MCO 31200.8A, "Policy for the Organization of 
Fleet Marine Forces for Combat" 
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APPENDIX B 

JFSOCC (SOC) INTERNAL ORGANIZATION 

1  »nrnn» an* Scope.  This appendix provides a model of how 
JFSOCC^ may organize their headquarters to perform those 
functionrLsc??bed in Chapter III.  It discusses the duties 
anS responsibilities of the JFSOCC command group, staff 

this model. 

2.  ,Trnrrr mr-»"
A  nroup-  The command group Jjo^lly 

consists of the commander, deputy commander, chief of staff, 
and senior enlisted adviser. 

a. The commander exercises OPCON of assigned and 
attached forces and serves " the JFCs principal SO 
adviser. The commander may also be dual-hatted as the 
principal SO staff officer on the JFC staff. 

b. The deputy commander is the Principal assistant to 
?he commander^ performs duties as directed, and assumes 
the duties of the commander in his absence. 

c. The chief of staff directs the daily activities of 
the JFSOCC staff; supervises the preparation of staff 
estimates, plans, and orders; and coordinates the 
activities of liaison elements.  If there is no chief of 
staff assigned, the deputy commander may also perform 
these duties. 

d. The senior enlisted adviser advises the commander on 
JFSOCC plans, policies, and programs as they affect the 
enlisted personnel of the JFSOCC staff and assigned and 
attached forces. He performs additional duties as 
directed by the commander. 

3. TYT-"1 TFSOgr «*"" Organization« *^ical JFSOCC 
staff is organized to perform standard joint staff functions 
(see Figu?e I-"  Ideally, each JFC should have adequate 
resources ?o properly staff the JFSOCC. Unfortunately, 
resource limitations may Prelude adequate Jjnning  If 
insufficient manpower is available to fill all start 
iSsitiins the JFSOCC must arrange for external support of 
J?loCC rlauirements (for example, JFC J6 designates a staff 
officer tl  be a part-time SOJ6) or extend his «sources to 
cover all required functions (for example, a combined SOJ3/5) 

4  cn.Ti /Manpoyrrr anf p»™cmnei). The SOJ1 provides 
administrative and personnel service support to the JFSOCC 
iSfft The SOJ1 is responsible for the joint manpower 
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program and other staff manning actions. The SOJ1 must also 
monitor and report to the JFSOCC the personnel readiness 
assigned, allocated, and apportioned forces.  Specific duties 
include (see Appendix P for further discussion): 

a. Maintain a current personnel estimate. 

b. Monitor and report personnel status and casualties. 

c. Develop personnel policies and plans. 

d. Prepare personnel portions of plans and orders. 

e. Determine replacement personnel policies, 
requirements, and allocations. 

f. Coordinate with the SOJ4 to assure adequate support 
of replacements and augmentees (particularly critical to 
Reserve components). 

g. Coordinate and process personnel actions (individual 
replacements, orders processing, efficiency reports, 
awards and decorations, leave forms, etc.) for JFSOCC 
headquarters. 

h. Coordinate with the JFSOCC medical planner and JFC Jl 
to establish medical evacuation policy and procedures for 
SOF within the joint area. 

i. Arrange for required JFSOCC staff augmentation. 

j.  Serve as JFSOCC focal point for Reserve component 
personnel issues, including management of the JFSOCC 
individual mobilization augmentee program. 

k. Monitor the provision of personnel services to SOF 
units by their Service components or other designated 
sources. 

1.  Plan, coordinate, and manage morale and welfare 
activities for the JFSOCC. 

m.  Establish and operate the JFSOCC message and 
distribution center and provide postal services to the 
JFSOCC headquarters. 

5.  SO.T2 (Intelligence).  The SOJ2 is the focal point for 
all-source intelligence and counterintelligence support for 
attached and assigned forces and provides JFC access to the 
USSOCOM intelligence network.  The SOJ2 supervises the 
production and maintenance of target intelligence packages 
(see Joint Pub 3-05.3) and provides intelligence estimates, 
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Figure B-l. Typical JFSOCC Staff Organization 
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briefings, and debriefings as required.  Specific duties 
include: 

a. Maintain a current intelligence estimate. 

b. Develop intelligence and counterintelligence portions 
of plans and orders, EEI, collection plans, access 
rosters, and intelligence summaries. 

c. Review, validate, and coordinate all-source 
collection requirements for the JFSOCC staff and 
subordinate units and perform collection management 
functions for the JFSOCC staff. 

d. Provide JFC intelligence architecture with SOF 
intelligence requirements. 

e. Direct and manage the JFSOCC targeting effort, 
including management of the target intelligence 
production program and maintenance of the targeting 
intelligence data base. 

f. Supervise and coordinate .security and 
counterintelligence activities, including source 
administration and review of subordinate unit plans ana 
activities. 

g. Support SOJ3 OPSEC and deception planning. 

h.  Maintain liaison with appropriate national and 
theater intelligence agencies. 

i.  Support JFSOCC evasion and escape activities. 

j. Establish and operate the JFSOCC sensitive 
compartmented information facility (SCIF).- 

k. Coordinate mapping, charting, and geodesy support. 

1.  Coordinate weather and oceanography support. 

6.   fimn fnn»rnM0M).   The soj3 is. resp;nsibf«^r;^e 

operations, organization, and training of assigned and 
St"cheS forcel.  The SOJ3 plans, .«ordinates, and directs 
the deployment and employment of joint SOF under the OPCON of 
the JFSOCC.  In peacetime, the SOJ3 plans, coordinates, and 
directs joint and combined SOF exercises and training, 
additionally, the SOJ3 must monitor (through USSOCOM) 
apportioned forces' readiness to accomplish JFC tasks. 
Specific duties include: 
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a. Maintain a current operations estimate. 

b. Maintain JFSOCC SOP. 

c. Prepare operations plans,and orders (including 
tactical movement orders). 

d. Review plans and orders of subordinate units. 

e. Recommend approval or disapproval of subordinate unit 
mission concepts. 

f. Recommend priorities for operational support. 

g. Recommend composition and tasking of subordinate 
elements (task organization). 

h.  Coordinate use of airspace. 

i.  Deconflict SO with other operations. 

j.  Recommend JSOA boundaries and other SO control 
measures. 

k. Coordinate for staging areas. 

1. Prepare operational records and reports. 

m. Establish and enforce OPSEC procedures. 

n. Plan and coordinate cover and deception operations. 

o. Recommend appropriate SO to JFSOCC. 

p. Administer JFSOCC focal point systems and special 
access programs. 

g  Provide or arrange for liaison elements to the JFC 
staff, JFACC (when established) and other component 
staffs, and supported organizations as directed by the 
JFC. 

r.  Plan, coordinate, and direct E&E activities and other 
sensitive special operations controlled by the JFSOCC. 

s  Develop, coordinate, and implement SOF training and 
exercise programs to prepare for wartime missions and 
support peacetime objectives and strategy. 

t. Establish and operate the joint operations center 
(JOC) when directed. 
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7. SOJ4 (Logistics). The S0J4 exercises staff 
responsibility for ensuring the adequate logistic support of 
all forces assigned or attached to the JFSOCC. Logistic 
support is primarily a Service responsibility unless 
inter-Service support agreements are in effect.  The routine 
sustainment of assigned and attached forces is therefore 
transparent to the S0J4.  However, the S0J4 is responsible 
for recommending logistic priorities to the JFSOCC, 
monitoring Service support to SOF, arranging inter-Service 
support agreements when Service support is inadequate, and 
coordinating SO-peculiar logistic support from USSOCOM. 
Specific duties include: 

a. Maintain a current logistic estimate. 

b. Develop logistic plans and recommend logistic support 
arrangements for assigned, attached, or apportioned 
forces. 

c. Coordinate SO-peculiar support for SOF attached to 
other component commanders. 

d. Coordinate inter-Service support for subordinate 
forces as required. 

e. Review, validate, and consolidate statements of 
requirements from assigned, attached, or apportioned 
forces. 

f. Monitor the provision of logistic support to assigned 
and attached forces by their Service components or other 
designated sources. 

g. Ensure accountability of supplies and equipment. 

h. Recommend controlled supply rates of critical 
resources. 

i. Recommend JFC stock levels for SOF support. 

j. Coordinate the establishment and maintenance of 
operational project stocks. » 

k. Support operational resupply of deployed SOF. 

1. , In coordination with the SOJ3, establish clandestine 
support mechanisms (low-visibility deployment, resupply, 
etc.) 

m. Monitor and report equipment readiness status of 
assigned, attached, and apportioned forces. 
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n.  Determine maintenance Parities andcoordinate 
assistance from JFC components and USSOCOM (as the CONUS 
support base). 

o.  Plan, coordinate, and monitor administrative movement 
of personnel, equipment, and supplies. 

TflanHfv anfl coordinate civil engineering support 
?equ rementl and monitor the construction and maintenance 
of facilities and installations for the JFSOCC and 
assigned or attached forces. 

q.  Control and coordinate maintenance of real property, 

r.  Coordinate logistic support of JFSOCC headquarters. 

s. Coordinate for contracting and f*^:™*1011 SUPP°rt 
for assigned, attached, or apportioned forces. 

t.  Develop plans and programs for the medical support of 
the JFSOCC staff and its assigned and attached forces, 
including the medical treatment and evacuation of 
supported indigenous forces as requirea. 

u  Preoare JFSOCC program recommendations and budget 
estimate" mantge the JFSOCC budget, and prepare required 

reports. 

B. m "W^fl Polier)^ ff; ^"^^„riupSortin, 
portions of JFC ewnpaign, ?oncePt' °p"?'i°J' ""Zina process 

Ä=K SSt«55 SÄf?M.:oa 
acquisition of SO-peculiar equipment.  Specific duties 
include: 

a  Direct the review, analysis, and promulgation of 
JFSOCC plans, policies, and programs. 

h  Direct and manage the JFSOCC deliberate planning 
process? including production of operational concepts and 
operations and concept plans. 

c. Develop SOF TPFDD in conjunction with the SOJ4. 

d. Manage the JFSOCC joint doctrine program. 
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e. Develop JFSOCC input to the Joint Strategic Planning 
System (JSPS) and Joint Operations Planning and Execution 
System (JOPES). 

f. Manage the JFSOCCs Worldwide Military Command and 
Control System (WWMCCS) computer system. 

g. Provide JFSOCC representation on the JFC crisis 
action team. 

h.  Provide a SOJ5 Plans element to the JOC when 
established (see Appendix C). 

i. Provide the JFC SO staff directorate or division when 
directed by the JFC. 

9.  SOJ6 (Communications).  The SOJ6 is responsible for 
communications-electronics and automated data processing 
(ADP) systems supporting assigned and attached SOF.  The SOJ6 
has staff responsibility for communications and frequency 
management, communications planning and execution, and the 
management and development of electronics and automated 
information systems.  Specific duties include: 

a. Design communications architecture to support 
assigned, attached, or apportioned SOF. 

b. Prepare communications plans, orders, and annexes; 
assist subordinate elements in developing supporting 
plans. 

c. Prepare and maintain JCEOI. 

d. Supervise the operation of communications units and 
facilities directly supporting the JFSOCC. 

e. Act as single SOF point of contact for all other 
communications agencies within and outside of the joint 
area. 

f. Perform frequency management for the JFSOCC and 
subordinate forces. » 

g. Establish and manage COMSEC procedures. 

h.  Ensure communications interoperability and 
compatibility for all required media between all 
subordinate units and other appropriate US forces, 
agencies, or foreign elements. 
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i.  Provide cryptographic support and clandestine 
communications systems (in coordination with the SOJ2 and 
SOJ3). 

j.  Provide information management between the JFSOCC and 
theater and defense communications systems. 

k.  Coordinate ADP systems installation, operation, 
maintenance, and security within the JFSOCC headquarters. 

10.  Fpor-iai and Por^nal staffs.  The composition of the 
JFSOCC special and personal staffs depend heavily on JFC 
requirements.  These staffs may include (but are not limited 
to) the staff elements discussed below.  These elements may 
not be permanent elements of the staff.  Functions performed 
by these staff elements may be assigned to other JFSOCC staff 
sections or other headquarters (consolidation of public 
affairs functions at the JFC staff level, for example). 

a. Hpadmiarters mmmandant.  The headquarters commandant 
is responsible to the chief of staff for the movement, 
internal administration, base operations (including space 
allocation, billeting, unit supply and maintenance, and 
food service), and physical security of the JFSOCC 
headquarters. When no full-time headquarters commandant 
is assigned, the JFSOCC must divide these functions among 
the JFSOCC staff and assign one staff officer (normally 
the SOJ1 or SOJ4) to provide overall staff supervision. 

b. T.M»1 Adviser. The legal adviser provides advice to 
the JFSOCC and staff on matters involving military law, 
US domestic law, foreign and international law, status of 
forces agreements, operational law, and rules of 
engagement. The political sensitivity of many SO dictate 
that the legal adviser be integrated into mission 
planning. When this is not required-, the legal adviser 
should review plans for legal implications.  See Appendix 
N for more information on the legal aspects of SO. 

c. Pnhiir Aff»4rs Officer.  Because of the media 
interest in SO, the JFSOCC should develop thorough and 
detailed public affairs guidance during the planning 
phase. As a minimum, this guidance should prescribe the 
procedures to follow in the event of media query or 
public disclosure of classified or sensitive 
information. The JFC may provide public affairs support 
to the JFSOCC on an area basis or attach a public affairs 
officer (PAO) to provide dedicated support on a mission 
basis. The PAO can also establish a command information 
program for members of the command and their families. 
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When no full-time PAO is available, the JFSOCC normally 
assigns these functions to the SOJ1 or SJA. 

d. Inspector General.  The JFSOCC may be authorized to 
designate an inspector general (IG), but normally must 
rely on the assistance of the JFC's IG.  When designated, 
the IG is responsible directly to the JFSOCC for 
monitoring, evaluating, assessing, and inspecting 
operational matters and, when directed, any other matter 
within the scope of the JFSOCCs authority. 

e. Comptroller.  The comptroller is responsible to the 
chief of staff for programming, budgeting, and budget 
execution of all JFSOCC funds, to include special mission 
funds, intelligence contingency funds, foreign currency 
operations, and commercial accounts. The comptroller 
coordinates and exercises technical control over JFSOCC 
financial policies, plans, and services. The comptroller 
is frequently a member of the JFC staff (or the 
supporting Service component staff) who has been 
designated to manage MFP-11 accounts for the JFC and 
JFSOCC. 

f-  PSYOP Staff offir»r.  The PSYOP staff officer is 
responsible to the SOJ3 or SOJ5 for integrating PSYOP 
into JFSOCC estimates, plans, and orders.  The 
psychological effects of SO must be anticipated and 
included in SO planning and activities.  SO plans 
normally include a PSYOP annex that integrates PSYOP 
efforts to attain military and political objectives and 
to support and deconflict tactical cover and deception 
activities. Advice of a PSYOP staff officer should be 
available early during SO mission planning to identify 
requirements and develop solutions.  See Appendix L for 
more information on PSYOP. 

g.  Civil Affairs staff officer.  The CA staff officer is 
responsible to the SOJ4 for planning and coordinating 
foreign-nation support of the JFSOCC and subordinate 
forces.  The CA staff officer also supports the SOJ3 and 
SOJ5 by integrating civil-military operations into JFSOCC 
estimates, plans, and orders. The importance of«civil 
sector support for SO and the effects of SO on civilian 
populations must be anticipated and included in 
planning.  SO plans will normally include a CA annex. 
Advice of a CA staff officer should be available early 
during SO mission planning to identify requirements and 
develop solutions. See Appendix M for more information 
on CA. 
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to the *W4 for plannrng and coordinating hea^ 

coÄryo^med= iV^i^ieS^carpUnne,"" 
££1^. SUScS.0^ ad? rsely jffeot tactical SO 

Appendix O for more information. 

assistance deployments may cause JFSOCC to esta 
security assistance ■«*"" "|^*h^it? assistance 
Normally,.the focus °^^.fS0^e section should review 
is operational vice 1;«"*"^™ JJjin the context of 
SO security assistance ■cti™£i!!r!I that they are in long-term JFC objectives and ensure that tney a 
consonance with the JFC strategy. 

ffüffs ffl^t^^Srsr(IMAS) to 
meet JFSOCC requirements.    The RC •°"|«v|2e component 
SSlS-aU^S ^sse^anfintej ace'them into arsocc 
plan" exercises,  ana current operations. 

1X.    Rrnr HfrM*—t. .Wh« the theater JFSOCC »»blishes^ 
JSOTF and deploys as lts Meander, he normay        JFSOCC 
rear detachment «Provide continuity of pea of the deployed 

!UsSlr!TmeSherof1fhe0=or.SS9|ro0» £Ihe SO£^-mal ^ 
orirrearnerachmln^rrUrrth^rspecificnircumstances 
that caused its establishment. 
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APPENDIX C 

JOINT OPERATIONS CENTER 

l. PiirpQRft and Scope. This appendix des"i^s.^e
TOC within 

organization, responsibilities, and manning of the JOC within 
a JFSOCC headquarters. 

2 General.   The JOC within a JFSOCC headquarters serves as 
the C2 nerve center for joint SO.  It processes all 
information related to planned and ongoing SO missions.  It 
maintains close liaison with the operations centers of the 
JFC and the other component commanders.  The success of }Oint 
SO varies directly with the effectiveness of the JOC. 

3 ornaniration.  The typical JOC is organized to facilitate 
integrated planning and synchronized execution (see Figure 
C-l)  Staffing levels within the JOC vary depending on the 
mission.  Each staff element develops a manning plan and 
organizes to operate on a 24-hour basis.  Two 12-hour shifts 
are normal during sustained combat operations.  During • 
transition to a contingency operation or war, redu<r;°i! nr  «.Mft 
peacetime SOC manning may dictate one-shift operations or two 
overlapping 16-hour shifts until augmentation personnel 
report for duty. 

a. Director.  The JOC director is usually the SOJ3 or 
his designated representative.  The JOC director is the 
senior officer on duty in the JOC at any given time.  The 
JOC director monitors the overall tactical situation and 
prepares at all times to respond to crises.  Should a 
crisis arise requiring immediate action, the JOC director 
will contact the JFSOCC for guidance.  If the JFSOCC is 
not immediately available, the JOC director must have the 
delegated authority to task SOF in response to changes in 
the tactical situation (for example, -tasking an aircraft 
for emergency exfiltration of a team in contact).  Some 
officer with this authority must be in the JOC at an 
times when there are ongoing operations. 

b. revisions. The JOC is normally divided into three 
distinct but collocated divisions:  SOJ5 Plans, SOJ3 
Operations, and Joint Intelligence Center (JIC).  Each 
division chief establishes procedures for all shifts 
according to guidance received from the JOC director. 
The JOC also includes the liaison officers from 
supporting and subordinate units». 

C.  PhY^irrll arrangement-  The physical a"a"?eroen* of 

the JOC will vary, depending on physical constraints. 
Figure C-2 depicts a typical JOC physical arrangement. 
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Figure C-l. Typical JOC Organization 
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LEOEND: 
MAP BOARD ■! 
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MAR  ■ MARITME  
LNO   ■ UABONOPnCER 

Figure C-2, Typical JOC Physical Arrangement 
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It is important to position personnel to facilitate 
individual task accomplishment and coordination and 
information flow within and among sections.  For example, the 
air, ground, and maritime operations desks are collocated and 
positioned close to JOC map boards and data displays. 

4.  SQJ5 Plans.  The SOJ5 Plans division conducts targeting 
and operational planning for future operations.  It 
coordinates special requirements such as JSOAs, RFAs and 
NFAs, and airspace allocation requests through JFSOCC liaison 
elements at the JFC or JFACC.  It manages and resolves 
problems during the time-sensitive mission planning process. 
Typical SOJ5 Plans staffing includes: 

a. SOJ5 Plans Chief.  The S0J5 plans chief is 
responsible for operational planning and premission 
coordination, to include: 

. (1)  Ensuring daily command briefings and situation 
reports are prepared in a timely, accurate, and 
complete manner. 

(2) Ensuring an effective communication and 
information flow between desk officers, other staff 
sections, and components. 

(3) Establishing and enforcing internal SOPs. 

b. SOJ5 Plans wro.  The S0J5 plans NCO assists the 
plans chief in the overall management of the section by: 

(1) Managing internal section administration. 

(2) Supervising graphics support. 

(3) Maintaining section equipment and supplies. 

(4) Supervising enlisted personnel in the 
performance of their duties. 

c. Ground Plans Branch.  The ground plans branch is 
responsible for planning and coordinating the ground 
portions of joint SO.  The duties of its ground 
operations officers include: 

(1) Monitoring the status and location of 
uncommitted units capable of conducting ground 
operations. 

(2) Monitoring and coordinating ground training 
activities. 
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(3) coor.inatin, ana ae=onni=tin9 futur^sor ground 

SK&^tlÄSS» support of Joint SO. 
(4) in conjunction with the air and maritime Plans 

?4ff UnSS^- «ÄnffiS^S1. Ina naval 
operations. 
(5) Preparing orders ana assisting in the validation 

Of MICONs. 
• - 4-v,» «fatus of all ground military (6) Monitoring the status ot OXJ. * 

operations in theater. 

{7,    Preparing •--1>«-^'SiKiS5"-5r,S?2J5rtl0" °' t.cetiv!tlesCI«apr.cel!ngCandrup!oming924-hourperlod. 

(8) Drafting the ground forces input for the daily 
situation report. 
(9) Maintaining a journal of all activities 
conducted during hxs shift. 

a.    HBritlBf Finn. """^v.TheTroundllans branch"6 

li^th.fit's'responsibillties relate to naritine 
operations. 

e.    M- "~ "—•    Th
fl rd

ir,r?ti«%?i.nsP
Dr.ncherh 

5.    sn^WVX.    ~ «iSS'.r.JS.S« 13 clnrroxs 
III ongolngloint STSTnUSo?..».* include: 

><>.. rMef      The SOJ3 operations chief is 
*•     SM^?5EfSff?5cWnf and controlling current 
o;i?.?Unse.n°dI,aiSs?onn!xecution.  to include: 

(1)    Ensuring situation maps and status boards are 
accurate and complete. 
(„    Ensuring continuous corniestions and^  ^^ 

iSpp™rersupportt„ranuhsubordin.te headquarters. 

(3)    Establishing and enforcing internal SOPs. 
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b. S0J3 Operations NCO.  The SOJ3 operations NCO 
assists the operations chief in the overall management of 
the section and is responsible for: 

(1) Managing internal section administration. 

(2) Supervising graphics support. 

(3) Maintaining section equipment and supplies. 

(4) Supervising enlisted personnel in the 
performance of their duties. 

c. Ground Operations Branch.  The ground operations 
branch monitors current ground operations. The duties of 
its ground operations officers and NCOs include: 

(1) Monitoring the status and location of committed 
SOF elements conducting ground operations. 

(2) In conjunction with air and maritime operations 
officers, monitoring and coordinating infiltration, 
resupply, and exfiItration of SOF elements conducting 
ground operations. 

(3) Coordinating and deconflicting current ground 
operations between SOF and conventional forces. 

(4) In conjunction with the air and maritime 
operations officers, coordinating and deconflicting 
SOF ground operations and conventional air and naval 
operations. 

(5) Preparing orders and other message traffic 
related to current operations. 

(6) Maintaining a journal of all activities 
conducted during their shift. 

d. Maritime Operations Branch.  The duties of the 
maritime operations branch mirror those of the ground 
operations branch except that its responsibilities relate 
to maritime operations. 

e. Air Operations Branch.  The duties of the air 
operations branch mirror those of the ground and maritime 
officers except that their responsibilities relate to air 
operations. 

f. Rescue Conrrlination Center.  The RCC is manned with 
personnel responsible for coordinating SOF CSAR 
operations.  The RCC is focal point for the theater JRCC 
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to reouest SOF assistance and for the JFSOCC to request 
äJ'SSEtSac..  The RCC.provides CSAR Jj"?°na|

erSOnnel 

to the joint rescue coordination center (JRCC) as 
directed by the JFC. 

S.A.; hP EvIi-sÄ-ssr1 

coordinating and deconflicting current and future 
operations with the JFC and other component staffs. 

tu?fefsrSiBss^-ffi«ssrx operate ana 

analysis, and production of intelligence data to suppo 
JFSOCC and subordinate component commanflers. 

»  JTC Chief  The JIC chief is the senior SOJ2 officer 
on duty' in'tne JIC at any given time. The JIC chief 
directs the activities of the JIC, to include. 

(1) Managing, coordinating, and directing the 
collection, analysis, and production of current 
intelligence. 

(2) Editing current intelligence products. 

(3) Screening message traffic for significant 
intelligence items; distributing message traffic as 
required. 

(4) Maintaining the current intelligence estimate 
and ensuring accuracy of intelligence situation 
graphics. 

(5) Preparing the intelligence portions of 
operations plans and orders. 

h  -m? PrrrnHft"» rhief- The S0J2 Operations Chief 

2na?ysis' intelligence liaison, and provision of 
environmental support. 

?anaSsf SSJSTSLSliSt».  «/prioritizes the 
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intelligence requirements of the JFSOCC and subordinate 
SOF components and manages the collection of intelligence 
data to satisfy those requirements. 

(1) HUMINT Section.  The HUMINT section coordinates 
HUMINT requirements and activities with the 
collection management branch, SOF components, and 
theater and national HUMINT agencies.  It provides 
multi-discipline counterintelligence analysis and 
production to the S0J2.  It also supports SOJ3 
deception and OPSEC planning. 

(2) STGINT Section.  The SIGINT section coordinates 
SIGINT requirements and activities with the 
collection management branch, SOF components, and 
theater and national SIGINT agencies. 

(3) IMINT Section. The IMINT section coordinates 
IMINT requirements and activities within the 
collection management branch, SOF components, and 
theater and national IMINT agencies. 

d. Order of Battle Branch.  The OB branch reports to the 
SOJ2 operations chief.  Its ground, maritime, air, and 
electronic OB analysts are responsible for: 

(1) Accuracy of their portions of the current 
intelligence estimate and situation graphics. 

(2) Monitoring and analyzing the threat to SOF. 

(3) Providing intelligence data in support of 
targeting. 

(4) Preparing intelligence summaries. 

(5) Maintaining close and continuous coordination 
with SOF unit intelligence officers. 

e. Environmental Support Branch.  The environmental 
support branch reports to the SOJ2 operations chief.  It 
provides the JFSOCC staff with: « 

(1) Current weather and hydrographic data. 

(2) Climatic and oceanographic planning data. 

(3) Connectivity with appropriate environmental 
support agencies. 

(4) Mapping, charting, and geodesy support. 
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f.  Rn,T7 t>ian. rhi«f. The SOJ2 «»■ »iJ^ilge^. 
responsible for the PW"^10?®!,??!.JS, üwort of the 
portions of plans and orders, ^elligence SUPP  u   e 
QOT5 taraeting effort, management of target i« 
Package (TIP) production (see Joint Pub 3-05.5). 
indulgence research, and maintenance of the SOJ2 
intelligence library. 

(i)    rrnrnrrn ■"« ^Mirations Branch.    The research 

SS-HSSS^S-f-Sg H fe? ana 
components. 

JS.;!tlSS1K.SlhtS.SS.^-"'»»-i- £unctions: 

(a) Develop SOF target lists. 

(b) Direct and manage TIP production. 

(c) Maintain the JFSOCC targeting data base. 

(3)  F.rnrf »n* Brim«™ »™"ch-  T*>e E*E branCh 
supports EtE, CSAR? andI £15* planning. 

g.  1PPriBl WltT ^^»sCir
einc?ud!nriglgSible '" all matters relating to **•?«*» inciuax *   ications. 

administration, security Pro?ed"re*' ! gso control 
The SCI communications opjjr.tor. under SSO «>ntro   ^ 
maintain SCI communications connectivity ana v 

SCI message traffic. 
.» • • «._.♦..;««» NPO«:  The SOJ2 administrative 

h-  S0.T? ft^1"^tr?tlYfi4.^:
S:ilPnort to the JIC.  They 

0Pe"l!c
aMpmsySUms fn^plor? of intelligence analysis. 

loUeltiof .nfproSnotion San.ges.ent. and targetmg. 

information and f»cilxt«xn« co esent. 

ÄtSMS^1&:SrffiÄMu:i-« retirements.  See 
Appendix D for further details. 
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8. .TOP Relationship with ftOJl and SQJ4.  The S0J1 and S0J4 
work closely with the JOC to ensure that all current and 
future operations are supportable.  The S0J4 also coordinates 
resupply activities through the JOC when the tactical 
situation dictates that these activities be conducted as 
operational missions (see Chapter VIII for further details). 

9. JOC Relationship with SQJ6.  The S0J6 works closely with 
the JOC to ensure that all current and future operations are 
supported by adequate C3 systems. The S0J6 also ensures that 
all JOC C3 and ADP systems remain operational. 

10. .inr Relationship with Leoal Adviser. The legal adviser 
provides advice to the JOC Director on legal issues involved 
in SO planning and execution, including the law of armed 
conflict, rules of engagement, targeting, international law, 
and foreign law. 

11. JOC Equipment.  It is important that the JOC has the 
full array of available communications links to the JFSOCC 
components and to the JFSOCC liaison elements at other joint 
force components.  The communications should be as redundant 
as possible and should offer both voice and data mediums 
through entirely different systems, should one system become 
saturated.  The JOC should have the latest electronic 
equipment for C2 monitoring and real-time intelligence 
reporting.  The value of portable STU III and lap-top 
computers cannot be overemphasized. 

• 
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APPENDIX D 

LIAISON OFFICER PROCEDURES 

1.  pnnw anfl SCOPE. ^"J^f^fprlplrefand deploys responsibilities of the parent unit that Prepare ^ ^ 
an LNO, the sponsor unit that the LNU rep        fl in 
host unit that receives the LNO. LNOs are J»    .   ±t  s0. 
detail because °ftheir importance « «hSSIfo! mission 

supporting, and supported »•■*«""JJJJl. the JFSOCC with 
subordinate and supporting units P"vi*« Jg.^abilities, 
current information about their J*™* ^Jj1^C

fche JFSOCC at activities, and intentions. LNOs Sponsoren oyJ- 
higher ant'supported headquarters improve the JFSOCC s 
coordination with those headquarters by providing a     ical 
communications links and simply being present auri g 
pnases of mission planning and ««^lon.  »• "JJ^ the 
imposition and duration ?f J-iaison e ements jary^it^ 
situation.  Operation JUST CAUSE fej"*1?0 operations DESERT 
number of LNOs for ^f^-^™ ^^fso liaison elements at SHIELD and ^SERT STORM required large SO liais^ ^^ 

Tne*JFS0Ä^^ 
requirements in all plans. 

suborain.te "e.a?u.rt«rs ot t.ctic.l units  All pers 
must anticipate their tasKings ID PIU     , - operational 
identified for » «^«^^"tS'SSSS oTadvise him 
background and be able to "Pre*^ identified for duty 
as the circumstances require.  ^O^

n^o;ieage of all SOF 
outside the JFSOCC must have a thorougha^°«^

e
knowledge of 

components and SO doctrine, as we11 as   LNOs*should be 
l^nrirreo'lercre'rassinranrie^opra-through training 
schools, and exercise participation. 
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a. Brief new LNOs on the current missions, situation, 
activities, and intentions of the sponsor and host 
units.  Include the overall concept of operations if 
appropriate, with emphasis on critical phases for SO. 
Highlight the areas of concern for joint coordination. 
Give the LNO a clear statement of his mission, chain of 
command, and reporting requirements. 

b. Discuss OPSEC considerations for the overall mission 
and for the SO portion of it.  Unless compartmentation is 
necessary, the LNO should know all SOF units involved in 
the operation and the appropriate method to contact them. 

c. Outline the specific liaison requirements as 
coordinated with each of the sponsor's staff sections. 

d. Ensure that communication, support, and 
transportation arrangements meet mission requirements. 
Provide instruction if necessary.  Ensure LNOs understand 
all reports, messages, and checklists.  Provide any 
required authentication materials and COMSEC devices. 

e. Provide any necessary credentials for identification 
and coordinate diplomatic and security clearances. 

f. Provide the LNO with appropriate points of contact at 
the host unit in case of problems. 

g. If conducting liaison with an allied unit, ensure 
thorough coordination with the parent unit before LNO 
selection and arrange an interpreter if required. 

h.  Coordinate with the parent unit before LNO deployment 
for the necessary mobility gear (equipment, clothing, 
weapons, chemical gear, etc.) and paperwork (shot 
records, passports, weapons cards, etc.).- If the parent 
unit cannot provide these items, the sponsor unit must 
arrange for them. 

5.  HnSf unit Responsibilities.  The host unit should 
recognize the key role of LNOs in joint synchronization and 
assimilate them into its headquarters operations. -The host 
unit should include LNOs within the information loop for all 
routine activity and provide them adequate working space, 
access, and administrative support.  LNOs should be 
introduced to all staff principals, added to routing slips 
and staff directories, invited to attend meetings (such as 
daily situation and target panel), and involved in JOC 
activities. The host unit headquarters commander is normally 
responsible for integrating LNOs into the headquarters. 
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APPENDIX E 

SOF MESSAGE FORMATS 

SO-peculiar procedures that complement the multi-Service 
-Joint User Handbook for Message Text Formats. 

2  General. USMTF procedures are published in J°int Pu*J 
1*56 24  Of the 220 USMTFs currently available, about 140 
™w to SO  All SOF headquarters should obtain USMTF • 
software aSd require use of the USMTF system.  Below is 
directory Sf thl supplementary procedures in this appendix. 

a. Mission Tasking (MITASK, page E-l). 

b. Mission Concept (MICON, page E-4). 

c. Mission Support Request <MSR, page E-6). 

d. Mission Concept Approval (MCA, page E-10). 

e. Mission Support Confirmation (MSC, page E-ll). 

f. Operations Summary (OPSUM, page E-12). 

7  Mission Taskinfl.  The JFSOCC uses the MITASK to assign 
.IssgonsTo Iubo-rg?nate tactical -its  Reference missions 
contained within an OPORD or other controlling ;"e"*v; 
rather than repeating them.  The MITASK designates the MPA, 
supporting agencies, and IPA; grants direct liaison authority 
(SIR£AUTS); ?nd establishes an EALT.  Acknowledgment of the 
MITASK is required. 

a. Timing.  The JFSOCC should transmit the MITASK within 
4 hours of mission receipt. 

b. fia^line Format 

(1) pacir Message Name.  ORDER. 

(2) MSGID.  ORDER. 

(3) OEPTYP.  MITASK. 

(4)   nnnrtnt-Y "■*» ^ts.   MSGID, ORDTYP, TIMEZONE, 
AKNLDG. 

c. firfr^*1 instructions 

(i)   nFtrrFir^^^10«-   prb;i?? a? ovwni?"ns* the 
general situation using the following headings. 
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(a) ENF*7 FORCES.  Provide enemy composition, 
disposition, capabilities, vulnerabilities, and 
intentions.  Refer to intelligence annexes, 
summaries, or other reports.  If no change from 
the last referenced intelligence summary, 
indicate "NO CHANGE." 

(b) FPTF.HDLY FORCES.  Provide information on 
friendly forces other than those subordinate to 
the JFSOCC that may affect the action of the MPA. 

(c) ATTACHMENTS AND DETACHMENTS.  List units 
attached to, or detached from, subordinate units 
of the JFSOCC. 

(2) CFNTETT/MISSION.  Provide a clear, concise 
statement of the task and purpose.  Assign a mission 
designator (see Appendix H). 

(3) pFMTFTT/EXECUTION.  Include the following: 

(a) CONCEPT QF OPERATIONS.  Summarize what the 
JFSOCC wants the mission to accomplish without 
specifying how to do it.  Provide the JFSOCC's 
intent and the desired effects. Avoid excessive 
detail that may limit the MPA's planning.  Do 
not make assumptions regarding techniques. 

(b) pmopnTMATE TASKS.  List tasks by 
component, with each component receiving its own 
paragraph. List tasks common to two or more 
components under coordinating instructions. 
Designate the MPA and supporting agencies. 
Establish suspense for MICON submission. 

(c) COORDINATING INSTRUCTIONS. Establish the 
EALT and state any other instructions for 
coordination when the mission will be joint 
and/or involve conventional forces.  Include 
EEI, safety guidance, ROE, and other 'planning 
limitations when applicable.  Include specific 
points of contact when possible. 

(4) fiEWTEXT/ADMTN AND LOG. State the applicable 
administrative and logistic support arrangements. 
Refer to OPORD annexes when appropriate. 

(5) prwTFTT/CQMtt»Mn *Mn SIGNAL.  Indicate any 
changes to the C-E policy/ headquarters locations, 
code words, code names, and liaison.  If no change, 
indicate -NO CHANGE." 
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A.  flfffjnnal MTTASK 

OPER/COASTAL WATCH// 
MSGID/ORDER/COMSOC// 
ORDTYP/MITASK/COMSOC/0001// 
TIMEZONE/Z// 
ORDREF/OPLAN/COMSOC XXX// 
HEADING/TASK ORGANIZATION// 
5UNIT 

^SS     Äl'/^^O, 5 «-U.. X. MH-60. e »-53// 
/9TH SFGA     /SFOB 9// 
/1/75TH RGR BN/SFOB 9// 
GENTEXT/SITUATION/ ^ SEBASTIAN HAVE 

OVERTHROW^
L
FSDL?

F
GOVERNMENT OF SAN SEBASTIAN AND DECLARED 

^I«£i«; T nw TU WWCT       AIRPORT CLOSED TO CIVILIAN TRArJ?n-. 
SS2^oF*£i5?i» S HAVE TAKEN REFUGE XI AMEMB. 
jrm^S Sf ^SEBASTIAN HAS 500-MAN LIGHT INF 
BN AND 100-MAN POLICE FORCE VIC CAPITAL.  AIR FORCE HAS 12 
A-"?7 AIRCRAFT AND 4-6 SA-2/SA-3 SYSTEMS. 
£  \ )  FRIENDLY FORCES:  AFFOR AND NAVFOR SUPPORT «»AS 
REQUIRED.  IS MARINE GUARD WILL PROVIDE TERMINAL GUIDANCE 

AT C°MP°U^ACHMENTS AND DETACHMENTS:  1/75TH RANGER BN 
ATTACHED 9TH SFGA TO FORM ARSOTF BLACK.// 
GENTEXT/MISSION/^ ^^^ C0NDUCTS SpECT^ OPERATIONS TCT 

EVACUATE APPROX 200 AMCITS AND 60 AMEMB STAFF FROM AMEMB SAN 
SEBASTIAN (SO001/SFG9).// 
GENTEXT/EXECUTION/ S;  9TR gFG ESTABLISHES JSOTF 

IMn Lliciri  JOINT SOF FROM SFOB 9 USING 3RD SOW ASSETS TO 
^c\jRl A^MBJA^S EVACUAS APPROX 260 AMCITS AND AMEMB STAFF 

fT) T?THRSFr%SNTAND*CONDUCT NEO AS COMJSOTF SAN 

SEBASTIAN.^ ^  ^ ^ ^^  SpECIAJj AJR 0PERATI0NS AS 

JSOACC OF JSOTF SAN SEBASTIAN. 
6.  ( )  COORDINATING INSTRUCTIONS: eTfM„Tia_ .rFNrY 
A.  ( )  9TH SFG IS MPA. 3RD SOW IS SUPPORTING AGENCY. 
THEATER JIC IS IPA. 
B   ( )  EALT IS 122300Z MAY. 
r* (   )     PEACETIME ROE IN EFFECT. 
D   ( )  SUBMIT MICON NLT 082300Z MAY.// 
GbTEXT/ADMIN^AND^OG^^ ^^ ^ ^^  £ (pERS0NNEL), 

ORDREF   IN EFFECT.// 
GENTEXT/COMMAND AND S ™AL/ „„.„ 

^NTEXT/AU^NTICA^ION/BANKS.BG     OFFICIAL:   SMITH,   COL  SOJ3// 

AKNLDG/Y// 
DECL/OADR// 
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4.  Mission Concept The MICON is the MPA response to the 
MITASK.  It provides the MPA's concept of operations in 
sufficient detail for the JFSOCC to evaluate the concept and 
approve it for execution, planning. 

a. Timing.  The MPA should transmit the MICON at least 
72 hours before the EALT. 

b. Baseline Format 

(1) Basic Message Name.  ORDER. 

(2) MSGID.  ORDER. 

(3) QRDTYP.  MICON. 

(4) Manrlarorv Data Sets.  MSGID, ORDTYP, TIMEZONE, 
AKNLDG. 

C.  Special Instructions 

(1) flENTEXT/STTUATION. State relevant additional 
information that was not included in the MITASK or 
other references.  If no change, state "NO CHANGE." 

(2) nFWTEXT/MTSSTON. Provide the MPA's restated 
mission as derived during analysis of the MITASK. 
Repeat the mission designator from the MITASK. 

(3) fiFWTETT/ETECUTlON.  Include the following: 

(a) CONCEPT OF OPERATIONS. Enter a general 
statement of how the commander intends to 
accomplish the mission, including the major 
forces involved, time phasing, cross-service 
support, and necessary coordination. 

(b) RTTBTTKTT TASKS. Enter a paragraph for each 
operational subunit.  Include the operational 
unit designator; time, place, and means of 
infiltration and exfiltration; and specific 
mission tasks. This section forms the basis for 
information transmitted in the accompanying MSR. 

(c) roopnTNATTON.  Identify coordination 
requirements for mission support from other SOF 
components.  Indicate what mission support 
requests have been sent, to whom, and when 
coordination must be completed.  Identify 
necessary JFSOCC assistance. 

(d) OPFPATTONAT. T.TMTTATIONS.  Include estimate 
for probability of mission success (high, medium 
or low) once in the JSOA.  If none, state "NONE.« 
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d. Notional MICON 

OPER/COASTAL WATCH// 
MSGID/ORDER/COMJSOTF SAN SEBASTIAN// 
ORDTYP/MICON/001// 
TIMEZONE/Z// 
ORDREF/MITASK/COMSOC 001// 
GENTEXT/SITUATION/NO CHANGE// 
GENTEXT/MISSION/ . „  „« 
1 ( )  JSOTF CONDUCTS SPECIAL OPERATIONS 122300Z MAY 9_ TO 
SECURE AMEMB SAN SEBASTIAN AND EVACUATE APPROX 260 AMCITß AND 
AMEMB STAFF FROM AMEMB TO FRIENDLY CONTROL.  (SO001/SFG9).// 
GENTEXT/EXECUTION/ „„„.„„„ „™ 
2 ( )  CONCEPT OF OPERATIONS:  JSOTF PLANS AND PREPARES FOR 
MISSION AT SFOB 9 AND AFSOB 3.  ON NIGHT 09/10 MAY JSOTF 
SUPPORT ELEMENT ESTABLISHES STAGING BASE AT US NAS RIO BRAVO 
TO SUPPORT OPERATION WITH COMBINATION OF JOINT AND COMMON 
SERVICING.  ON NIGHT 10/11 MAY JSOTF INFILTRATES SF SR TEAM 
(ODA 911) BY MC-130 FROM SFOB 9 TO PLACE SURVEILLANCE ON 
HOSTILE INF BN BARRACKS; EXTRACT BY MH-60 ON ORDER.  ON NIGHT 
OF 11/12 MAY JSOTF (-) DEPLOYS TO STAGING BASE.  AT 130030 
MAY JSOTF INSERTS SF DA TEAM (ODA'S 912, 914) BY MH-60 TO 
DISABLE HOSTILE EARLY WARNING AND AIR DEFENSE CAPABILITIES; 
TEAM EXTRACTS BY MH-60 ON MISSION COMPLETION.  AT 130100 MAY 
JSOTF GROUND TASK FORCE (A/1/75TH RGR, B/1/75TH RGR AND 
C/1/9TH SFG) AIR ASSAULTS INTO AMEMB COMPOUND BY MH-53 TO 
SECURE COMPOUND PERIMETER AND EVACUATE APPROX 260 AMCITS AND 
AMEMB STAFF USING SAME AIRCRAFT.  AFSOF AC-130 AIRCRAFT 
PROVIDE CLOSE AIR SUPPORT AS REQUIRED.  COMJSOTF CONTROLS 
OPERATION FROM EC-130 ABCCC. 
3.  ( )  9TH SFG:  CONDUCT SR SURVEILLANCE MISSION AGAINST 
HOSTILE INF BN BARRACKS.  CONDUCT DA STRIKE TO DISABLE 
HOSTILE EARLY WARNING AND AIR DEFENSE CAPABILITIES.  PROVIDE 
IN-EXTREMIS CT FORCE (ODB, 4 ODB) TO GROUND TASK FORCE CDR TO 
PROVIDE CLOSE-IN PROTECTION TO AMCITS AND AMEMB STAFF DURING 
EVACUATION. 
4 ( )  1/75TH RGR:  PROVIDE GROUND TASK FORCE CDR.  AIR 
ASSAULT INTO AMEMB COMPOUND TO SECURE COMPOUND PERIMETER, 
EVACUATE AMCITS AND AMEMB STAFF, AND DEFEND COMPOUND UNTIL 
RELIEVED OR WITHDRAWN. 
5 ( )  3RD SOW:  INFILTRATE 3 SF SR TEAMS BY MC-130 AND 
EXTRACT BY MH-60.  INSERT AND EXTRACT 3 SF DA TEAMS BY 
MH-60.  AIR ASSAULT RGR/SF GROUND TASK FORCE INTO AMEMB 
COMPOUND BY MH-53 AND EVACUATE AMCITS AND AMEMB STAFF TO 
STAGING BASE BY MH-53.  PROVIDE AC-130 CLOSE AIR SUPPORT AS 
REQUIRED.  BE PREPARED TO CONDUCT CSAR. 
6. < )  COORDINATING INSTRUCTIONS: 
A. ( )  MSR 001/081601/MAY. 
B. ( )  AIRSUPREQ 001/081602/MAY. 
7. ( )  OPERATIONAL LIMITATIONS:  NONE.// 
AKNLDG/NO// 
DECL/OADR// 
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•      •       e-.nnnrf Rn0uest       The MPA sends  an MSR with the 

conven ionaS un^or? !    ^hnfpreference'forT 
SS"i2lS^SSS2,%iriS.««^St editions! 
MSRs  as planning continues. 

a      limiM.     The MPA should transmit the MSR with the 
MicoS^Slater than 72 hours before the EALT. 

b. finnrlinff ^"rmat 

Mx    BasicMessAOfiJSajne.     System-Reply or Remarks 
£1}    E! )[ So unioue USMTF MSR format has been 
subm??tedAf o? approvafas a USMTF with implementation 
date of  1 Oct 94.). 

(2)     MSfilD.     SYS.RRM. 

(3)   nnnflni— ""*» sets,   MSGID, REPLY, RMKS. 

c. firrrim ^^lBM; Us.•.^t^jS'Sil.age Remarks Message (SYstwK) until a USMTF MSR *«sage 
format has been approved for }Oint use. Enter 
following information in the "RMKS data set. 

(1) TlTf filirrf"» »>"»««t«a-  Indicate whether the 
MSR is for: 

tm\     «PERSONNEL" (personnel augmentation), 
include skill requirements, number requested, 
anl any pertinent additional information. 

(b)  -OPERATIONS- (delivery, "supply, "^overy, 
off-shore rendezvous, terminal guidance, etc.). 
include the type of.operation (infiltration; 
resupply, recovery, etc.), DTG for «ecutiu 
(sDecify by type of event, such as a TOT tor 
i™riion) method of execution (airdrop, 
iSck-innock-ou?? etc.) desired, and type of 
p?atform desired (MC-130, MH-60, etc.). 
indicate number of personnel and •«>«£<* 
wrgo. Specify procedures used and type of 
parachute for airdrop requests. 

SSSUd^Sil-S-Q SOFPARS »a mission 
rehearsal.  Include times and dates. 
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(d)  -ADMINISTRATION" or "LOGISTICS" (materiel, 
supplies, services, facilities, etc.).  Identify 
specific administrative or logistic requirements 
that are beyond organic capabilities.  Refer to 
OPLAN annexes, memorandums of agreement, or 
statements of requirements if appropriate. 
Includes times and dates. 

(2) fi1irrnrHrm Aaencv,  When using 
multjPle 

addressees, clearly indicate what support each 
supporting agency is expected to coordinate. 

(3) Wl.mh«r of Personnel.  Indicate number of 
personnel requiring support. 

(4) caroo.  Include material and supplies carried 
for infiltration as well as resupply.  Note if the 
cargo is hazardous.  Indicate how the material and 
supplies will be delivered (door bundle with 
parachute, free fall, pallet airdrop, etc.), the type 
of parachute, number of bundles, and total weight. 

(5) T.nration.  Identify or request a point, site, or 
zone.  Refer to a specific reception site or beacn 
landing site nomination or confirmation message, or 
specifically request the supporting agency to 
nominate primary and alternate sites. Transmit 
sufficient data to positively identify locations. 

(6) CMTS.  Include in this section any additional 
information facilitating coordination or highlighting 
special requirements.  Such information may include 
on-load and off-load locations; pilot, aircrew, and 
team briefing requirements; drop'altitude (above 
ground level); HALO or HAHO parachute opening 
altitude; etc. 
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d.    Wfrfirw?1 MSR 

OPER/COASTAL WATCH// 
MSGID/SYS.RRM/CDR 9TH SFG// 
REF/A/ORDER/COMSOC/072130ZMAY92// 

AMPN/MITASK 001//       BB„nn,M»vov/ 
REF/B/ORDER/CDR 9TH SFG/0B1600ZMAY92// 
AMPN/MICON 001// 
RErLY/VER// 

JSSSS-aS£JSSs5oÄS SS ATSFÄTH «« *. 
8/SS/PR/MSNTYP/TOT,_     /£™/CMNT 

/ADIOOl/l /INFILT/110200ZMAY9_/MC130 
/OTROOl/1 /TRANSP/112300ZMAY9_/C130 
/ALIOOl/1 /INFILT/130030ZMAY9_/MH60 
/OTR002/1 /ARASLT/130100ZMAY9_/MH53 
/TASOOl/1 /CAS   /130100ZMAY9_/AC130 
/ALEOOl/l /EXFILT/132300ZMAY9_/MH60 
/ALE002/1 /EXFILT/140200ZMAY9_/MH60 

SSC/LOCTYP/PRILOC       'fi™*,/0™ 
/ADI001/ /LZ BAKER     /LZ BORIC 
/SSROOI/ /NAS "O B8AV0/M0HE 
/ALI001/ /LZ BINGO     /LZ BLITZ 
/OTR002/ /LZ BEACH     /LZ BURKE 
/TAS001/ /ON STATION VIC AMEMB 
MLE001/ /PZ BROWN     /PZ BÜGLE 
/ALE002/ /PZ BRITE/PZ BRONX 
8LOADATA «..««, 
/MSNNO /PAX/CGO /ONLOC/ONTIME 
/ADIOOl/10 /    /LZ BAKER     /LZ BORIC 
/STROOI/400/AMPN/NAS Rio BRAVO/NONE 
/ALI001/23 /    /LZ BINGO     /LZ BLITZ 
/OTR002/300/    /LZ BEACH     /LZ BURKE 

TWO CGO TRUCKS WITH TRLRS. 

/ADI001/2100/123450N567890W/i.J3/OÜU '"  ..   SUPPORTING 

* (u> SFLPSSMSS"
1
««g^s^sss»B» 

AGENCY:  US NAS, MOJf'J; onEcnr OPIAN XXX AND COMNAVFOR/ 

IN SAN SEBASTIAN.// 
DECL/OADR// 
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6.  Mission Concept Approval.  The JFSOCC transmits the MCA 
to the MPA to approve, cancel, or modify the MPA's mission 
concept.  Acknowledgment is required. 

a. Timing.  The JFSOCC will send the MCA as soon as 
possible after receipt of the MICON, normally within 8 
hours. 

b. Baseline Format 

(1) Basic Message Name.  ORDER. 

(2) MSfilE.  ORDER. 

(3) Mandatory Sets.  MSGID, ORDTYP, ORDREF, AKNLDG. 

C.  Special Instructions 

(1) ORDTYP.  Use EXORD if MCA constitutes approval 
to execute mission.  Use OTR if MCA cancels mission 
or authorizes MCA to continue execution planning and 
preparation pending execution authority. 

(2) ORDREF. Reference the MICON message that the 
MCA approves, cancels, or modifies. 

(3) flENTEXT/STTUATlON. Briefly state additional 
general situation information significant to this 
message.  If no change, state "NO CHANGE." 

(4) CONTEXT/MISSION.  Restate mission if it has 
changed. Otherwise, state "NO CHANGE." 

(5) KFHTFyr/EracirriON. Approve-referenced MICON or 
provide additional guidance. 

(6) HEWTETT/AHMTM AND LOG. Provide any changes. 
Otherwise, state "NO CHANGE." 

(7) fiFNTEXT/CPMMAwn AND SIGNAL.  Indicate any 
changes from MITASK.  Otherwise, state "NO CHANGE." 
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ö.  florional MCA 

OPER/COASTAL WATCH// 
MSGID/ORDER/COMSOC// 
ORDTYP/OTR/COMSOC/0001// 
TIMEZONE/Z// 
ORDREF/MICON/CDR 9TH SFG/001// 
GENTEXT/SITUATION/  ( )  SITUATION IN SAN SEBASTIAN REMAINS! 
GRAVE.  NCA HAVE NOT YET AUTHORIZED USE OF MILITARY FORCE TO 
CONDUCT NEO IN RESPONSE TO AMBASSADOR REQUEST.//^ 
GENTEXT/MISSION/  ( )  NO CHANGE (SO001/SFG9W/ 
GENTEXT/EXECUTION/  ( )  MICON APPROVED FOR EXECUTION 
PLANNING AND PREPARATION AS SUBMITTED.  DO NOT DEPLOY FORCES 
FROM PRESENT LOCATIONS WITHOUT EXECUTE ORDER FROM THIS HQ.// 
GENTEXT/ADMIN AND LOG/  ( )  NO CHANGE.// 
GENTEXT/COMMAND AND SIGNAL/  ( )  NO CHANGE.// 
GENTEXT/AUTHENTICATION/BANKS,BG  OFFICIAL: SMITH, COL SOJ3// 
AKNLDG/Y// 
DECL/OADR// 

7.  Mission Support Confirmation.  Supporting agencies 
transmit the MSC to the MPA, JSOCC, and tasked subordinate 
supporting unit(s) to confirm details of requested mission 
support, except for air support.  (Use the standard REQCONF 
format to confirm air support.) 

a. Timing.  The supporting agency should transmit the 
MSC no later than 48 hours before the EALT. 

b. Fpft«»-Hm> Format 

(1)  Rasir Message Name.  RRZ. 

(2) nssm. RRI. 

(3)  Manö-Arnrv Sets.  REF and RMKS. 

c. firrr«^ Tn^n,rHBM.  Insert an AMPN free-text set 
after each formatted set to provide additional 
information.  Additionally, a RMKS set is available as 
the last set in the main text. 

(1) REF.   The REF set should reference fche MSR(s) 
requesting mission support confirmed in the message. 

(2) RMKS.  Use the RMKS set to— 

(a) Confirm details such as the number of 
personnel, amount of supplies, type of vessel or 
vehicle to be used, location of offshore 
rendezvous point (to eight digit coordinates 
when possible); and BLS clear signal (if 
required). 
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(b) Highlight problems or request action, such 
as MPA acknowledgment and acceptance of a change 
to the support requested. 

(c) Request additional information from the MPA 
or JSOCC.  Provide a point of contact and time 
that the additional information must be received. 

d.  HnMnnal MSC 

OPER/COASTAL WATCH 
MSGID/RRI/COMNAVAIRSTA RIO BRAVO// 
REF/A/SYS.RRM/9TH SFGA/081601ZMAY9_// 
AMPN/MSR 001// 
puv e • 

1   ( )  PRECOORDINATED STAGING BASE FACILITIES AND SERVICES 
AVAILABLE PER YOUR REF A EFFECTIVE 101200ZMAY9_/ EXCEPT AS 
NOTED IN PARA 2.  „„„„„ 
2. ( )  ONE 44-PAX BUS UNAVAIL.  WILL SUBSTITUTE THREE 
14-PAX VANS UNLESS OTHERWISE DIRECTED. 
3. ( )  REQ FOLLOWING INFO ASAP: 
A. ( )  SIZE OF ADVON AND EXPECTED TIME OF ARRIVAL. 
B. ( )  ACTUAL NUMBER OF PERSONNEL FOR MESSING.// 
DECL/OADR// 

8.  opprations Summary.  JFSOCC component commanders submit 
an OPSUM to the JFSOCC after the post-mission recovery and 
debriefing of a SOF tactical element. 

a. Timing.  Submit OPSUM as soon as possible after the 
element's initial debriefing.  Submit change to this 
initial OPSUM after final debriefing if appropriate. 

b. Bflpp-Hne Format 

(1) PfKir MpSSaoC Name.  OPERATIONS SUMMARY. 

(2) MSGID.     OPSUM. 

(3) «mnrtin-nrv Sets.     MSGID,   PERID. 

c. sp«»riai instructions 

(1) PERID. Use field one to indicate the day and 
time the mission began, field two to indicate the day 
and time the mission was completed. 

(2) fiFMTErr/GRnTTMn OPSUM/. Use this data set after 
the PERID set. Field two is for the following 
free-text comments, as appropriate: 

(a) Target location and identification. 
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(b) Purpose of mission. 

(c) Composition of team. 

(d) Evaluation of results.  State whether 
original plan was followed (if not, outline 
Seviations and rationale).  State whether 
mission was successful or unsuccessful (if 
unsuccessful, outline the reasons). 

(e) Friendly losses. 

(f) Enemy losses.  Indicate count or estimate. 

(g) Significant observations. 

(h) EEI. 

(i) Other significant information, 

(j)  Recommendations, 

d.  Nntir"*1 QPSUM: 

OPER/COASTAL WATCH// 
MSGID/OPSUM/9TH SFG// 
PERID/122300Z/TO:130600Z// 

fnfJ/GgSSgr°S!miCWIOII AND LOCATJON.  AMEMB SAN 

fEBAfr*ÄsiwH:' CONDUCT AIR ASSAUW »OlOOZMAW  INTO 
finrJi COMiSuND BY Jffl-53 TO SECURE COMPOUND PERIMETER AND 

COMMAND OF 1/75 RGR BN CDR AND STAFF. 
4   ( )  EVALUATION OF RESULTS: 
A!  ( )  ORIGINAL PLAN FOLLOWED.      .MrTTS EVACUATED FROM 

COLLATERAL DAMAG|;-  ___-   OME SF KIA. TWO RANGERS» WIA, FOUR 

GUNFIRE. g^j^cANT OBSERVATIONS.  NONE. 

!'  I 1  OTHER SIGNIFICANT INFORMATION.  ONE MH-53 TOOK 27 
MTSMD KD MISSION WITHOUT FAILURE. 
HITS AND C^J^^^OTS.  N0NE.// 

DECL/OADR// 
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APPENDIX F 

PEACETIME PLANNING AGENCIES 

1.  »»rp».. anfl scope. This appendix reviews the ™i«ions of 
non-DOD agencies that are routinely involved in the same 
regional strategies and peacetime campaign objectives as 
SOF.  in many instances, SOF may find itself involved with 
these agencies in planning and conducting contingencies ana 
other operations supporting US foreign policy initiatives. 

2 General.  DOD peacetime SO are normally cooperative 
operations that support another US Government agency 
?eIpons?Dle for an overall mission.  For example, in support 
to counterinsurgency, the DOS is the lead agency and works 
through tneAmbLsador and the Country Team.  DOD involvement 
depends upon the criticality of US interests, the threat, and 
the capabilities and desires of the host government or group. 

3 n»narHM»nt of state. As the senior executive department 
of tnTus Government? the DOS advises the President in the 
formulation and execution of all foreign policy issues that 
affect US policy.  DOS activities include: 

a. Determining and analyzing facts relating to US 
interests overseas. 

b. Making recommendations on future policy and taking 
the necessary steps to carry out established policy. 

c. Speaking for the United States in the United Nations 
and in more than 50 major international organizations in 
which the United States participates. 

d. Accepting overall responsibility for formulating and 
implementing policy regarding foreign fconom^n

mat^";v 
including resource and food policy, international energy 
issues, trade controls, international finance and 
development, and aviation and maritime affairs. 

e  Coordinating programs of intelligence, research, and 
!nalys?s iS matte« delating to conflict and *airitaining 
liaison with cultural and educational institutions and 
with other Federal agencies on a wide range °f ma"ers 
relating to the US Government contractual and private 
foreign affairs research. 

f.  Developing and funding security assistance Programs 
as established under the Foreign Assistance Act of 1961, 
Is  amended, and the Arms Export Control Act, as amended. 
?hese programs provide economic and military assistance, 
training, and materials to foreign nations by g«nt, 
credit? or cash sales to further US goals and objectives, 
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4.     A?pnrv for Tnl-pmational Development-  USAID carries out 
economic assistance programs designed to help the people or 

stability in friendly countries 

a. Carrying out the provisions of the Agricultural Trade 
Development and Assistance Act of 1954, as amended, in 
cooperation with the Departments of Agriculture and 
State.  This includes the sale of agricultural 
commodities on concessional terms, the donation of 
agricultural commodities, and the provision of food under 
the Food for Development Program. 

b. Emphasizing four major thrusts to achieve successful 
economic development: 

(1) Use market forces to stimulate growth of market 
economies in developing countries, and encourage US 
companies to invest in those countries. 

(2) Engage in policy dialog to encourage those 
countries that receive US assistance to adopt 
rational economic policies that foster economic 
growth. 

(3) Build institutions that support and sustain 
growth, such as schools, colleges, training 
organizations, and supportive government ministries. 

(4) Stimulate practical technology transfer to 
enable countries to exploit their own resources. 

c. Focusing development assistance programs on critical 
problem areas in those functional sectors" that affect the 
majority of people in the developing countries, including: 

(1) Agriculture, rural development, and nutrition. 

(2) Health. 

(3) Population planning. 

(4) Education and human resource development. 

(5) Energy, private and voluntary organizations, and 
selected development activities. 

(6) Private enterprise. 
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d. Assisting in the implementation of the US Economic 
Support Fund, which supports US economic, political, and 
security interests and advances US foreign policy goals. 
The Economic Support Fund is a flexible economic 
assistance grant or loan program to sustain economic 
activity and restore financial equilibrium for those 
nations faced with economic and political disruption 
caused by conflict. 

e  Providing public information on past and ongoing US 
actions to assist the host government in its economic- 
development.  This covers the level of US support, 
indigenous participation, and progress. 

5. V»*+mA  «ft«■ information Agency. USIA functions as lead 
agency for all US Government information actions outside the 
United States.  Responsibilities include: 

a. Coordinating with host government for opportunities 
for US news media to cover host-government actions. 

b. Employing cultural affairs resources to amplify host 
government relations with the United States, and its 
plans and programs to use US assistance to benefit its 
people. 

c. In support of a counterinsurgency effort, using 
broadcast facilities to erode insurgent support base ana 
inform indigenous population of government progress in 
defeating rival groups. 

6. TnfPrnational Development Cooperation AgenCY-  The IDCA 
serves as the principal international development adviser to 
the President and to the Secretary of State, s^ect to 
guidance concerning the foreign policy of the United States 
from the Secretary of State.  IDCA activities include: 

a. Coordinating policy on international economic issues 
affecting developing countries. 

b. Ensuring that development goals are taken fully into 
account in all US executive-level decisions on trade, 
finance, technology, and other economic policy issues 
affecting less developed nations. 

c  Promoting and coordinating a coherent development 
strategy through the effective use of US bilateral 
development assistance programs and US participation in 
multilateral development organizations. 

d Executing lead budget and policy responsibility for 
US participation in the UN and Organization of American 
States programs. 
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e. Sharing responsibility for the multilateral 
development banks (the World Bank Group and the regional 
development banks) with the Secretary of the Treasury. 

f. Sharing responsibility for the Food for Peace Program 
with the Department of Agriculture. 

g. Providing the chair for the Development Coordination 
Committee, a broad interagency body that coordinates 
development and development-related policies and 
programs. This group prepares and submits to Congress an 
annual report outlining efforts undertaken by the US 
Government in the past year to promote international 
economic development and key issues in the development 
field. 

7. r»n+rai mtunamce Agency.  The CIA advises and makes 
recommendations to the National Security Council in matters 
concerning and implementation of US intelligence activities 
and agencies as they relate to national security.  Generic 
responsibilities include: 

a. Correlating and evaluating intelligence relating to 
national security and disseminating such intelligence 
within the US Government. 

b. Collecting, producing, and disseminating 
counterintelligence and foreign intelligence, including 
information concerning groups threatening Third World 
friends and allies. Within the United States, such 
activity is coordinated with the Federal Bureau of 
Investigation via procedures agreed upon by the Director 
of Central Intelligence and the Attorney General. 

8. nppartment nf .lustice. The Department of Justice serves 
„ counsel for the citizens of the United States in enforcing 
the law in the public interest. With respect to overseas 
matters, the Department of Justice: 

a  Plays a key role in protection against criminals and 
subversion within the United States resulting from 
insurgent or drug-trafficking groups external t*> the 
United States. 

b  Drafs legal opinions of the Attorney General, as 
requestea by the President and heads of the executive 
departments, in matters concerning foreign assistance and 
support to Third World friends and allies. 

c. Prepares and files all applications for surveillance 
under the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act of 1978 
and assists Government agencies by providing legal advice 
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o„ matters of .n.tion.l security law an^POlicy^^^ ^ 

Sn^SUK-il loreigHntelligence Council- 

a.    serves es a cental point of contact «or^,™ 
^?in?nis?e1

CB!nh^
trtIeP.Itments.   an, foreign 

pol 
judiciaries. 

Treaty has prim.ry"re^«MHty£or monetary_  financial, 
«ccmendina aonestic anarinternucy      Department o£ tne 

??«suryaacav!t!es  incluae: 

Tobacco, and Firearms. 
• i jir.inmacv with industrial ana 

b.  conducting f
inan"aiJ^n°  

Y 

developing nations and regions. 

c  improving the structure and operations of the 
international monetary system. ^ 

e. Overseeing US Participation in S'.Silii.**-1 

development banks »nJ ""^"„Hna multilateral 

^J^tf^ä^^SsB Sä0" 

'  ""  Proviae creative practical insight* ™U".n|Ch' 
-stion. ana training_onnegotiaci.  resolving 

is to: 

ifheriKiiirto'thos^acrJveirengageä-ii-resolving 

international conflicts. 

Founaati^U^Tinäepenaent .|°*«Xment in Latin America 
supporting social ana •«»»»«,ä£«ctly to the initiativ.! 
0ftS'ISoIriSfSira1«.S?Sa«». by s-PPortin, local ana 
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technical assistance, training, and marketing services 

12.  tfnran Development Foundation.  The African Development 
Foundation assists and supports indigenous, comrttunity-basea, 
self-help grassroots organizations in their efforts to solve 
development problems throughout the African continent. The 
organization: 

a. Works to strengthen the bonds of friendship and 
understanding between the peoples of Africa and the 
United States. 

b. Supports self-help activities at the local level 
designed to stimulate community development. 

c. Encourages and assists effective and expanding 
participation of Africans in their development process. 

d. Encourages the establishment and growth of 
institutions that can sustain development, are indigenous 
to the particular country, and that can respond to the 
requirements of the poor in those countries. 
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APPENDIX G 

EXECUTION CHECKLIST 

* c««o  Thi<! aDDendix provides the format and 1-    PnrroffP nnrl Scope. This WJ»)"* lxecution checklist for 

2.    m.ntril- ^e «^"^'j.S'SJSSt.'t». aeta»ea " "" 

to the approved concept of J|;j£x™8
an order.  Reports 

S55SS SÄSJS ^^--jui.«^* fhf-unch 

rr.ns^t ^"oaeSfro or alphanumeric ^aracter over a 

;rsii£ n0srSoUorassneia!^nS^rcnchrr
r,c? rsuCh as 

o* fo an aoortea landing or early conpromise of the 

liÄ-no^nÄ^^^^ 
to them. 

a.  Events labeled -M- (mandatory) on the ffcklist 
reauire a report when the event occurs or if the event 
cannot oJ ha! not been accomplished as scheduled. 

b  Events labeled "X- (by exception) on the checklist 
require a report only if the event occurs. 

c  Reports are rendered by call «gn, codeword or 

d  If an event is significantly delayed or not executed 

ESSre- of-?ANC6 35, THIS IS BRAVO 40, GOOSE NOT 
SSSSD BECAUSE OF ENEMY CONTACT EN ROUTE AT 2124.") 

*  Fiaure G-l depicts a sample execution checklist that 
Sas been Simplified for illustrative purposes only. 
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EVENT DESCRIPTION  TYPE  CALL SIGN  CODEWORD    "ME 
maiEEB HE1 1Q EBQM PCHP ACTUAL 

100 SF RECON TM  M   T35  W28   BUZZARD  0145 
TW POSITION CUD_  

101 SEAL TM IN   M   T35  B40   GOOSE    O150 
 POSITION Ciffi _ ■  

102 #1 MC-130    M   T35  R06  CHICKEN  0200 
 nEPAETS MOB CMP  

103 #2 MC-130    M   T35  R06   MARTIN    0202 
 ngPABTS MOB Ciffi .  

104 RGR CO TOT   M   T35  C06  EAGLE    0400 
 . CMP ,  

105   AIRDROP      X   T35  C06  VULTURE  0400 
 ABORTED Cm  

106 TARGET        M   T35  X06   HAWK     0430 
 SECURE Offi  

107 TARGET        M   T35  X06   FALCON    0445 
 DESTROYED CMC   

108 ASSAULT       X   T35 X06   OSPREY 
REPULSED OffiL ■  

109   #1 MH-53      M   T35  D06   ROOSTER   0500 
LANDS TARGET Qffi  

110   #2 MH-53      M   T35  D08   BLUEJAY   0501 
T.AMnS TARGET Qffi .  

111  #1 MH-53      M   T35  D06   CARDINAL  0505 
nFPARTS TGT Ciffi  

112   #2 MH-53      M    T35  D08   ROOSTER   0506 
nFPARTS TGT CUD ■ ■  

113   #1 MH-53      M   T35  R06   DOVE     0630 
T.AMPS MOB CMC - ■  

110   #2 MH-53      M   T35  R06   RAVEN     0630 
T.AMnS MOB CUB. ■ ■  

Figure G-l. Sample Execution Checklist 
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APPENDIX H 

STANDARD SO MISSION DESIGNATION 

1 Dnmncp and Scope.  This appendix provides a convention 
for B^inSdiggSt. SO mission numbers  These «umbers are 
assigned by the JFSOCC and announced in the MITASK.  Tney are 
used by SO headquarters to track missions. 

2 General.  The standard format serves two purposes.  At 
*A. SSthiiic level, it allows an individual to ascerta-in 
SScSJ cSSliB Klii aspects of the mission.  During heavy 
activity, this saves time, reduces confusion, and facilitates 
effective coordination. On a broader level, standardizing 
mislion designation means that -part time" staff au9me^ees 
Tv  Uaisonsdo not need to master a different system for each 
theater SOC. 

3 OPSEC  Planning documents listing SO missions should be 
classed and Umited to those with a need to know, as the 
shifting emphasis in SO activity may foretell other 
operations (surge of SR in preparation for ?n advance, for 
example).  Missions within the mainstream of operations may 
still be masked by a notional designator if necessary. 
Ixceptionally sensitive missions should be compartmented and 
kept within discrete SPECAT channels. 

4 n»sir Format.  The standard mission designation for SO 
has türee exponents:  mission designator öpjr.tw«! «nxt 
designator, and mission support designator. For example, the 
mission -UW041/ODA101/ADI010" may be separated as follows. 

a.  flic,,-;.™ n»<H«nator.  The first set of c*Ja™cters 
indicates the type of mission and assigned number. 
Numbers need not be in numerical order, but they must be 
discrete.  In this example, "UW041" designates 
unconventional warfare mission number forty-one. Mission 
codes include: 

(1) unconventional Warfare w 

EE (2) Evasion and Escape 

(3) Special Reconnaissance 

(4) Terminal Guidance 

(5) Direct Action (Other) DA 

(6) Foreign Internal Defense FID 

CT (7) Counterterrorism 

(8) Combat Search and Rescue CS 

H-l 

SR 
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(9) Psychological Operations p0 

(10) Civil-Military Operations CM 

(11) Civil Administration CA 

(12) Special Operation (Other) SO 

(13) Coastal Patrol and Interdiction CP 

b  nnoraHnngl niH* DeyHnnator.  This middle set of 
characters designaie tne mission's primary executor.  In 
the example, this is Special Forces Operational 
Detachment A-101.  The MPA designates this unit and adds 
it to the mission designation.  Common SOF units include. 

(1) SF Operational Detachment A ODA 

(2) SF Operational Det B (Company HQ) ODB 

(3) SF Operational Det C (Battalion HQ)  ODC 

(4) Special Forces Group SFG 

(5) Ranger Regiment RAR 

(6) Ranger Battalion **B 

(7) Ranger Company RAC 

(8) SOA Battalion SAB 

(9) SOA Company SAC 

(10) SEAL Platoon 

(11) SEAL Squad 

(12) SDV Platoon 

(13) DDS Platoon 

(14) SBU Detachment 

(15) Mobile Communications Team- 

do) Special Tactics Team STT (|P 

(17) Special Tactics Squadron STS 

(18) Special Tactics Group STG 
v                  H-2 

PLT 

SQD 

SDV 

'DDS 

SBU 

MCT 
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(19) PSYOP Group 

(20) PSYOP Battalion 

(21) PSYOP Company 

(22) PSYOP Detachment 

(23) CA Battalion 

(24) CA Company 

(25) CA Detachment 

(26) Chemical Reconnaissance Det 

(27) Special Operations Wing/Group 

(28) Special Operations Squadron 

(29) Special Operations Detachment 

(30) Special Operations Element 

(31) Maritime Vessel 

(32) Individual Aircraft 

POG 

POB 

POC 

POD 

CAB 

CAC 

CAD 

CRD 

SOW 

SOS 

SOD 

SOE 

Hull Number 

Tail Number 

c. ^^»n sunnnri- Designator. The last set of 
characters refers to mission support action      *4-««. 
{infiltration, resupply, exfiltration, etc.).  The nrst 
ti?ee c£ara™ers aredeiermined during MICON development 
anl are identified by the MPA. The supporting agency 
provides the remainder of the characters, representing 
the supporting mission number (normally sequential).  In 
tht example, -ADI010« indicates airdrop ^^ration 
mission number ten. Commonly used codes follow. 

(1) Infiltration (Airdrop) 

(2) Infiltration (Maritime) 

(3) Infiltration (Airland) 

(4) Infiltration (Overland) 

(5) Exfiltration (Airland) 

(6) Exfiltration (Maritime) 

(7) Exfiltration (Overland) 

(8) Resupply (Airdrop) 

H-3 

ADI 

MAI 

ALI 

OLI 

ALE 

MAE 

OLE 

ADS 



(9) Resupply (Maritime) MAS 

(10) Resupply (Airland) MjS 

(11) Resupply (Overland) 0LS 

(12) Air-Sea Rendezvous ASR 

(13) Tactical Air Support TAS 

(14) Close Air Support CAS 

(15) Photo-Recce Support PRS 

(16) Surface-to-Air Recovery (Fulton) SRY 

(17) Offshore Sea Recovery/Rendezvous OSR 

(18) Tactical Electronic Warfare TEW 

(19) Loudspeaker Broadcast LSB 

(20) Leaflet Drop LFD 

(21) Security SEC 

(22) Mine Search MIS 

(23) Beacon Emplacement BTE 

(24) Diver Support DST 

(25) Logistic Support L0G 

(26) Armed Reconnaissance ARC 

(27) Message Pickup *&* 

(28) Cache Emplacement ct>E 

(29) Airborne Command and Control ABC 

(30) Air Refueling M(F 

(31) Ground Refueling GRF 

(32) Other 

H-4 
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APPENDIX J 

SOF LOGISTIC PLANNING CHECKLIST 

1. pnrr-" "" *e°°e- .The following checklist provides a 
tool for logistic planning in support of SOF.  "is noz 
all-inclusive and should serve as a point of departure tor 

the thoroughness of any SO logistic support plan. The 

fSä=a.rssrs-isss yas sr-ss-s.«- 
content. 

2. Rpfprences 

a  is a listing of doctrinal, policy, and P?0«50?"* 
?ublica?ionI; appropriate to.the level at: which the plan 
is prepared, provided to assist the logistic operator/ 

b. Are there any contingency plans that apply? 

c. Are the necessary maps listed and available? 

3. EuiEfififi.  is there a concise statement of the purpose for 
which the logistic support plan is prepared? 

4. General 
»  Does this paragraph provide a summary of the 
r^qu?r1men?s? tasking*, and concept of operations that 
the logistic planning supports? 

b. Are the objectives specified? 

based? 

6.    Frwninilities.    fe "f*°?sibilities f°F SUPP°rt 
clearly stated for the following: 

a. Joint Staff? 

b. USSOCOM? 

C.  USTRANSCOM? 

d. Military Services? 

e. Unified commands and their component commands? 
J—1 



f. Theater special operations commands? 

g. Defense Security Assistance Agency? 

h. Defense Mapping Agency? 

i. Department of State and American Embassies? 

j. Security Assistance Organizations? 

k. Liaison Offices? 

1. Defense Logistics Agency? 

m. Army and Air Force Exchange Service? 

n. Units or elements providing logistic support to SOF 
components? 

7.  ronrgpt- of T.ooistic Support 

a. Does this paragraph describe how supply, maintenance, 
transportation, and field service support will be 
provided? 

b. Does this paragraph specify which logistic elements 
will provide the support? Are the forces provided 
adequate? 

c. Does the planned support complement the tactical 
plan? Is it adequate and feasible? 

d. Have the terrain and enemy intelligence been analyzed 
to determine the impact on logistic support7 

e. Has the deployment flow been properly analy*ed*° 
Setermine the time-phasing for introduction of logistic 
elements to support the combat forces7 

f. Have HNS or FNS availability and subsequent risks 
been considered? 

Has the support of SO-peculiar equipment, materials, 
suppUes? anl Services been adequately addressed? 

h. Have validation procedures *« s°-p^" equipment, 
materials, supplies, and services been clearly 
established? 
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8. Supply 

a.  funeral 

(1) Are the supply system and procedural guidance 
provided? 

(2) Is the flow of requisitions described? 

(3) Is the flow of materiel described? 

(4) is a project code required and identified? 

(5) is a temporary Force Activity Designator (FAD) 
upgrade required? 

(6) Are in-country DOD Activity Address Codes 
(DODAACs) required? 

(7) Are ALOC procedures described? 

(8) is the number of days of supplies required to 
accompany troops identified? 

(9) Are provisions made for contracting and local 
purchase support? 

(10) Are the stockage objectives by class of supply 
specified? 

(11). Will automated or nonautomated procedures be 
used? 

(12) Will automated systems of supported units and 
task organized CSS units interface? 

(13) Have the inter-Service support requirements 
been identified and common, cross-, and DOint 
servicing arrangements coordinated for support of SOF? 

(14) What support will be provided by host-nation or 
foreign-nation support? 

(15) What in-theater support is required? 

(16) Are retrograde procedures for excess and 
unserviceable items spelled out? 
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(17) What are the provisions for emergency resupply? 

(18) Have initial preplanned supply support and 
emergency support packages been considered? 

(19) is the communications capability provided and 
compatible with the automated systems being deployed? 

(20) Are changes to the DOD Activity Address File 
required, such as "ship-to- address? 

(21) Are some supply support activities to be 
designated as ALOC? 

(22) Are procedures described for canc^^?n °rthe 
diversion of materiel in-process or in-transit at the 
termination of the operation or exercise? 

o-n Are provisions made for logistic support of 
displaced civilians, prisoners of war, and indigenous 
personnel? 

(24) Is there covered storage in the area °f 
operations to protect supplies from the elements?  If 
not, are shipments packed for outdoor storage? 

(25) Are material handling equipment requirements 
provided? 

(26) is sufficient rigging material available for 
conventional and SO airdrop operations? 

f27>  Is the Defense Automatic Addressing System 
awlre of the communications routing identifier and 
SSSAAC to be used for processing direct requisitions 
and direct supply status? 

(28)  Have distribution procedures for maps been 
addressed? 

b. nass I 
(1) Are mess facilities identified and adequate? 

(2) Are the ration cycles described by phase?  Is a 
ration cycle proposed? 
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(3) Are fresh eggs, fresh fruits and vegetables, 
fresh meats, juices, milk, and canned soft-drink 
supplements to the MRE, T, and B ration meals 
considered? 

(4) Do local fresh fruits and vegetables meet US 
standards? 

(5) Have unitized operational rations been 
considered for ease of handling and accountability? 

(6) Are cash meal payment procedures established? 

(7) What method of distribution will be used (unit 
distribution or supply point distribution)? 

(8) Are bakery supplements to MRE, T, and B ration 
meals considered? 

(9) Are veterinary personnel adequate for the 
subsistence support requirements? 

(10) Are hospital rations required? 

(11) Are chill, freeze, and refrigeration 
requirements for unit dining facilities and Class I 
supply point addressed? 

(12) Are water support requirements satisfied? 

(a) Are the sources of water fresh, brackish, 
or salty? 

(b) Is the source of water local systems, 
surface, or wells? 

(c) What type of water purification unit is 
required? 

(d) Are chillers required? 

(e) What is the water planning factor in 
gallons per man per day? 

(f) What are the treatment, storage, 
distribution and cooling requirements? Are they 
satisfied by deploying unit capability? 
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(g)  What are the well drilling requirements? 
Are there any existing wells? What is the 
quality of water from existing wells? 

(13) Are potable ice considerations covered? What 
is requirement planning factor? Have the medical 
planners provided for certification of ice as potable?. 

Class II 

(1) Are requirements for individual clothing and 
mission-essential consumables addressed? 

(2) Have requirements for mission rehearsals and 
training been identified? 

(3) Have provisions been made for the replacement of 
damaged personal clothing and chemical protective 
clothing? 

(4) Which self-service supply center (SSSC) listing 
will be used as the basis for the Class II stockage? 

(5) How will the logistic support element replenish 
organizational clothing and individual equipment 
(OCIE) and SSSC items? 

(6) Do any of these items require special 
consideration? 

(a) SO-peculiar materials. 

(b) . Tentage and tentage repair kits. 

(c) Administrative and office supplies. 

(d) Folding cots. 

(e) Insect bars with mosquito netting. 

(f) Banding material and tools. 

(g) Water purification chemicals and test kits. 

(h) Insect repellent and sun screen. 

(i) Field laundry and bath supplies and 
hospital laundry supplies. 
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(j)  Dining facility supplies, including paper 
and plastic products. 

(k) Trash disposal supplies. 

(1) Vector control equipment and supplies. 

(m) Latrine chemicals and supplies. 

(n) Batteries. 

(o) Cold weather clothing and equipment. 

(p) Air conditioners or fans. 

d.  Hass III 

(1) Are Service requirements by location for each 
type product established? 

(2) Is the use of contractor-provided bulk fuels 
considered? 

(3) Are ordering and accountable officer 
requirements addressed? 

(4) Are existing pipeline distribution systems 
available? What are the pipeline and storage 
capabilities? 

(5) Are remote refueling sites or FARPs required? 
What capabilities are required? . 

(6) Are inter-Service support billing and 
reimbursement procedures specified? 

(7) Are POL quality surveillance procedures 
specified? Are required test kits on Ijand? 

(8) Is there a petroleum laboratory available? 

(9) Are additives required for commercial fuels? 
Who will provide them? 

(10) Are any unique package product requirements 
addressed? 

(11) Are industrial gasses addressed? 
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e. Class IV 

(1) Are unique requirements for construction, 
security, and rehearsal materials addressed? 

(2) Is in-country procurement considered? 

(3) Have Class IV data sources been queried on 
pre-existing data bases describing locally available 
construction materials? 

(4) Are basic loads to be deployed? 

(5) Will the use of pre-positioned materiel stocks 
be permitted? 

f. Class V 

(1) Are unit basic loads to be deployed? 

(2) Is the logistic support structure prescribed? 

(3) Are EOD support requirements and procedures 
addressed? 

(4) Are SO-peculiar ammunition requirements 
addressed? 

(5) Have the storage, handling, shipping, security, 
and safety requirements been reviewed and addressed 
in the planning? 

(6) Are requirements identified by category of 
munitions? 

(7) Are sustaining rates of munitions addressed? 

(8) Are special permits needed? Who issues them? 

g. Hass VI 

(1) Are the deploying personnel provided guidance on 
personal demand items? 

(2) Are sundry packs available? 

(3) Is indirect or direct exchange support 
considered? 
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(4)  If exchange support is required: 

(a) Has Headquarters AAFES (Plans) been 
notified? 

(b) Have the exchange staffing, stock 
assortment, security, facility, transportation, 
and communications requirements been identified 
and coordinated? 

(c) Is finance support for the exchange 
identified? 

(d) Has the policy on rationing and check 
cashing been determined? 

h.   Class VII 

(1) Are SO-peculiar equipment requirements 
identified and validation procedures established? 

(2) Does the plan specify the equipment fill level 
for deploying units? 

(3) Are equipment redistribution (cross-leveling) 
requirements specified? 

(4) Are replacement actions for salvage equipment 
specified? 

(5) Are operational readiness float requirements 
addressed? 

i. rmss viil 

(1) Are medical supply procedures prescribed? 

(2) Does this portion of the logistic^support plan 
complement the medical support plan? 

(3) Are medical resupply procedures established? 

(4) If applicable, are policies concerning medical 
treatment of non-US personnel provided? 

(5) Are special medical equipment and supply 
requirements identified based on medical mission and 
the area of operations? 
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(6) Are memorandums of understanding established 

meet all operational contingencies? 

(7) Are special storage requirements satisfied? 

(8) is the disposal of salvage medical supplies 
addressed? 

(9) Are medical oxygen and other medical gases 
requirements such as anesthesia identified and 
resupply procedures established? 

(10) is local purchase an option? Are procedures 
and guidelines established? 

j.  nass IX 

(1) Are SO-peculiar repair requirements specified? 

(2) Are common repair parts requirements, including 
repairables, specified? 

(3) Are cannibalization procedures addressed? 

(4) Are requirements for nonexpendable components 
addressed? 

(5) is stockage of major assemblies, addressed? 

(6) Have special storage requirements been pressed 
for dry batteries, classified repair parts, high 
dollar pilferables, etc.? 

(7) is disposal of hazardous materials, s.uch as 
lithium batteries and radioactive residue, specified? 

K. Class  X 

(1) If Class X materials are required, does the plan 
describe the source? 

(2) What is the source of funding for Class X 
supplies? 
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9. Maintenance 

a. Does the plan describe how unit, intermediate (direct 
support/general support), and SO-peculiar equipment 
maintenance will be performed? 

b. Is missile maintenance support required and available? 

c. Does the plan address calibration requirements? 

d. Is maintenance exchange addressed? 

e. Have extreme weather aspects been considered (e.g., 
heat, cold, humidity, dust)? 

f. Are site security and storage requirements identified? 

g. Are special power requirements for maintenance 
facilities identified (e.g., voltage, phase, frequency, 
stability, and anticipated load in KW)? 

h.  Are building suitability screening factors identified 
by type of maintenance facility (e.g., minimum height and 
width for doors, floor load bearing requirements, 
environmental control necessities)? 

i.  Are operational readiness floats addressed? 

j.  How will repairs under warranty be performed in the 
area of operations? 

k.  Is the evacuation of unserviceable repairables 
addressed? 

1.  Have procedures for replacing maintenance tools and 
equipment been specified? » 

10. TranRPnrtation 

a.  Reneral 

(1) Is there a requirement for expedited cargo 
distribution to the area of operations? 

(2) Are the transportation support systems for 
supply distribution and ALOC validation procedures 
outlined? 
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(3) Have MHE requirements been addressed? 

(4) What is the availability of USTRANSCOM, DIA, or 
DMA data analysis regarding the country 
transportation infrastructure, to include ports, 
airfields, roads, railroads, and inland waterways? 

(5) Is there a rail system available? What are 
schedules and capability? 

(6) Is the highway net described? What are the 
capabilities and limitations? 

(7) What is the weather impact on ports, airfields, 
and highway nets? 

(8) Are in-country highway, rail, air, and inland 
waterway mode requirements addressed? 

(9) Are the transportation movement priority and 
transportation account codes provided? Are 
transportation funding procedures established? 

(10) Has a dedicated in-country, intratheater, or 
intertheater movement system for personnel and 
high-priority cargo been established? 

(11) Has coordination been made with USTRANSCOM for 
personnel and equipment movements? 

(12) .Has the use of foreign flag carriers been 
addressed? 

(13) What agency will accept and coordinate 
administrative transportation requirements for SOF? 

(14) What HNS support is available? 

(15) Have medical evacuation requirements been 
included in the planning? 

b.  Airfields 

(1) What airfields are available to support military 
operations? 

(2) Has a coordinating headquarters been designated 
for all airlift support? 
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(3) Has support been planned for USAF mobile 
aeromedical staging facilities? 

(4) What are the personnel and cargo reception 
capabilities of the APOE and APOD? 

(5) What is the current usage of the airfield? 

(6) What are the characteristics and capabilities of 
the roads that access the airfield? 

(7) What contract civilian or HN personnel and 
equipment assets are available to assist at the APOD 
and APOE? 

(8) Has an Arrival/Departure Airfield Control Group 
A/DACG) organization been designated? Have Aerial 
Port Squadron and/or Airlift Control Element 
requirements been identified? 

(9) What airfield facilities are available for 
military use during A/DACG operations? 

(10) What is the best source for additional 
information on the airfields? 

(11) Have channel airlift requirements been 
specified? 

(12) Have airbase defense requirements been properly 
addressed? 

C.  Supply Routes 

(1) What are the road movement and convoy 
restrictions? 

(2) What routes are available to support military 
operations? 

(2)    What are the characteristics and capabilities of 
tne roules available to support military operations? 

(4) What are the dimensions and classifications of 
tunnels and bridges along the routes? 

(5) What capabilities exist to repair damaged 
segments of routes? 
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(6) What segments of the routes are heavily used by 
the civilian populace? 

(7) What are the most likely routes fleeing refugees 

would use? 

(8) Are traffic control measures in-place? 

(9) What is the best source for additional 
information on the routes? 

11.  Fifflfl fffrvices 

a. Are laundry, bath, clothing renovation, and latrine 
requirements addressed? Local sources? 

b  Are graves registration and mortuary capabilities 
adequate to support the anticipated requirements? 

c. Are procedures for salvage collection, evacuation, 
and disposal covered? 

d. Are Base/Post Exchange services required and provided? 

e. is fire protection provided for aviation, ammunition, 

and bases? 

f. Are procedures for waste disposal addressed? 

g. Are field bakery services required and provided? 

h  Are procedures specified and do units have the 

to enter the CONUS? 

12.  MiFJTTff11aneouS 

a. Have billeting and support requirements at ISBs and 
FSBs been addressed? 

b  Are HN military personnel with experience in US 
military schools identified? 

c. Have arrangements been made with US and HN customs 
and immigration? 

d. Are procedures for logistic reporting established? 
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e. Is delousing support required? 

f. Are isolation or rehearsal facilities required? 

g. What are the funding aspects of logistic support? 

(1) Have all requirements been costed? 

(2) Has an Account Processing Code been established? 

(3) Have SO-peculiar equipment resourcing procedures 
been identified? 

h.  What is the electrical power cycles of the country? 
Are transformers required? 

i.  Are printing and duplicating requirements identified? 

j.  Are the communications to support logistic operations 
provided for in the communications planning? Telephone? 

k.  Have requirements for aerial delivery, personal 
parachutes, and air items been identified? 

1.  Is a source of liquid oxygen required? 

m.  Have diving-support requirements been addressed? 

n.  Have administrative-use vehicle requirements been 
identified? 

o. Are audio-visual requirements identified? 

p.  Have communication frequencies been cleared with the 
HN government? % 

q.  Are there adequate provisions in the plan for 
contracting support? 

(1) Has an adequate number of contracting officers 
with the proper warrant been provided? 

(2) Is adequate finance support available? 

(3) Is adequate legal support available? 

(4) Is adequate linguist support available? 
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(5) Are there provisions in the plan for maneuver or 
war damage claims resulting from logistic operations? 

r.  Are automated logistic systems procedures properly- 
addressed? 

(1) Have backup master files been established and 
prepared for shipment separate from the primary- 
master files? 

(2) Are maintainers, operators, and managers 
assigned and well trained? 

(3) Have site selection and preparation for 
automated equipment considered accessibility, 
geographic, terrain, and security requirements? 

(4) Is there a continuity of operations plan? 

(5) Are sufficient copies of user manuals on hand 
and current? 

(6) Are sufficient repair parts available for the 
computer hardware, including generators and other 
subsystems? 

(7) Have provisions been made for backup support for 
repair parts, hardware maintenance, and the receipt 
of software change packages? 

(8) Has telephone support been arranged? 

(9) Have details been worked out for transmission of 
documents to higher and lower echelons? 

(10) Will customer units require training?* Are 
customer user manuals available for automated system 
support? 

s.  Have OPSEC requirements been integrated into logistic 
planning? Has the logistic signature been minimized? 

t. Have security police requirements for SO bases, 
facilities, training areas, rehearsal sites, and storage 
sites been identified and resourced? 
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APPENDIX K 

OTHER FORCES TRAINED AND EQUIPPED TO SUPPORT SO 

!.  PnrPP.P imfl SCQPt-  This appendix reviews conventions1^ 

Reserve Navy, Army, Air Force, and Marine Corps. 

2. fl^al. Certain conventional forces Receive enhanced 
training and special equipment that make tne £ support 
qualified to support SO.  Some may oe        ented as 

£ assi^to'support SO 0^iJäS;SnS"fä°rä5 augment 
training.  In some cases, these |upporti »paragraphs describe 

tneselorces STSJirSi.^taSi1!- limitations. 

3. TTf? h*r  ^"rce 

ny&ÄÄ«  anticipate in 

w  -..„i,.,.«  The Air Mobility Command and Air Combat b. Tankers» Tne Air ™*»*J-* £.    f strategic tanker 

SÄSS-ä ÄÄ A-«-. 
requirements of SO fixed-wing aircraft. 

4.  "S «aw 

S,uaarons 4 and 5 of^he Naval^esersetePopera 

"Sll  or «tended shipboard operations. The aircraft 
"are"onfUureS tf support SOF infiltration and 
exfiltration. These units: 

&JZ? "äSTE sS3,trsa-!2«ss.of 

25-5 SlSSi SStlSSS system and doppler radar 
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(2) Train for single and multi-ship operations, to 
include dissimilar rotary wing aircraft types. 
Aircrews maintain NVG qualification. 

(3) Operate aircraft equipped with secure radios; 
zone suppression weapons (M-60D and programmed 
GAU-17); NVG-compatible lighting (interior and 
exterior); air rescue personnel locator system (PLS); 
radar and IR self-protection capability; and 
automatic approach, hover, and depart capability. A 
cargo hook permits external cargo movement. 
Capability is similar to the MH-60G, except that it 
lacks aerial refueling. 

(4) Self-deploy over 500 nautical miles.  They have 
a combat radius of 250 nautical miles with a crew of 

•4 and 8 passengers.  They are also certified for C-5 
transport and are compatible with any RAST-configured 
surface combatant, any air-capable amphibious ship, 
and aircraft carrier. 

b.  Submarines.  There are two types of submarines 
specially configured to accommodate the Dry Deck Shelter 
(DDS) and support submerged or surface launch and 
recovery of SOF personnel, equipment and SDVs. Most 
other submarines can support dry or wet deck launches or 
submerged lock-in/lockout for SOF personnel and equipment. 

5.  US Marine Corps 

a.  Marine Expeditionary Unit (Special Operations 
Capable).  The MEU(SOC) is organized, trained, and 
equipped in a manner that makes it capable of performing 
certain SO missions when it is the most opportune force 
available.  MEU(SOC) capabilities can complement the DA 
or CT missions of SOF.  The MEU(SOC) trains to operate in 
all environments and weather conditions (night, adverse 
weather, urban terrain) under emissions control (EMCON) 
conditions and at extended ranges.  Elements of the 
MEU(SOC) practice entry, clearing, and quick-ffre 
techniques along with more conventional skills.  Specific 
capabilities related to SO include (see the Marine Corps 
Capabilities Plan and MCO 3120.8A for further discussion): 

(1) Tactical recovery of aircraft, equipment, and 
personnel in a nonpermissive environment. 

(2) Specialized demolition operations. This 
includes an explosive entry capability to facilitate 
close quarter combat and dynamic assault tactics and 
techniques. 
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(3) in-extremis hostage recovery operations. 

(4) Clandestine reconnaissance and surveillance. 

(5) Seizure and destruction of offshore gas and oil 

platforms. 

(6) Close quarter battle. 

operations, unilaterally, or in support of joint SO. 
SS5S of the MSPF remains with the MEU commander; 
however  the JFC may pass OPCON of the MEU to tne 
TsZt      Gene»lly,the MSPF is composed of a command 
section; a covering unit consisting of one " m°rf "?_e 

companies heliborne or on standby aboard ship; a strike 
unifr nroanized to conduct on-scene reconnaissance, 
secur?t?? aslaul?, command, and support functions; and an 
aviation support unit to provide assault support^ close 
fire support, and close air support. The MSPF is not 
designed to duplicate existing SOF capabilities. 
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APPENDIX L 

PSYCHOLOGICAL OPERATIONS 

information and i»^«"" " ??" feasoninS? and ultimately 

refnforceloreUn &i^"-^«"»~r.M. to the 
originator's objectives. 

SSSüUS  ÄS! a1=e* ^ Ä fences 

" theJr ^ntermeaxatrtar^rauarenlern; analyLa ana 

collection, intelligence, research, and analysis. 

b.  By law, PSYOP will not be directed at US targets. 

c  PSYOP is a force multiplier.  SOF Pl«»«M £ all 
levels must know PSYOP capabilities and integrate PSYOP 
Jntol5their flexible deterrent: options and force 
packages. Early employment is tne Key to r* 

PSYOP may be strategic, operational, tactical, 
consolidation: 

t-l\     strategic PSYOP are conducted on^a global or 
regional basis S support the achievement of national 
or theater strategic objectives. 

t->\ ooerational PSYOP are conducted in a defined 
geograp^areTto promote the effectiveness of an 
Srea commander's campaigns and strategies. 

.,,  T,rric»i PSYOP are conducted in the area 

.sUnef .tactical commander to support the tactical 

mission. 
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(4)  Consolidation PSYOP are conducted in foreign 
areas under friendly control to influence the 
behavior of the foreign populace in support of 
friendly objectives in the area. 

2. Interaoencv Coordination.  Military PSYOP is a projection 
of US foreign policy. As such, these operations must be 
conducted in concert with the actions of other Government 
agencies.  DOD Directive S-3321.1 implements integration of 
overt peacetime PSYOP programs and international information 
as required by National Security Decision Directive 130.  The 
theater overt peacetime PSYOP program is critical to training 
PSYOP forces in peacetime and provides a necessary backdrop 
to employing PSYOP in support of contingency operations. 

3. Inter-Servire Coordination.  Conduct of PSYOP is a joint 
endeavor.  Certain PSYOP activities require delivery assets 
of one Service to disseminate the PSYOP product of another 
Service.  An example would be the use of Air Force SO air 
assets to disseminate Army-produced leaflets.  Joint PSYOP 
missions require the coordinated expertise of the different 
Services. 

4. Intelligent Support to PSYOP.  PSYOP requires 
intelligence support (FM 33-5, Appendix I, provides an 
extensive list of specific priority intelligence requirements 
for PSYOP).  Specific guidance for intelligence support to 
PSYOP is listed in USSOCOM Intelligence Baseline Document and 
Objective Architecture Document. PSYOP intelligence falls 
into three categories: target audience, issues and themes, 
and means of dissemination.  PSYOP assets can provide 
intelligence support to SO from basic PSYOP studies, special 
PSYOP analyses and special PSYOP studies. These studies 
contain data about people that can be useful -in SO team 
preparation. This information can be obtained from the 
supporting PSYOP unit. 

5. PSYOP Planning Considerations. To assist planning PSYOP 
support for other SO, the JFSOCC may request support from the 
theater if he does not have the appropriate expertise within 
the SOC.  PSYOP normally supports other SOF as shown below: 

Supported SOF Organization      Supporting PSYOP 

Theater SOC PSYOP Staff Element 
Special Forces Group PSYOP Detachment 
Special Forces Battalion or 
Operational Detachment PSYOP Element 

JSOACC (AFSOC) PSYOP Staff Element 
and/or LNOs 
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The size and composition of these ^tachments and elements 

PSYOP capabilities, limitations, and potential target 
audiences. 

6.  pgvnp Papabil^»* in Snnnort of Other SO 

a. Pirpr*- Action 

(1) Prepare the target population for the 
introduction of US SOF into its country. 

(2) Assist in tactical cover and deception 
operations. 

(3) Encourage enemy surrender and civilian 
noninterference with operations. 

b. ^nnt-P.rterrorism 

(1) Counter the terrorist message. 

(2) Ease public apprehension about the terrorist 
threat and assure them that effective measures are 
being taken to counter the threat. 

(3) Inform target audience of terrorist goals, 
leaders, and infrastructure. 

(4) Expose terrorist propagandists »*■«■*";•'■ 
is agents of the terrorists themselves to degrade 
their credibility. 

(5) Provide incentives to local populace to inform 
on terrorist groups. 

(6) Gain indigenous support for friendly CT forces 
and actions. 

(7) Develop programs to persuade terrorists that 
responsible governments will not negotiate with them. 

(8) Undermine terrorists' morale and confidence in 
their leadership while demonstrating the futility of 
their cause. 

(9) Divide and undermine terrorists support 
structure. 

(10) Publicize the roles of nations supporting 
terrorism. 
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C.  Foreign Internal Defense 

(1) Integrate PSYOP into all aspects of foreign 
assistance programs, including internal development. 

(2) Develop programs to inform the international 
community of US intent and good will. 

(3) Assist the HN in gaining the support of its 
people. 

(4) Assist the HN in defeating the insurgents by 
shifting the loyalty of opposing forces and their 
supporters to the HN government. 

(5) Project a favorable US image in the HN. 

(6) Favorably influence neutral groups and the world 
community. 

(7) Assist the HN in establishing defector 
rehabilitation programs. 

(8) Provide close and continuous PSYOP support to 
maximize the effect of civil-military operations. 

(9) Establish HN command support of positive 
population control and protection from insurgent 
activities. 

(10) Provide area assessments. 

d. Special Eernnnaissance 

(1) Project a favorable image of the United States. 

(2) Prepare the population for introduction of US 
SOF into their country. 

(3) Provide analyses of key leaders and groups in 
the target area as far as influencing them and 
eliciting responses favorable to the United States. 

e. TTnennvenrinnal Warfare 

(1) Exploit the potential that exists for a 
resistance movement. 

(2) Inform resistance elements hostile to the 
government that US policy forbids US forces to be 
aligned with insurgent movements that embrace 
strategies, techniques, or tactics that involve 
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(3)    Advise SOF on the psychological  impact of 
planned operations. 

•-1    ««m-ical.   and human rights 
<40>l5^heat

reK^i«P^nt'.na those of the 
population are the same. 

<s)    create doubt in "* "^VrevtifanHnstur5 
£hit the ene^ insurgency can Preveuart 

In^co^oVesunTniheir future punishment. 

discredit them. 

(7, Reduce the enemy's -"}. «"«"*' P"SUaäe *"" 
to desert, surrender, or malinger. 

(8) Help convince enemy forces that their cause is 
unjust and immoral. 

forces. 

7.  Limit»*ions 

.. The employment of so™; PSYOP assets «guires^he 
supported SOF commander anticipate «4u 
before deployment. 

b  Enemy countermeasures may negate desired effects. 

c.  incomplete intelligence may impair message or theme 

effectiveness. 

a. Limited accessibility of target audiehces may degrade 

PSYOP effectiveness. 

e. Terrain and weather conditions may affect some PSYOP 

dissemination assets. 

,.    imJaaSUUto^ie bth°vioreof8ttrgerSauad9iencCeasnine 

e££ni:YistsnbelowCsho«"hicfc.rget audiences PSYOP can 
fShuen« in supepo°rt of each SO primary mrssron. 
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psvop Tarnet Audience 

Hostile Combatants 
Hostile Rear Echelon 
Hostile Sympathizers 
Other Belligerents 
Nonbelligerents 
Friendly Combatants 
Friendly Civilians 
Hostile Civilians 
Key Communicators 
Special Interest Groups 

pnppnrtefl fiQ Mission 

DA, FID, UW 
DA, FID, SR, UW 
CT, FID, SR, UW 
DA, CT, FID, SR, UW 
DA, CT, FID, SR, UW 
FID,UW 
DA, FID, CT, UW 
DA, CT, FID, SR, UW 
DA, CT, FID, UW 
DA, CT, FID, UW 
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APPENDIX M 

CIVIL AFFAIRS 

1. fl««!.  Civil affairs are anJnherent^art^f^ilitary 

operations and SU?P"\ "^"^„enous populace.  CA can 
and moral obligations to the ina^9®"°,_£e£tance of SOF significantly enhance the success ^d acceptance or 
missions. CA provides ^^"/^"^^eSHh and safety, 
and executing civil assistance, P««" Jj•;" %nd othei, 
dislocated civilian control, humanit a ri««^ may     . t0 
related areas.  The t?e";r-;™zJ.ehed PA forces through a 
exercise OPCONof assigned and attach•««J,  normali the 

subordinate JFC or Service jomponci    forCes is coordinated 
^u^m?See?hea?rco^,t.nrco^na st.ff or USSOCOM W. as 
appropriate. 

2, nnnnlnn Hnnlrtrriitloiii. The theater ^Cwil^forward 
requirements for CA asses   ^xSSS LffiSiint lead time 
as far in advance as possible, ■"JWJJJJ %lay.  In addition to call Reserve component CA forces into play; I 
to operational CA assets,,«» "«K* coordination.  CA units 
augmentation to enhance Panning and c0^c?ud^g

0£eneral 
are organized for different missions, m luaing j 
suppor? and FID/UW.  For contingencies, a JSOTF ™J£J 
typically be supported by a regionally oriented comp j^. 

£n£nglup^^ "»"*• »* 
post-combat support. 

3-   en rnPitiimifH i;\/^S^to
f
p?an£n|°and SkSIiSg provide advice and assistance to Panning •   fci     Tney 

Civilian resources to ^«^^-Sli^itli K»P^t to the advise and guide supported commanders with resp       and 
impact that P°J^of

aJ/ 1^a
m
0^0^rit?on h^e on military 

cultural aspects of the area ?* °P«utary operations have on 
operations and^conversely, that -xlitary ope^ 
the civilian populace.  *««* "« ,nA  «N military or civilian 
relationships between US forces and HN ■*««£ certain CA 

üu^f&Ä"•££• i» »"^he °^nirs0£ p8SSive 
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dynamics of the societies in which they operate.  The primary 
target of these units is the vital link between the civilian 
populace and hostile power.  CA support to other SOF include: 

a. a. PismHn« Support.  CA personnel support SOF planning 
by identifying the SOF commander's legal obligations, 
recommending the required level of CA support for the 
mission, and providing expertise regarding the region. 

b. Prerteplovm*nt support.  CA support includes 
interpreting rules of engagement, identifying sources of 
foreign area and HN assistance (supply, labor, services, 
etc.), coordinating HN government external security, and 
providing area orientation briefings. 

c. rrm**+  *™» support.  CA personnel can Provide 
additional language or regional expertise and also focus 
on controlling and safeguarding civilians, minimizing 
civilian interference, securing EEI from civilian 
sources, and identifying VIP or high level political 
figures. 

d. Pn«trnmhat Support.  Following operations, CA assists 
in the coordination and execution of a nation buiiamg 
plan for the full restoration of the HN government and 
public services. 

4.  specific Application to SO Missions. Although CA 
expertise can be applied to planning and area orientation tor 
all missions, CA involvement should be incorporated into 
planning for FID, UW, and DA missions. 

a.  Fnrpion internal Defense.  Assist other SOF, 
indigenous forces, and host government agencies in 
planning and executing population and resources control, 
civic action security and clearance operations, and otner 
initiatives aimed at achieving political mobilization and 
internal stability. Contact and coordination are made 
with the host country populace, government and 
nongovernmental infrastructure.  CA activities vary with 
the capabilities of the HN government and with the leyel 
of insurgent activity.  Effective CA activities mobilize 
the civil p- ulation in support of the HN government 
programs.  £;ecific CA objectives are to: 

(1) Improve the capabilities of the HN government 
through civic assistance. 

(2) Assist the HN government in mobilizing and 
motivating its citizens to support their government 
and military forces. 
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and developmental programs. 

and resources control, ^^ -~ on, and infrastructure 
SSi^^i^it'S^S iSir l-iti-cr «ithin 

contested areas. 
Advise and assist other USSOF^and US 

area 

£"w«n;«aa;r.r;n31««orobatobjectives.
lllty 

5. •  r,h T.iin^ations 

^?j'jrjrJgss^^U2.s sse local 

support. 

c. The Active component CA force is ^^^^^^^s 
ability to respond is conditional on existing aeP 
in support of worldwide commitments. 

d. CA activities often require extensive interagency 
coordination. 

e. US Ar.y »"•"l«.!T:1iS1UtT40So!ÄS"« force 
augmenting or "»»"T '*°" *5! of mobilization or when 

UtÄ iSaStrUSUSui«.^ «•»"« »«"«it, 
is infeasible or undesirable. 
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APPENDIX N 

LEGAL ASPECTS OF SPECIAL OPERATIONS 

1. mrpoif nnrt SCOP... ^.^"V!äiviSi.™t*!°Fl2S. 

'Ass iv^s-aJS.'sr'K.'sssw .**. 
2  General  All SO activities must be planned and conducted 

;siibliiS
ror,StT!i^bSo!'1sihS1:ä >»»■-&•»* *«. 

domlsUc o? international law. or Policies of higher 
authority, can undermine necessary Public »f fJJ^""^ DOD 
support for US policy and programs "r^he confidence or uu 
ISmponents .no other Government •»»="« « ^e *fSOF sn0uld 

ssr su5^*t^^*?~:«iS&a isS0F 
SSKÄT; b.r.nceTer:een£tfot?cre?!e tiv -        fleg.l 
anSIoiily restraints.    Active participation by l^al 

m bi^ions Sara^r^i4^ÄE55- 
and those who support conventional commanders wno empioj 

Ihe Increasingly pervasive influence law ana policy have on 
the shaping of all military operations. 

3  Pennine. Broad-based legal review .of SO should be 

finding).  To the maximum «tent possible, potential 
inflicts between law and operations must be identified ana 
resolved in advance so that the SOF commander is not forced 
to choose between infringing the requirements of law or 
to cnou-B  .««.__ *nr iegg than successful mission 
POliCyi^h™ent  Such si?uationS Should occur infrequently, accomplishment.  Such situatio sensitive planning 

^•StÄSoS'S^ff-Sa of'legllly responsive C2. 
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4. Peacetime Considerations.  SO missions span the 
operational continuum.  The degree of flexibility within the 
law and directives varies along the continuum.  The laws and 
directives that apply to operations during peacetime are 
generally more complex and comprehensive than those that 
apply during war.  Some legal restraints may apply only 
during peacetime and some only during war.  Others apply only 
in the United States, overseas, or in certain countries. The 
application of many legal principles is so fact-specific that 
only the most general guidance can be given in a publication 
of this nature.  Familiarity with the references listed at 
the end of this appendix will facilitate legal review of 
operational planning and help answer questions that might 
arise during SO. AFR 28-3 contains a short checklist, and 
Annex AS6-3 of NWP-9 contains an extensive one.  However, 
checklists cannot substitute for review of operations by 
experienced attorneys and operational planners. 

5. Unique Aspects of so.  in addition to the many variables 
discussed above, SO frequently involve legal issues not 
routinely encountered in conventional operations.  Particular 
attention to these areas is warranted to ensure that vital 
working relationships with other agencies, DOD components, 
and foreign governments are preserved and that new 
restrictions are not imposed on SOF.  Examples of legal 
issues that may be encountered frequently in dealing with SO 
include, but are not limited to, the following: 

a. Intelligence activities addressed in Executive Order 
12333. 

b. Coordination of CT activities in the United States 
with the FBI as lead agency and overseas with the DOS as 
lead agency. 

c. The prohibition of direct participation in law 
enforcement activities while providing assistance to 
civilian law enforcement agencies during counterdrug 
operations and other policy-based restrictions in this 
area. 

d. The statutory authority (10 USC 2011) to use SOF 
operations and maintenance funds to train foreign forces, 
where the conduct of such training prepares SOF to 
perform validated SOF missions. 

e. The use of MFP-11 funds administered by USCINCSOC. 

f. The proper distribution of authority and 
responsibility for SOF within the Department of Defense 
under the provisions of 10 USC 167. 
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o.  The authority, responsibility, and procedures for 
approval, coordination, oversight, and reporting of SO 
intelligence activities and the management of Special 
Access Programs. 

h.  Procedures in DOD Directive S3321.1 for the 
coordination of PSYOP. 

i.  international agreements concerning theater search 
and rescue activities. 

j.  Legitimate sources of funding for humanitarian and 
civic assistance. 

k.  The entitlement of SOF to POW status under the Geneva 
Conventions.  Concern over POW status might justify a 
request for appropriate modifications to the rules ot 
engagement for such operations. 

Rpferences 

a. Executive Order 12333, "United States Intelligence 
Activities." 

b. DoD Regulation 5240.1-R, "Procedures Governing the 
Activities of DoD Intelligence Components That Affect 
United States Persons." 

c. DoD Directive 5525.5, "DoD Cooperation with Civilian 
Law Enforcement Officials." 

d. JCS SM-846-88, "Peacetime Rules of Engagement for US 
Forces." 

e. The Judge Advocate General's School, "U.S. Army, 
Operational Law Handbook." 

f  The Judge Advocate General's School, "U.S. Army, 
Operational Law (OPLAW) Deployment Checklist." 

a  U.S. Army War College, Center for Land Warfare, 
•Theater Planning and Operations for Low Intensity 
Conflict Environments." 

h.  FM 27-10, "The Law of Land Warfare." 

i.  DA PAM 27-161-2, "International Law, Vol II." 

j.  DA PAM 27-1, "Treaties Governing Land Warfare." 
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k.  NWP 9, FMFM 1-10, "The Commander's Handbook on the 
Law of Naval Operations." 

1.  AFP 110-31, "International Law—The Conduct of Armed 
Conflict and Air Operations." 

m.  AFP 110-34, "Commander's Handbook of the Law of Armed 
Conflict." 

n.  AFR 28-3, "USAF Operational Planning Process." 
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APPENDIX 0 

HEALTH SERVICE SUPPORT 

x.    pnrprur rnifl BcQPt.   J-his append ix |^^es
ge^r°J!rInrt°of 

the nature and requirements of HSS to SOF in g .R 

the complexity of medical £«*««;£ J~ «Is in joint 
particular.    The basic joint ferine for H* ^ ^ 
derations is discussed ^^^fthe functions of HSS,  the The following discussion presents t^ ^uncti ^ ^ 

&•£&£ Ä1 ££. SSTäT 
The 

doctrinal void. 

sites. 

2.    luol- The nature of SOF medi«g« l^f^sM^sslon 

problems to the ■»iSflnJ.S^S'K^SSl«» Planner "T or the level of "eaic.l """' |ne ~he  following paragraphs 
SS-S Jnese^ls^unct^onslsThey Ely to SOP. 

for medical evacuation of «"■""liJJS/ The most 
an appropriate medical treatment facility.   medicai 
desirable means of evacuation is by JJJ "rational 
evacuation aircraft; however, OPSEC ana ope     aircraft. 
requirements often dictate the «J« °J n?;™ vicinity of 
Ground evacuation should ^«JSnlna «•!■ «S rehearsal 
operational bases U-e.» local training a« 

s. 

a- -Tlltm^ar ^;em
atsS?'should SaSmtze^rof^he "" established HSS system, SOF shoulfl maxirn^     tneater, 

established evacuation system.  In an immat    medical 
or when operational considerations dictate, tne      ^ 

planner must be opportunistic »^PJJ gonil or 
other available P^tforms fromJhe ^e

a
mea^al%lanner 

logistic air flow.  ?;"e" "s" e len route so as not 
must attempt to Pro^ae

0
m^s?

a
me^cal support. Medical to degrade the 9roundJorcesmeaiMi  PP come from 

personnel accompanying the aircraft snou 
operational base assets.  Intratheater e a     urces, 
requir. the use of orgjnxc^sor aircraft JJ  configured 

tu. USAF aeromedica evacu t-^system.^ 
aeromedical evacuation sy»u either 
forward C-130 ^supply «"Jj«™ Coordination to obtain 
retrograde or a«Qi"Cuftion support is normally made 

^^^^S^^^^L cel110 the^ air 
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operations center (AOC). Depending on the operational 
situation and other theater requirements, an aeromedical 
evacuation liaison team could be deployed with SOF to 
provide an organic communications capability to 
coordinate SOF aeromedical evacuation requirements. 
Alternatively, a mobile aeromedical staging facility 
(MASF) could deploy with SOF to provide supportive care. 
A MASF is not intended to hold casualties for longer than 
2-6 hours.  MASFs are normally sited near runways or 
taxiways of airfields or FOBS used by tactical airlift 
aircraft to resupply combat forces. 

b.  M^Hiral Evnci'»*•*"" Policy.  The medical evacuation 
policy establishes the maximum noneffective period in 
days that patients may be hospitalized or convalesce 
within the theater. Casualties will be evacuated from 
the theater if they cannot return to duty within this 
period.  The evacuation policy can vary from 0 days when 
there are no in-theater assets, to 90 days or longer when 
a conventional HSS system is fully established. 
Convalescing SOF personnel may be able to perform light 
duties at the support base that will facilitate 
reconstitution of their teams.  SOF may require a 
separate evacuation policy to prevent personnel with 
critical specialties from being evacuated out of 
theater.  Generally, the SOF evacuation policy in a 
developed theater should be longer than that for 
conventional forces.  Proposed policy must be submitted 
through SOF command channels to the theater combatant 
commander for approval. The receiving MTF must also be 
informed.  Concurrent coordination with the theater 
command surgeon is required.  In an immature theater, the 
SOF medical planner must base the recommended evacuation 
policy on the mission, the assets that will be available 
to the operational area, available host-nation or 
third-nation medical treatment facilities, proximity to 
CONUS, and availability of evacuation resources. 

4.  Hospitalization.  SOF must rely on the conventional HSS 
system for definitive health care.  Even in undeveloped 
theaters, the SOF planner must coordinate with the 
appropriate medical channels for support of SOF and 
accompanying combatant indigenous personnel.  The planner 
should request that the theater command surgeon designs.e 
specific facilities where SOF casualties will be taken.  He 
must coordinate for a limited surgical resuscitation and 
holding facility at the support base (if necessary, a 
tailored package for sole support of SOF), organic air assets 
when USAF or Army medical evacuation resources cannot be 
employed for operational reasons, and USAF aeromedical 
evacuation assets for transportation to designated MTFs 
within the theater or to another theater or CONUS.  (The MTF 
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a. Medical Resupply. There are three methods of 
establishing a system for SOF medical supply. 

(1) Conventional HSS System.  During pre-mission 
planning, the medical planner must determine if there 
will be a conventional treatment facility with a 
medical logistics section near the support base.  If 
so, he must coordinate with that unit to establish a 
medical supply account. Since the conventional 
medical logistics system may be too slow to meet SOF 
needs, a list of rapidly depleted items should be 
established during mission planning and requested 
immediately after the supply account is established. 

(2) Pre-packaging.  In an immature theater, the SOF 
planner must establish a pre-packaged medical 
resupply system supported from CONUS base or an 
in-theater location. Resupply packages are based on 
the type and duration of the mission and the 
projected time before the conventional system will 
become functional. Contingency supplies will be 
prepackaged, stored, and maintained as outlined in a 
memorandum of understanding between SOF and the 
providing medical logistics agency, with the approval 
of the theater command surgeon. The planner must 
also coordinate the movement of the supplies and the 
frequency of shipment with the SOF logistic 
elements.  SOF transportation assets should be used 
whenever possible. The planner can convert to using 
the conventional system once it becomes functional. 
However, the pre-package system should be kept 
available for emergency or priority SOF needs for 
which the conventional system cannot respond. 

(3) Contingency.  When SOF are the only forces in 
the area of operations, the planner must establish an 
initial pre-packaged system and use the SOF 
nonmedical logistics system at the support base for 
medical resupply.  For meeting emergency needs, the 
planner should establish a system for resupply 
directly from CONUS or through the in-country SAO. 
The latter should also be asked to provide a list of 
HN medical logistics sanctioned for use by US forces 
in emergencies. » 

b. Management of Blood and Associated Class VIIIB 
Materiel. This category consists of blood products, 
volume expanders, and resuscitative fluids.  It is 
addressed separately because of special transport, 
storage, and use requirements. SOF relies primarily on 
volume expanders, and will seldom deploy with whole 
blood. Whole blood may be required in specific cases. 
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10.  Preventive Medicine.  Keeping SOF personnel healthy and 
disease free is critical to mission accomplishment. 
Preventable diseases and environmental injuries have caused 
more casualties than combat in every war and conflict 
throughout military history.  The austerity of SOF medical 
assets, absence of organic casualty evacuation and 
hospitalization capabilities, and importance of each 
individual's skills to the success of typically small SOF 
team missions all underscore the necessity for effective PM 
in SOF operations.  Although PM is a command responsibility, 
the medical planner must anticipate (during operations 
planning) commanders' PM needs and then ensure that 
appropriate PM information and expert advice will be 
available during their preparations for and execution of the 
operation.  The planner must initially coordinate with the 
theater command surgeon for guidance on projected PM 
requirements for specific operations being planned, since 
allocated SOF units will have to comply with that command's 
requirements when the plans are executed.  The planner's next 
step is to characterize the PM threat in the region through 
current medical intelligence.  The Armed Forces Medical 
Intelligence Center provides all-source medical intelligence 
(classified and unclassified) directly to requesters in a 
variety of formats and through several communications media. 
The Defense Pest Management Information Analysis Center 
provides detailed, location-specific information 
(unclassified) on all subjects relating to venomous animals 
and the prevention and control of insect-borne diseases 
(which comprise nearly two-thirds of the diseases of military 
importance worldwide). Analysis of the threat of food-borne, 
water-borne, and insect-borne diseases, venomous animals, and 
environmental hazards (e.g., heat and cold) should be 
accomplished by experienced PM personnel to identify the most 
appropriate countermeasures.  When qualified PM personnel are 
not immediately available to the planning headquarters, the 
planner can seek assistance from the theater command surgeon, 
USSOCOM command surgeon, and the theater Service command 
surgeon.  Planning considerations include immunization 
policy, chemoprophylaxis requirements, mandatory personal 
protective measures, and unit/team field sanitation and 
hygiene requirements.  These must be disseminated to 
subordinate units in directive format (i.e., a PM appendix to 
medical services OPLAN annex or PM policy messages).  This 
serves to emphasize PM as a responsibility of command, as 
well as to assist commanders by justifying priority 
acquisition of necessary PM equipment and materiel.  When SOF 
are employed in a mature theater, the planner must identify 
conventional PM units and teams supporting the theater and 
methods of requesting their assistance.  They can provide 
invaluable expert advice and assistance in solving specific 
PM problems, identifying actual and potential sources of 
disease, surveying for and controlling disease vector insects 
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capability.  A JFSOCC may receive medical augmentation 
with a Level II or III capability. 

d.  Level IV.  Casualties are treated in a general 
hospital staffed and equipped for general and specialized 
medical and surgical care.  Definitive surgery and 
recovery take place at this level.  SOF do not need a 
dedicated Level IV capability. 

13.  HSS Planning Considerations.  The six traditional 
pillars of HSS are wellness-fitness, prevention, far forward 
care, deployable hospitals, dedicated evacuation system, and 
CONUS support base.  Significantly, SOF lack deployable 
hospitals and a dedicated evacuation system.  Planners must 
evaluate the medical threat (heat, cold, altitude, water, 
food, disease, trauma, etc.) and arrange appropriate 
support.  Planning HSS for SOF is a continuous process 
beginning with the actual planning for the operation, 
premission training, deployment, employment, and redeployment 
(see Figure 0-1).  SOF medical planners must stay attuned to 
operational requirements as they materialize and change 
throughout the operation.  To provide comprehensive HSS and 
ensure mission success in a medically hostile environment, 
SOF medical planners must rely on flexibility, initiative, 
and innovation, as organic SOF medical capability is 
limited.  Planners must consider all available medical 
resources, to include HN support, and make maximum use of all 
available assets.  SOF medical planners must strive to follow 
the basic tenets of medical support—immediate stabilization 
as far forward as possible and expeditious evacuation. 
Coordination with medical planners from appropriate component 
Service and supporting command (e.g., USTRANSCOM) is 
essential in ensuring adequate HSS.  Recognizing SOF's 
inherent HSS shortfalls, SOF medical planners should address 
the following: 

a. Predeclovment SOF Medic Training.  SOF medics must be 
self-sufficient.  SOF medics, corpsmen, and PJs receive 
enhanced medical training that exceeds the level and 
scope of conventional medic training. After baseline 
training, sustainment training is essential. 

b. Preventive Medicine and Medical Intelligence.  The 
medical threat must be defined in detail, and medical 
intelligence must be available to decrease the likelihood 
of disease and nonbattle injury. 

c. synchronization. Medical planners must ensure the 
integration of SOF medical acti  ties with the activities 
of other supporting agencies.  -.1 particular, casualty 
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evacuation plans must be synchronized with the tactical 
and logistical air flows. 

rl  Close Preordination.  HSS of SOF is a closely 
Coordinated tSS« Sffft.  SOF medical personnel must be 
included in the operational planning process. 
Regimen?* and Shortfalls identified by these planners 
must be forwarded to the theater medical planner or 
surgeon for resolution. 

e OPSEC When the sensitivity of a particular mission 
reauireTcompartmented planning, the SOF medical planner 
wXs^m?? Requirement! through classified operational 

channels to the appropriate me^"X .CrTnuah LSOS 
coordination is usually accomplished through LNOs 
designated by the JFSOCC. 

f  MrTlirF1i Palatino.  Medical regulating is the system 
for coSrcinatinglnd controlling the timely «'«J^g 
casualties to the level of care best suited for providing 
the required treatment.  In a mature theater, medical 
regula?ing offices (nodes) at various medical command 
levels enlure the flow of casualties ^ appropriate MTF 
inside or outside theater (including COf^).  The fj* 
medical planner must determine the point of entry into 
?he HSS system for SOF casualties and h0«^,8"^?"?^ 
track them.  The conventional theater medl«J r^13^9 

system must be flexible and anticipate nonstandard, SOF 
medical regulating requirements. 

have an established conventional «SS system.  The JFSOCC must 
iLntifv critical shortfalls to the theater combatant 
commando? The th«?er surgeon can P^i^i^iSSicSl" 
to help the JFSOCC plan, identify, and resolve medica*  . 
snowfalls  If the theater surgeon cannot provide Pj»«?«« 
luppo", USCINCSOC may supply augmentation to support the 
«i»«ninA orocess  The JFSOCC's medical planner coordinates 
SäSSS'rSSSSLitrShSugh the SOJ3 and SOJ4 sections, who 
will forward requests to the theater surgeon's office for 
action. 

15  pianino in an ""^v*lftP^ Theater.  In undeveloped 
theaters conventional HSS systems are minimal or.absent. 
Mescal planners must tailor support packages commensurate 
witn the mission and attempt to provide all functional areas 
of HSS  From the onset of planning, SOF medical planners 
must coordinatehwi?n operatfonal «d logistic planners to 
ensure transportation and sustainment of medical assets, 
co^dinate resources, and identify JW"«1*;-*11 

undeveloped theaters, SOF medical Planners must be 
opportunistic and take full advantage of operational and 
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Battle casualties are normally fewer and the incidence of 
disease and malnutrition is often higher. 

d. Foreign Internal Defense.  Medical services have 
proven to be one of the most effective ways to gain 
popular support for the HN government. Medical 
assistance is constructive in nature and is generally 
welcomed rather than feared.  Medical assistance programs 
are requested by the HN government and may include 
providing medical treatment; education in basic sanitary 
procedures, hygiene, and preventive medicine; providing 
sanitary facilities, waste disposal, and controls; 
improving drinking water; and conducting immunization 
programs.  These activities are aimed at: 

(1) Improving basic standards of living and health. 

(2) Involving the local population. 

(3) Enhancing the prestige of local authorities. 

e. Counterterrorism.   HSS planning for CT involves 
studying the mission and the area of operations to 
determine medical requirements.  Equipment is kept to a 
minimum to support emergencies and routine illnesses. 
Special packing of the equipment is considered, 
especially for raid-type missions, to make essential 
items immediately accessible.  Permission medical 
training concentrates on emergency medical treatment, 
advanced trauma management, and treatment of mass 
casualties. 

17.  Civil Affairs Support to Health Services.  Within the CA 
community, public health officers and medical administrators 
can support health service activities by: 

a. Evaluating the HN medical and public health situation. 

b. Helping to improve or restore medical and public 
health infrastructure. 

c. Coordinating US military HSS with that of other US 
Government and nongovernment agencies. 

This support is administrative in nature and does not include 
applied medical practice. 
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APPENDIX P 

PERSONNEL FUNCTIONS 

1.  ?irr— »n* Scope.  This appendix provides information 
pertaining to JFSOCC personnel functions. 

r>  ronerai   Personnel considerations are an integral part 

111; HS-HSa^rSSs 
and validated during exercises. 

mUslonslo missions are often conducted out««. 

four primary functions of the SOJ1 »«strength ™P£^»»' 

discipline;  personnel actions  relating to op    at    na 

-is» bs irsrzÄM'S^^H^ 
hsSSi S ESS."UUonsiht ä 113""°° must occur to ensure Service systems meet SOF needs. 

a      Pfn^i  s*THHt» »»""rtino.    Personnel strength 
UporUng^SnouIa begin!pearly in the operation as 

fallow sufficient= Py'rjtl«» time    o^    fer 

S!merandenrmI?!r^ons?lerationJsLria1be- given to the 
HZA for  identifying special category personnel.     These 
;eport!ng ?^uirementsPshould be specified in «porting 
ins?ruc?ionsto subordinate units.    The JFSOCC must 
emphasize accurate and timely personnel reporting. 

tnolougSly undeStand each component Service casualty 
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reporting system, especially how component casualty data 
enters the system.  Casualty information is considered 
sensitive and should be protected until official next of 
kin (NOK) notification is complete.  NOK notification 
will be done by the respective Service.  SOF component 
commanders should ensure that the SOC SOJ1 and USSOCOM 
SOJ1 are addressed for information on all subordinate 
unit casualty messages. 

c. pppiarprnpnt Operations.  Replacement operations are a 
Service responsibility.  The JFSOCC, in coordination with 
the Service component commanders and the JFC, must ensure 
Service replacement operations sustain SOF operational 
readiness.  The low density of SO personnel and their 
lengthy train-up time may require a unit versus 
individual replacement plan. The S0J1 must continually 
monitor strength reports and personnel requisitions to 
ensure that the replacement flow is responsive to unit 
needs and does not degrade operational readiness. 

d. P»r,nnn«l Augmentation.  Theater SOCs should develop 
their augmentation requirements before operations begin, 
if possible.  Wartime headquarters manning for SO 
missions will normally require substantial augmentation. 
For example, the theater SOC of US Central Command grew 
from 32 to 280 personnel during Operations DESERT SHIELD 
and DESERT STORM.  This is a potential problem, as large 
numbers of new staff personnel unfamiliar with SO will 
hurt more than help, and detailing SOF personnel will 
degrade the capabilities of the losing unit. 

(1) Sources for ftugmentees. Augmentees may be 
Reserve component Individual Mobilization Augmentees 
who fill pre-designated positions, or they may be 
Active or Reserve component personnel who fill 
positions on an ad hoc basis.  Individual 
mobilization augmentees train in their designated 
positions to be familiar with the duties that they 
will perform following mobilization.  The JFSOCC may 
request or receive augmentation other than IMAs. 
They may come from SOF or other units within the 
theater or directly from the CONUS support base. 

(2) Training.  Staff augmentees must be trained. 
Clear, formal, SOPs are helpful.  Training should 
include familiarization with SO-related DOint and 
Service publications.  On-the-job training is helpful 
if time and personnel are available. When the 
situation does not permit formal training, the JFSOCC 
must have reliable quality controls to ensure that 
mistakes are identified and corrected. 
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APPENDIX Q 

DEPLOYMENT 

1. Purpose and Scope.  This appendix discusses deployment 
considerations unique to SOF.  It may be used by the JFSOCC 
staff and SOF component commanders to anticipate problems not 
evident within the body of published joint doctrine. 

2. General.  SOF deployments are coordinated through 
established JOPES procedures.  Joint Pub 5-03.1 is the 
primary reference for deployment planning and includes 
procedures for both deliberate planning and crisis action 
procedures.  Although procedures for deploying SOF are the 
same as those for conventional forces, planners must be aware 
of the unique aspects in planning and executing SOF 
deployments and must understand the roles that each SOF 
command plays in the deployment process. 

3. Force Modules.  To improve responsiveness to theater 
combatant commanders and enhance SOF deployment readiness, 
USSOCOM and its Service components have developed a range of 
force deployment modules.  Force deployment modules provide 
theater combatant commanders with flexible SOF deployment 
options consisting of over 50 complete SOF packages ranging 
in size from one SEAL platoon to an entire SF group.  In 
addition to the combat force, modules consist of combat 
support units, organic sustainment and C3 elements.  Force 
modules include both narrative information and TPFDD.  Force 
module narratives provide the lift requirements, force 
capability descriptions, explanation of operational or 
logistical limitations, and logistical support required from 
the theaters. Using the force module data base (located in 
the JOPES automated system), theater combatant commanders can 
do rapid course of action analysis and transportation 
feasibility estimates.  The TPFDD information can be 
transferred into the theater's deployment execution data base 
and used for controlling SOF deployment.  Although force 
deployment modules are an excellent starting point for 
planning, SOF modules will require force tailoring to match a 
specific mission.  Employment missions, basing facilities, 
expected duration of the contingency, etc., will drive 
changes to the size and composition of force modules. 

4. Deployment of Special Mission Units.  JOPES procedures 
are also used to deploy special mission units.  To enhance 
OPSEC, JOPES "limited access" procedures may be used to 
safeguard sensitive deployment data.  Limited access 
procedures provide a means to grant plan access to specific 
individuals within each command who have the requisite 
need-to-know.  SPECAT deployment data may be coordinated 
using JOPES limited access procedures in conjunction with 
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normal special handling procedures.  Special mission units 
may also require more precise delivery timetables than 
administrative deployments, particularly if they will be 
employed upon arrival in the objective area.  If precise 
delivery profiles or specific delivery platforms are needed, 
coordination among deploying task force, gaining theater 
commands, USSOCOM and USTRANSCOM will be required in addition 
to standard JOPES coordination procedures. 

5. Theater SOC Role in SOF Deployment.  The theater 
combatant commander determines the role of COMSOC in SOF 
deployments.  Normally, theater SOCs will plan the employment 
of SOF and make recommendations on the types of SO forces 
required to accomplish the mission.  When forces are selected 
for employment, this is the first step in the deployment 
planning process.  The deployment plan is then refined with 
selection of basing locations, phasing of forces into 
theater, and reception planning.  Close coordination between 
the theater combatant command and USSOCOM (for CONUS SOF) is 
critical to ensure the deployment plan supports the concept 
of operations and forces can meet delivery phasing.  The 
theater combatant commander may delegate the responsibility 
to coordinate SOF redeployments to the JFSOCC. 

6. USSOCOM Role in SOF npnlovments.  As a supporting 
combatant commander, USCINCSOC is responsible for 
coordinating deployments of CONUS SOF based on type of forces 
and phasing required by theater combatant commander. 
USCINCSOC determines which specific units will be tasked to 
meet the theater's force requirement and provides specific 
unit deployment data to the theater using the JOPES. When 
the Secretary of Defense authorizes deployment, USCINCSOC 
will issue deployment orders to subordinate component 
commanders, validate to the theater combatant commander that 
forces are prepared to deploy, validate that cargo and 
personnel data in the TPFDD are accurate, and track 
deployments in progress to ensure forces are delivered on 
schedule. USSOCOM also maintains and refines the SOF force 
deployment module data base in JOPES. 

7. USSOCOM Component Pole in SOF Deployments.  USSOCOM 
component commanders recommend specific units to meet theater 
force requirements and develop detailed deployment data in 
JOPES based on guidance from USCINCSOC and coordination with 
subordinate units. When deployment is authorized, component 
commanders provide specific deployment guidance to 
subordinate units, validate unit readiness to deploy and 
TPFDD accuracy to USSOCOM, and track deployments in 
progress. When airlift and sealift schedules are being    
developed, components may coordinate directly with USTRANSCOM 
on specific schedules and load configurations. Coordination 
with USTRANSCOM may not be used to revise deployment data 
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that USSOCOM has validated to theater commands. Components 
will also assist USSOCOM in maintaining respective portions 
of the force deployment module data base. 

8.  «™ nn-if Pole <« nomnvment.  SOF units just be P^pared 
to deploy äs directed by USSOCOM components and the unit s 
higher headquarters.  Unit commanders must devel°P.^t"^d 

Seployment data (equipment and personnel) "gP"^^ 
data to their USSOCOM component commander.  Changes to loafl 
data should not be made after the deployment data in JOPES 
Save been validated by USSOCOM to the theater combatant 
commander. Validation normally occurs 7 days before actual 
deolovment date for air movements (30 days before sea; to 
allow^^COM time to develop, lift „schedules  Any load 
chanaes within the "validation window" must be ijustifiea oy 
SSSSm and approved by the theater combatant command  Load 
changes will be considered only when there is a significant 
operational change requiring a new load plan. 
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APPENDIX R 

USERS EVALUATION REPORT 
ON JOINT PUB 3-05.3 

1. Users in the field are highly encouraged to directly submit 
comments on this pub. Please fill out and send "the 
following: Users' POC, unit address, and phone (DSN) number. 

2. Content 

a. Does the pub provide a conceptual framework for the 

topic?  . . — ~~ 

b.  Is the information provided accurate? What needs to 
be updated?  . —  

c.  Is the information provided useful? If not, how can 
it be improved? _ ■ ■  

d.  Is this pub consistent with other joint pubs' 

e. Can this pub be better organized for the best 
understanding of the doctrine and/or JTTP? How? 

3. Writing and Appearance 

a. Where does the pub need some revision to make the 
writing clear and concise? What words would you use? 

b.  Are the charts and figures clear and understandable? 
How would you revise them? ■ ■  

4.  Recommended urgent change(s) (if any) 

5.  Other. 

fi  Please fold and mail comments to the Joint Doctrine Center 
Udd"!Snal pages may be attached if desired) or FAX to DSN 
564-3990 or COMM (804) 444-3990. 
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AADC 
AAFES 
AAWC 
ABCCC 
ACA 
A/DACG 
ADCON 
ADP 
AFFOR 
AFSOB 
AFSOC 
AFSOD 
AFSOE 
AFSOF 
AIASA 

ALOC 
AMPN 
AO 
AOB 
AOC 
AOR 
APOD 
APOE 
ARFOR 
ARSOA 
ARSOC 
ARSOF 
ARSOTF 
ASUWC 
ASWC 
ATO 
AUTODIN 
AWACS 

BLS 

C2 
C3 
C4 
C4I 

CA 
C-E 
CHOP 
CI 

GLOSSARY 

PART I-ABBREVIATIONS AND ACRONYMS 

^f^/Ä-^S e»tr.l ,roup 
administrative control 
automatic data processing 
Air Force forces w-«.a JSJ Force special ojjr.txon. base 

fir FoTcI sptci  oTeratioTs detachment 
Air Force special operations element 
Air Force special operations ««£■<._ 
AnnuaTlntelrated Assessment of Security 

Assistance     ,  ..*„„- 
air lines of communications 
amplification 
area of operations 
advanced operations base       . 
air operations center (Air Force) 
area of responsibility 
aerial port of debarkation 
aerial port of embarkation 

^special operations aviation 
ArmS special operations component 
Arm? special operations ^"es 
£? special operations task force 
antisurface warfare commander <NavY> 
antisubmarine warfare commander (Navy) 

auUaStJcnda0trad?nformation network 
airborne warning and control system 

beach landing site 

^•sSrSiS=SSÄ,Ä colters 
SSS: coSt"!: Tolunictions.  computers. 

and intelligence 
civil  affairs communications-electronics 
change of operational control 
counterintelligence 
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CIA 
CINC 
CJCS 
CLIPS 
CMTS 
COCOM 
COMAFFOR 
COMAFSOC 

COMSEC 
COMSOC 
COMSOCCENT 
CONPLAN 
CONUS 
CP 
CRRC 
CSAR 
CT 
CWC 

DA 
DAO 
DCS 
DDS 
DFT 
DIA 
DIRLAUTH 
DMA 
DOD 
DODAAC 
DODAAF 
DOS 
DSAA 
DTG 
DZ 

EALT 
E&E 
EEI 
EMCON 

FAD 
FARP 
FBI 
FID 
FLIR 
FM 
FNS 
FOB 
FSB 

Central Intelligence Agency 
commander in chief (of a combatant command) 
Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff 
Communications Link Interface Plannxng System 
comments 
Combatant Command (command authority) 
commander, Army forces 
commander, Air Force special operations 

component 
communications security 
commander, special operations command 
Commander, Special Operations Command, Central 
operation plan in concept format 
continental United States 
command post 
combat rubber raiding craft 
combat search and rescue 
counterterrorism 
composite warfare commander (Navy) 

direct action 
defense attache office 
Defense Communications System 
dry deck shelter 
deployment for training 
Defense Intelligence Agency 
direct liaison authorized 
Defense Mapping Agency 
Department of Defense 
DOD activity address code 
DOD activity address file 
Department of State 
Defense Security Assistance Agency 
date-time group 
drop zone 

earliest anticipated launch time 
evasion and escape 
essential elements of information 
emission control 

force activity designator 
forward arming and refueling point 
Federal Bureau of Investigation 
foreign internal defense 
forward-looking infrared 
frequency modulation 
foreign nation support 
forward operations base 
forward staging base 
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GENSER 
GMT 
GW 

HAHO 
HALO 
HF 
HN 
HNS 
HPMSK 
HSS 
HUMINT 
HQ 

IDCA 
IFF 
IG 
IMA 
IOM 
IPA 
IR 
ISB 
ISSA 

JCEOI 

JCSE 
JFACC 
JFC 
JFMCC 
JFSOCC 

JIC 
JIOP 
JMETL 
JOC 
JOPES 
JPO 
JRCC 
JSCP 
JSOA 
JSOAC 
JSOACC 

JSOTF 
JSPS 
JTCB 
JTF 
JTIC 
JTTP 
JULLS 

general service 
Greenwich mean time 
guerrilla warfare 

high-altitude high-opening parachute technique 
high-altitude low-opening parachute technique 
high frequency 
host nation 
host nation support 
high priority mission support kit 
health service support 
human resources intelligence 
headquarters 

International Development Cooperation Agency 
identification, friend or foe 
inspector general 
individual mobilization augmentee 
installation, operation, and maintenance 
intelligence production agency 
infrared 
intermediate staging base 
inter-Service support agreement 

joint communications-electronics operations 
instructions 

Joint Communications Support Element 
Joint Force Air Component Commander 
Joint Force Commander 
Joint' Force Maritime Component Commander 
Joint Force Special Operations Component 

Commander 
joint intelligence center 
joint interface operational procedures 
joint mission-essential task list 
joint operations center 
Joint Operation Planning and Execution System 
joint petroleum office 
joint rescue coordination center 
Joint Strategic Capabilities Plan 
joint special operations area 
Joint Special Operations Air Component 
Joint Special Operations Air Component 

Commander 
joint special operations task force 
Joint Strategic Planning System 
joint targeting coordination board 
joint task force 
joint transportation intelligence center 
joint tactics, techniques, and procedures 
Joint Universal Lessons Learned System 
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KW 

LAN 
LNO 
LRC 
LZ 

MAGTF 
MARFOR 
MASF 
MCA 
METL 
MEU(SOC) 

MFP 
MHE 
MI CON 
MITASK 
MOB 
MOS 
MPA 
MRE 
MSC 
MSL 
MSPF 
MSR 
MTF 
MTT 

NAVFOR 
NAVSOC 
NAVSOF 
NAVSPECWARCOM 
NBC 
NCA 
NCO 
NEO 
NFA 
NIST 
NLT 
NMET 
NOK 
NRT 
NSA 
NSW 
NSWG 
NSWTG 
NSWTU 
NSWU 
NVG 

kilowatt 

local area network 
liaison officer 
logistics readiness center 
landing zone 

Marine air-ground task force 
Marine Corps forces 
mobile aeromedical staging facility- 
mission concept approval 
mission-essential task list 
Marine expeditionary unit (special 

operations capable) 
major force program 
materials handling equipment 
mission concept 
mission tasking 
main operations base 
military occupational specialty 
mission planning agent 
meal, ready-to-eat 
mission support confirmation 
mean sea level 
maritime special purpose force 
mission support request 
medical treatment facility 
mobile training team 

Navy forces 
naval special operations component 
Navy special operations forces 
Naval Special Warfare Command 
nuclear, biological, and chemical 
National Command Authorities 
noncommissioned officer 
noncombatant evacuation operations 
no-fire area 
national intelligence support team 
not later than 
Naval Mobile Environmental Teams 
next of kin 
near-real-time 
National Security Agency 
Naval Special Warfare 
Naval Special Warfare Group 
Naval Special Warfare Task Group 
Naval Special warfare Task Unit 
Naval Special Warfare Unit 
night vision goggles 
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OB 
OCONUS 
ODA 
ODB 
OIR 
OPCON 
OPLAN 
OPLAW 
OPORD 
OPSEC 
OPSUM 
OSS 

PAO 
PIR 
PJ 
PLS 
PLT 
PM 
POAS 
POD 
POE 
POL 
POLAD 
POW 
PRC 
PRT 
PSYOP 
PWRS 
PZ 

RAST 
RC 
RCC 
REQCONF 
RFA 
RFI 
RGR 
ROE 
RZ 

SAO 
SAP 
SAR 
SATCOM 
SBR 
SBU 
SCI 
SCIF 
SDV 

order of battle       fl„4l.Äli C4.at-es outside the continental United States 
operational detachment-Alpha 
operational detachment-Bravo 
other intelligence requirements 
operational control 
operation plan 
operational law 
operation order 
operations security- 
operation summary 
Office of Strategic Services 

public affairs office(r) 
priority intelligence requirements 
individual pararescue specialist 
personnel locator system 
platoon 
preventive medicine 
PSYOP Automation System 
port of debarkation 
port of embarkation 
petroleum, oils, and lubricants 
political advisor 
prisoner of war        „«„«.,.«1 
population and resources control 
pararescue team 
psychological operations 
pre-positioned war reserve stock 
pickup zone 

recovery, assist, secure, and traverse 
Reserve component 
rescue coordination center 
request confirmation 
restricted fire area 
request for information 
ranger 
rules of engagement 
recovery zone 

security assistance office 
special access program 
search and rescue 
satellite communications 
special boat squadron 
special boat unit 
sensitive compartmented information 
stnlitive compartmented information facility 
SEAL delivery vehicle 
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SEAL 
SERE 
SF 
SFOB 
SFOD-A/B/C 
SHF 
SI 
SID 
SIGINT 
SITREP 
SJA 
SMU 
SO 
SOA 
SOC 
SOCA 
SOCCE 
SOCCT 
SOCP 
SOCRATES 

SODARS 
SOF 
SOG 
SOI 
SOLE 
SOLL 
SOMPF 
SOP 
SOS 
SOSB 
SOSC 

SOW 
SOWT/TE 

SPECAT 
SR 
SSO 
STAR 
STICS 

STS 
STT 
STU 
STWC 

sea-air-land (team) 
survival/ evasion, resistance, and escape 
Special Forces 
Special Forces operations base 
Special Forces operational detachment-A/B/C 
super high frequency 
special intelligence 
secondary imagery dissemination 
signals intelligence 
situation report 
staff judge advocate 
special mission unit 
special operations 
special operations aviation 
special operations command 
special operations communications assembly 
special operations command and control element 
special operations combat control team 
special operations communication package 
Special Operations Command, Research, Analysis 

and Threat Evaluation System 
Special Operations Debrief and Retrieval System 
special operations forces 
special operations group 
signal operating instructions 
special operations liaison element 
special operations low-level 
special operations mission planning folder 
standard operating procedure 
special operations squadron 
special operations support battalion 
special operations support command (theater 

army) 
special operations wing 
special operations weather team/tactical 

element 
special category 
special reconnaissance 
special security office 
surface-to-air recovery (Fulton) 
scalable transportable intelligence 

communications system 
special tactics squadron * 
special tactics team 
secure telephone unit 
strike warfare commander (Navy) 

TACC 
TACON 
TACSAT 

tactical air command center (Marine) 
tactical control 
tactical satellite (communications) 
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TASOSC 
TIP 
TNAPS 
TOC 
TOT 
TPFDD 
TTP 

UHF 
UNAAF 
USAF 
USAID 

USASOC 
USIA 
USC 
USCINCCENT 
USCINCSOC 

USMTF 
USSOCOM 
USTRANSCOM 
UTM 
UW 

VHF 
VIP 
WRM 
WRSK 
WWMCCS 

Theater Army Special Operations Support Command 
target intelligence package 
Tactical Network Analysis and Planning System 
tactical operations center 
time on target 
time-phased force and deployment data 
tactics, techniques, and procedures 

ultra-high frequency 
unified action armed forces 
United States Air Force 
United States Agency for International 

„n&rSSKf A«, special Operations Cornel 
United States information Agency 
United States Code 
Commander in Chief, US Central Command 
Commander in Chief, US Special Operations 

Command 
United States message text format 
United States Special Operations Command 
United States Transportation Command 
universal transverse mercator 
unconventional warfare 

very high frequency 
very important person 
war reserve materiel 
war reserve spares kit        ~„„i.,.rtl ev«.tem Worldwide Military Command and Control System 
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PART II-TERMS AND DEFINITIONS 

administrative control.  Direction or exercise of authority 
over subordinate or other organizations in respect to 
administrative matters such as personnel management, supply, 
services, and other matters not included in the operational 
missions of the subordinate or other organizations.  (Joint 
Pub 1-02) 

advanced operations base.  In special operations, a small 
temporary base established near or within a joint special 
operations area to command, control, and/or support training 
or tactical operations.  Facilities are normally austere. 
The base may be ashore or afloat.  If ashore, it may include 
an airfield or unimproved airstrip, a pier, or an anchorage. 
An advanced operations base is normally controlled and/or 
supported by a main operations base or a forward operations 
base.  Also called AOB. (Approved for inclusion in the next 
edition of Joint Pub 1-02) 

Air Force special operations base.  That base, airstrip, or 
other appropriate facility that provides physical support to 
Air Force special operations forces.  The facility may be 
used solely to support Air Force special operations forces or 
may be a portion of a larger base supporting other 
operations.  As a supporting facility, it is distinct from 
the forces operating from or being supported by it.  Also 
called AFSOB.  (Joint Pub 1-02) 

Air Force special operations component.  The Air Force 
component of a joint force special operations component. 
Also called AFSOC.  (Joint Pub 1-02) 

Air Force special operations detachment.  A squadron-size 
headquarters, which could be a composite organization 
composed of different Air Force special operations assets. 
The detachment is normally subordinate to an Air Force 
special operations component, joint special operations task 
force, or joint task force, depending upon size and duration 
of the operation. Also called AFSOD.  (Joint Pub 1-02) 

Air Force special operations element.  An element-size Air 
Force special operations headquarters.  It is normally 
subordinate to an Air Force special operations component or 
detachment, depending upon size and duration of the 
operation.  Also called AFSOE.  (Approved for inclusion in 
the next edition of Joint Pub 1-02) 
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S.-ÄS sss?.h c ä^Srir^^^sssi" 
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Pub 5-0.) 
..Me.r,«rl». defensive measures usea to reduce th^  ^ 

S.?UlliiiS.xfr.1.l1i*;-Ur^iSSrjSiSt Pub x-02) 

system,  or activity.     (Joint Pub 1-02) 

continuous opwition.    It con^"^ |f fec
m ;rea stuaies an« 

„fblr'sourcesTrioftolemp?oy»'en?U1  (Joint Pub 1-02, 
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(Joint Pub 1-02) 
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automatic resupply.  A resupply mission fully planned before 
insertion of a special operations team into the operations 
area that occurs at a prearranged time and location, unless 
changed by the operating team after insertion.  (Approved for 
inclusion in the next edition of Joint Pub 1-02) 

bare base.  A base having minimum essential facilities to 
house, sustain, and support operations to include, if 
required, a stabilized runway, taxiways, and aircraft parking 
areas. A bare base must have a source of water that can be 
made potable. Other requirements to operate under bare base 
conditions form a necessary part of the force package 
deployed to the bare base.  (Approved for inclusion in the 
next edition of Joint Pub 1-02) 

beach landing site.  A geographic location selected for 
across-the-beach infiltration, exfiltration, or resupply 
operations.  Also called BLS.  (Joint Pub 1-02) 

blind transmission.  Any transmission of information that is 
made without expectation of acknowledgment.  (Joint Pub 1-02) 

campaign plan.  A plan for a series of related military 
operations aimed to accomplish a common objective, normally 
within a given time and space.  (Joint Pub 1-02) 

capability.  The ability to execute a specified course of 
action.  (A capability may or may not be accompanied by an 
intention.)  (Joint Pub 1-02). 

cell-  Small group of individuals who work together for 
clandestine or subversive purposes.  (Joint Pub 1-02) 

civil affairs.  The activities of a commander that establish, 
maintain, influence, or exploit relations between military 
forces and civil authorities, both governmental and 
nongovernmental, and the civilian populace in ä friendly, 
neutral, or hostile area of operations in order to facilitate 
military operations and consolidate operational objectives. 
Civil affairs may include performance by military forces of 
activities and functions normally the responsibility of local 
government.  These activities may occur prior to, during, or 
subsequent to other military actions.  They may also*occur, 
if directed, in the absence of other military operations. 
(Joint Pub 1-02) 

clandestine operation.  An operation sponsored or conducted 
by governmental departments or agencies in such a way as to 
assure secrecy or concealment.  A clandestine operation 
differs from a covert operation in that emphasis is placed on 
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4-v,or t-han on concealment of 

joint Pub 1-02) military elements of 

c-Uti»«^ iJSST.'SS^^^^"'  some 
nations that have «™?° pub j.02) 
specific purpose.  (Joint ^ 

force can accomplish by      inclusion in the next ea 
of that force.  Wpro 

. ._•_!. Buh 1—02) of Joint Pub 1-02) „„„.transferable 

Coi^m^COl^ä^f^^ntfw^« 10' "n"i£
SuniIieo or 

specified combatant ««»ands  fSSSt«.t Commander to 
authority) is 'h«»^Sl"f command over assigned forces 
perform those functions °* =° ing commands and forces, 
involving ™?iz%»,V£ti£  objeltives, and giving 
assigning tasks, °e"0"a""' ,u aspects of military 

"ll authority to organize and WW^    assigned 

ss.ss.-ssrsiss'ss.'0«"« « «» 
artrtJOntalJ«--    * equTpped*« -stablisnSanaeoperate 

aircraft control fac*«™t pub ^02) 
airborne operation.  (Joint ^  ^ ^ 

. _  • _a-  B..K  1-fl2^ (joint Pub 1-02) 

ffilSÜr^rU« count.rterrorism (»««sive^asur« ^ 
HP s.Vrrrr!sm\nnr,houf thlTntire threat spectrum. 

(joint Pub 1-02) 
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rmimanfl ™* control. The exercise of authority and direction 
b£2 properly designated commander over assigned forces in 
tne accomplishment of the mission.  Command and control 
functions are performed through an arrangement of personnel, 
equipment, communications, facilities, and procedures 
employed by a commander in planning, directing, coo^^n^ng' 
and controlling forces and operations in the accomplishment 
of the mission.  (Joint Pub 1-02) 

command confrnl - comm11Tp cations. and COmPHtffr Systems. 
In?2g?Sted sysiems of doctrine, procedures, organizational 
structures, personnel, equipment, facilities, and 

communications designed to support a commander ^ exercise of 
command and control, through all phases of the opRational 
continuum. Also called C4 systems.  (Joint Pub 1-02) 

rnnm,on «Prvirina. That function performed by one Military 
Service in support of another Military Service for which 
reimbursement is not required from the Service receiving 
support.  See also servicing.  (Joint Pub 1-02) 

conrnarrmentation.  1.  Establishment and management of an 
organization so that information about the personnel, 
internal organization, or activities of one componentJ-f ™de 
available to any other component only to the extent required 
for the performance of assigned duties.  2.  Effects or 
relief and drainage upon avenues of approach so as to Produce 
areas bounded on at least two sides by terrain features such 
as woods, ridges, or ravines that limit observation or 
observed fire into the area from points °utsl2« t*0 "«J8*. n,* 
(Approved for inclusion in the next edition of Joint Pub 1-02) 

^promise.  The known or suspected exposure of clandestine 
personnel? installations, or other assets or of classified 
information or material, to an unauthorized person.  (Joint 
Pub 1-02) 

rfnr,oT,Hnnai forces.  Those forces capable J* «»«"«I*
11« 

operations using nonnuclear weapons.  (Joint PuD 1-02; 

rmm^rdruQ.  Those active measures taken to detect, monitor, 
and counter the production, trafficking, and use of* illegal 
drugs. Also called CD.  (Joint Pub 1-02) 

ronn^rincniroencv. Those military, paramilitary, political, 
economicrpsychological, and civic actions taken by a 
government to defeat insurgency.  (Joint Pub 1-02) 
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s-srsft. ffssasra-ffl--*-»- - 

5i-"rs äS s« Sä"-'" concealment °* iden*iP* °ved for inclusion in the next 
of the operation.  (APPJ- 
edition of Joint Pub 1-02) Military 

reimbursement is IJg^JJ) 

ää sssin's*prejuaicial" interests.     (Joint Pub 1-02) 
i      The JOPES process  involving  the 

nulitirrntr r1?nninq-     1#     t?««« olans for contingencies 

.VPios and in accordance witn w       .       inQ process for rne 
ir„Ugic Planning System.    2.    A Pl^nl0?ees „a resource» 
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and are Pr°P°5?" ^nh 5-0 ) Pub 1-02 by Joint Pub 5-0.) Pub 1-02 Dy Join*- ■■-  

obstructions.  (Joint ruo x 
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deployment order« A crisis-action planning directive from 
the Secretary of Defense, issued by the Chairman of the Joint 
Chiefs of Staff, that authorizes and directs the transfer of 
forces between combatant commands by reassignment or 
attachment.  A deployment order normally specifies the 
authority that the gaining combatant commander will exercise 
over the transferred forces.  (This definition is provided 
for information and is proposed for inclusion in the next 
edition of Joint Pub 1-02 by Joint Pub 5-0.) 

direct actinp.  Short-duration strikes and other small-scale 
offensive actions by special operations forces to seize, 
destroy, capture, recover, or inflict damage on designated 
personnel or materiel.  In the conduct of these operations, 
special operations forces may employ raid, ambush, or direct 
assault tactics; emplace mines and other munitions; conduct 
standoff attacks by fire from air, ground, or maritime 
platforms; provide terminal guidance for precision-guided 
munitions; and conduct independent sabotage. Also called 
DA.  (Joint Pub 1-02) 

drv deck shpHpr.  A shelter module that attaches to the hull 
of a specially configured submarine to provide the submarine 
with the capability to launch and recover special operations 
personnel, vehicles, and equipment while submerged.  The dry 
deck shelter provides a working environment at one atmosphere 
for the special operations element during transit and has 
structural integrity to the collapse depth of the host 
submarine.  Also called DDS.  (Approved for inclusion in the 
next edition of Joint Pub 1-02) 

earliest anticipated launch tim».  The earliest time expected 
for a special operations tactical element and its supporting 
platform to depart the staging or marshalling area together 
en route to the operations area. Also called EALT.  (Joint 
Pub 1-02) 

emergency resupply. A resupply mission that occurs based on 
a predetermined set of circumstances and time interval should 
radio contact not be established or, once established, is 
lost between a special operations tactical element and its 
base.  See also automatic resupply.  (Approved for inclusion 
in the next edition Joint Pub 1-02) 

evasion and escape.  The procedures and operations whereby 
military personnel and other selected individuals are enabled 
to emerge from an enemy-held or hostile area to areas under 
friendly control.  (Joint Pub 1-02) 
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Sf KUi: K;uS'5.?K?rÄT1,ct- inaiviauals to 
friendly control.  (Joint Pub 1-02) 

i   An order issued by the Chairman of the 
fTfnil-f ?rder.  1.  An order issue  y        direction of 

Sins Äiur«3Sj-N5S s\s%&-- 
-»LMO..     The  remov»! of^scnneX or units  rrom areas 
under enemy control.     (Joint Pub 1  02j 

fnrrinn inters "^"g:v ^„rfn'any 5 che'ecUon"3 

military agencies of « »      ££!SLi? ?« free ana protect its 
ircUirfr-suS^^o^MSresress^anrrnsurgency.     (Joint 
Pub  1-02) 
fnnrnrfl nrmnn.nnflYPfnpnno geint.    A tenporary facility. ^ 

refuel and rearm simultaneously,    AISO 

Pub 1-02) 

fjn.nrn orations base-in^^r'afioat'that'is 
usually located in triendly *,*"t?!jt°*1 or communications 

component headquarters or a "»"?' "ij,,.    Ai5o called 
?Srr<ApPprovM ;„5SiS'StiS,»5S"-ltio. or uoint 
Pub 1-02) 
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functional component commanfl.  A command normally, but not 
necessarily, composed of forces of two or more Services which 
may be established in peacetime or war to perform particular 
operational, missions that may be of short duration or may 
extend over a period of time.  (Joint Pub 1-02) 

guerrilla force.  A group of irregular, predominantly 
indigenous personnel organized along military lines to 
conduct military and paramilitary operations in enemy-held, 
hostile, or denied territory.  (Joint Pub 1-02) 

guerrilla warfare.  Military and paramilitary operations 
conducted in enemy held or hostile territory by irregular, 
predominantly indigenous forces.  (Joint Pub 1-02) 

humanitarian assistance.  Programs conducted to relieve or 
reduce the results of natural or manmade disasters or other 
endemic conditions such as human pain, disease, hunger, or 
privation that might present a serious threat to life or that 
can result in great damage to or loss of property. 
Humanitarian assistance provided by* US forces is limited in 
scope and duration.  The assistance provided is designed to 
supplement or complement the efforts of the host nation civil 
authorities or agencies that may have the primary 
responsibility for providing humanitarian assistance.  (Joint 
Pub 1-02) 

humanitarian and civic assistance.  Assistance to the local 
populace provided by predominantly US forces in conjunction 
with military operations and exercises.  This assistance is 
specifically authorized by title 10, United States Code, 
section 401, and funded under separate authorities. 
Assistance provided under these provisions is limited to (1) 
medical, dental, and veterinary care provided in rural areas 
of a country; (2) construction of rudimentary surface 
transportation systems; (3) well drilling and construction of 
basic sanitation facilities; and (4) rudimentary construction 
and repair of public facilities. Assistance must fulfill 
unit training requirements that incidentally create 
humanitarian benefit to the local populace.  (Approved for 
inclusion in the next edition of Joint Pub 1-02) 

in eztremis.  A situation of such exceptional urgency that 
immediate action must be taken to minimize imminent loss of 
life or catastrophic degradation of the political or military 
situation.  (Joint Pub 1-02) 
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4„fin-ration  1.  The movement through or into an area or 

usea in connection vith the enemy, it infers that «n«c* *|r 
avoiaea. 2. in intelligence usage, placing an agent or otner 

p^son in a target ««i"e
h°S^n£

r,uaraea l?n.?"Lthoc- 
i?V?n£?ltratiln Ire:£lDUc* (clanaestine); grey, (through 
!egafcrossing Polni but unaer false aocumentation); white 
(legal).  (Joint Pub 1-02) 

*lStea^ÄÄ^^ 
conflict.  (Joint Pub 1-02) 

mission planning. 

iiSTtPi» i-iS Jo^naVclepr^vicef pother 

-st^s STf^-'liÄ^-iSS^^yS2 Mhen 
information or services can be exchanged directly «fl 

satisfactorily between them and/or their users. The degree 
"interoperability should be defined when referring to 
specific cases.  (Joint Pub 1-02) 

support to another Military &«vi« y* « „uararfSr «n an action can be recurring or nonrecurring in character on an 
installation, area, or worldwide basis.  (Joint Pub 1-02) 

<„ i»r forces. Armed individuals or groups who are not 
mem^ersof thfregular armed forces, police, or other 
internal security forces.  (Joint Pub 1-02) 

■inint fnrrr nir ^IT1P"nent ™"™a"der.  The joint force air 

rorce *-""".  ffl:..:ons direct coordination among his 

SrS« .     '  «Lancer will normally flesignate a 
™o!nt force ai'r component commanaer. The joint force air 
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component commander's responsibilities will be assigned by 
the joint force commander (normally these would include, but 
not be limited to, planning, coordination, allocation, and 
tasking based on the joint force commander's apportionment 
decision).  Using the joint force commander's guidance and 
authority, and in coordination with other Service component 
commanders and other assigned or supporting commanders, the 
joint force air component commander will recommend to the 
joint force commander apportionment of air sorties to various 
missions or geographic areas.  Also called JFACC.  (Joint Pub 
1-02) 

joint force commander. A general term applied to a commander 
authorized to exercise Combatant Command (command authority) 
or operational control over a joint force.  Also called JFC. 
(Joint Pub 1-02) 

joint force land component commander.  The commander within a 
unified command, subordinate unified command, or joint task 
force responsible to the establishing commander for making 
recommendations on the proper employment of land forces, 
planning and coordinating land operations, or accomplishing 
such operational missions as may be assigned.  The joint 
force land component commander is given the authority 
necessary to accomplish missions and tasks assigned by the 
establishing commander.  The joint force land component 
commander will normally be the commander with the 
preponderance of land forces and the requisite command and 
control capabilities.  Also called JFLCC.  (Joint Pub 1-02) 

joint force maritime component commander.  The commander 
within a unified command, subordinate unified command, or 
joint task force responsible to the establishing commander 
for making recommendations on the proper employment of 
maritime forces and assets, planning and coordinating 
maritime operations, or accomplishing such operational 
missions as may be assigned.  The joint force maritime 
component commander is given the authority necessary to 
accomplish missions and tasks assigned by the establishing 
commander.  The joint force maritime component commander will 
normally be the commander with the preponderance of maritime 
forces and the requisite command and control capabilities. 
Also called JFMCC.  (Joint Pub 1-02) 

joint force special operations component commander.  The 
commander within a unified command, subordinate unified 
command, or joint task force responsible to the establishing 
commander for making recommendations on the proper employment 
of special operations forces and assets, planning and 
coordinating special operations, or accomplishing such 
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operational missions as may be assigned  The ^oint force 
special operations component commander is g assigned by the 
necessary to accomplish m""°"s

n^
nf0^f |Pe"al operations establishing commander  Thejoint force special op 

component commander will normally °e ™e commana      isite 
preponderance of special operations *°*c« ■*"; JFIOCC 
command and control capabilities. Also called JFSOCC. 
(Joint Pub 1-02) 

. . ^    •...:.,„  Thai- function performed by a jointly 

sshs^s^^'iet^!1- srrt o£ tMO OI more 
Military Services.  (Joint Pub 1-02) 

~SSÄ-^-Sä" Sä ssM £«hl-i9nea coordinate,   allocate,   task,.control,   and support the a      g 

°a?scarerenIire"-.ctior^issioror^y-be extensive enough to 

SE^w-sss ^ nÄsrsnicSfs-t. 
the next edition of Joint Pub 1-02) 

J ""■!,.eo'of'spec^fopeU^uufts  fAreThan'onf compose« of J*""1 J£l"J? , specific special operation or 
pfosecu^spTcf.l operations in Support of a theater canpaxqn 
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or other operations.  The joint special operations task force 
may have conventional nonspecial operations units assigned or 
attached to support the conduct of specific missions.  Also 
called JSOTF.  (Joint Pub 1-02) 

low visihilitv operations.  Sensitive operations wherein the 
political-military restrictions inherent in covert and 
clandestine operations are either not necessary or not 
feasible; actions are taken as required to limit exposure of 
those involved and/or their activities.  Execution of these 
operations is undertaken with the knowledge that the action 
and/or sponsorship of the operation may preclude plausible 
denial by the initiating power.  (Joint Pub 1-02) 

main operations base.  In special operations, a base 
established by a joint force special operations component 
commander or a subordinate special operations component 
commander in friendly territory to provide sustained command 
and control, administration, and logistic support to special 
operations activities in designated areas. Also called MOB. 
(Approved for inclusion in the next edition of Joint Pub 1-02) 

mission planning aoent.» The subordinate special operations 
force commander designated by the joint force special 
operations component commander to validate, plan, and execute 
a particular special operations mission. Also called MPA. 

mission tasking.«  A directive that assigns a mission to a 
subordinate commander, provides essential planning guidance, 
and directs the initiation of mission planning. A mission 
tasking may be issued as a warning order, planning order, 
alert order, or execute order. Also called MITASK. 

National Command Authorities.  The President and the 
Secretary of Defense or their duly deputized alternates or 
successors.  Commonly referred to as NCA.  (Joint Pub 1-02) 

naval mobile environmental team.  A team of naval personnel 
organized, trained, and equipped to support maritime special 
operations by providing weather, oceanography, mapping, 
charting, and geodesy support. Also called NMET.  (Joint Pub 
1-02) 

naval special warfare.  A specific term describing a 
designated naval warfare specialty and covering operations 
generally accepted as being unconventional in nature and, in 
many cases, covert or clandestine in character.  These 
operations include using specially trained forces assigned to 
conduct unconventional warfare, psychological operations, 
beach and coastal reconnaissance, operational deception 
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operations, count.rin.urg.ncy oper«tion.» co.jt.J J^c" 
interdiction, and certain special tactical intellig 
collection operations ^t are in addition       t  and 

intelligence functions n?™"J T« J9SS»tile environment.  Also 
conducting special operations in a hostile en 
called NSW.  (Joint Pub 1-02) 

component Navy forces designated by the secrer. J 
that are specifically organized, trained, and     P ^ 
conduct and support special operations, 
forces or NAVSOF.  (Joint Pub 1-02) 

n^^^^i-f^ffh3^!• n,Sa?"Ä Selves"« 

forces and administratively »UFF»    combatant commanders, 
warfare units assigned to th« ^••*« J?™£ direction and 
The group staff provides 9eneraJ °P*"*d™ate units.  A naval 
coordinates the activities of ^s

0!
u^^^rgIniSing to meet a 

special warfare group is capable of task-organizing 
wide variety of requirements.  Also called NSWG.  Appro 
for inclusion in the next edition of Joint PUD A "*> 

nn»m ^ri al Wiirf "V"» «jPg^i.? wa^rfareTask unit, 

A« SSTtSS loZS: ÄA!ioacti!eni^. 
?JK^lror°fi^«.!S^. ^nex^edi^on of Joint Pub 1-02, 

special warfare organization that plans^conau  j^ 

InÄ^ 
^t^fnd^nit^ior6^? S^are 35* 
group/unit"   in Joint Pub 1-02.) 

•   ,     -,*»..« 4-aeit unit      A provisional subordinate 

StionTo^nVaf .SltS'iSf^tSS 9toup,unit-  in 
Joint Pub 1-02.) 

"-1 7£ia ^on^-no UpoTlftS nr.?aaflpeiui 
ESS S» SU™."- SK5. <*P™"- for inciusion 
in the nert eoition of Joint Pub 1-02) 
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Navv special operations component.  The Navy component of a 
joint force special operations component. Also called 
NAVSOC.  (Approved for inclusion in the next edition of Joint 
Pub 1-02) 

on-call resupplv.  A resupply mission planned before 
insertion of a special operations team into the operations 
area but not executed until requested by the operating team. 
See also automatic resupply and emergency resupply. 
(Approved for inclusion in the next edition of Joint Pub 1-02) 

nnpra+innai rontrol.  Transferable command authority which 
may be exercised by commanders at. any echelon at or below the 
level of combatant command.  Operational control is inherent 
in Combatant Command (command authority) and is the authority 
to perform those functions of command over subordinate forces 
involving organizing and employing commands and forces, 
assigning tasks, designating objectives, and giving 
authoritative direction necessary to accomplish the mission. 
Operational control includes authoritative direction over all 
aspects of military operations and joint training necessary 
to accomplish missions assigned to the command.  Operational 
control should be exercised through the commanders of 
subordinate organizations; normally this authority is 
exercised through the Service component commanders. 
Operational control normally provides full authority to 
organize commands and forces and to employ those forces as 
the commander in operational control considers necessary to 
accomplish assigned missions. Operational control does not, 
in and of itself, include authoritative direction for 
logistics or matters of administration, discipline, internal 
organization, or unit training.  Also called OPCON.  (Joint 
Pub 1-02) 

operational environment.  A composite of the conditions, 
circumstances, and influences that affect the employment of 
military forces and bear on the decisions of the unit 
commander.  Some examples are: a.  permissive 
environment—operational environment in which host country 
military and law enforcement agencies have control and the 
intent and capability to assist operations that a unit 
intends to conduct,  b.  uncertain environment—operational 
environment in which host government forces, whether opposed 
to or receptive to operations that a unit intends to conduct, 
do not have totally effective control of the territory and 
p pulation in the intended area of operations,  c.  hostile 
environment—operational environment in which hostile forces 
have control and the intent and capability to effectively 
oppose or react to the operations a unit intends to conduct. 
(Approved for inclusion in the next edition of Joint Pub 1-02) 
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prrrntlnnr' '-' "' "»• "» ^J^Lel conuucced, and «mpaigns  and "ajor operations  «e planne^ conau £ 
sustained to accomplish ■*"'•«" ^^hiile«! Unk 
?L"csYnd TrlltlTU etfabUshfn/operational objectives tactics  ana sttovcyj    j objectives,   sequencing 
SSS S achfÄ'operU      a    o^ctives ,tinitiatin9 

actions,  and »PP^ "S0V|«| imp?y aVroauer dimension of 
these events.    These activities imply l0gistic and 

tactical  level of war.     (Joint Pub l u^; 

4.-«««  eonirifV      A process of  identifying critical ^nrormac^n^nd^uLe.uentiy analysing ftiendlvac  ions 
,ttendantatOntmilit.ryeOperationShandcOthebr  acti^ by 

cdVes"eCr;na execute measures that eliminate or  reduce 
to an accep?Sble  level the vulnerabilities of  friendly 
actions to adversary exploitation. 

Also called OPSEC.     (Joint Pub 1-02) 

Joint Pub 1-02) 

mhe
rr^^ 

them in organization, equipment, training, or mission. 
(Joint Pub 1-02) 

„-run-mf. MM-    ?Peci?"y «•iiS
e

eSt^
5^„I1oqrUp.r,cnute! 

AM.!* ^ÄÄ^S methods.'.nd rescue 
survivors.     (Joint Pub 1-02) 

pPTHtiiiMf target,    A force or activity at | «gg^.^ 
location whose value as  a target can MCI« value 
"Ulin9\rtnei?.rUr»vesni"henper.I?ona?ec1ircumst!nces 
occurs when the Jar9e?.mrvrL taraet is no longer  lucrative. 
gloved for S5Sl» S-'k'Er.Sti» of'aoint Pub 1-02, 
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planning order.  1.  An order issued by the Chairman of the 
Joint Chiefs of Staff to initiate execution planning.  The 
planning order will normally follow a commander's estimate 
and a planning order will normally take the place of the CJCS 
alert order.  NCA approval of a selected course of action is 
not required before issuing a CJCS planning order.  2.  A 
planning directive that provides essential planning guidance 
and directs the initiation of execution planning before the 
directing authority approves a military course of action. 
(This term and its definition are provided for information 
and are proposed for inclusion in the next edition of Joint 
Pub 1-02 by Joint Pub 5-0.) 

psychological operations.  Planned operations to convey 
selected information and indicators to foreign audiences to 
influence their emotions, motives, objective reasoning, and 
ultimately the behavior of foreign governments, 
organizations, groups, and individuals.  The purpose of 
psychological operations is to induce or reinforce foreign 
attitudes and behavior favorable to the originator's 
objectives.  Also called PSYOP.  (Joint Pub 1-02) 

rangers.  Rapidly deployable airborne light infantry 
organized and trained to conduct highly complex joint direct 
action operations in coordination with or in support of other 
special operations units of all Services.  Rangers can also 
execute direct action operations in support of conventional 
nonspecial operations missions conducted by a combatant 
commander and can operate as conventional light infantry when 
properly augmented with" other elements of combined arms. 
(Joint Pub 1-02) 

sabotage.  An act or acts with intent to injure, interfere 
with, or obstruct the national defense of a country by 
willfully injuring or destroying, or attempting to injure or 
destroy, any national defense or war material, premises, or 
utilities, to include human and natural resources.  (Joint 
Pub 1-02) 

sea-air-land team.  A naval force specially organized, 
trained, and equipped to conduct special operations in 
maritime, littoral, and riverine environments. Also called 
SEAL team.  (Approved for inclusion in the next edition of 
Joint Pub 1-02) 

search and rescue.  The use of aircraft, surface craft, 
submarines, specialized rescue teams and equipment to search 
for and rescue personnel in distress on land or at sea.  Also 
called SAR.  (Joint Pub 1-02) 
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connritv assistance.  Groups of programs authorized by the 
Foreign Assistance Act of 1961, as amended, and the Arms 
Export Control Act of 1976, as amended, or other related 
statutes by which the United States provides defense 
articles, military training, and other defense-related 
services, by grant, loan, credit, or cash sales in 
furtherance of national policies and objectives.  (Joint Pub 
1-02) 

,rfria1 a„oss nrooram.  A sensitive P^f "m'^PP^RI? 
writing by the head of an agency with original TOP SECRET 
classification authority, which imposes need-to-know and 
access control beyond those normally provided for access to 
SSSBSEE! SECRET, or TOP SECRET information  The level 
of controls is based on the criticality of the program ana 
?he assessed hostile intelligence threat.  The program may be 
an acquisition program, an intelligence Pf°9ram' °r an 
operations and support program.  Also called a SAP. 
(Approved for inclusion in the next edition of Joint Pub 1-02) 

oponiai arMvities.  Activities conducted in support of 
national foreign policy objectives which are planned and 
executed so that the role of the US Government is not 
apparent or acknowledged publicly.  They are also functions 
in support of such activities but are not intended to 
influence United States political processes, Py^c: opinion, 
policies, or media and do not include diplomatic acuities 
or the collection and production of intelligence or related 
support functions.  (Joint Pub 1-02) 

«»»rial air oration.  An air operation conducted in support 
of special operations and other clandestine, covert, and 
psychological activities.  (Approved for inclusion in the 
next edition of Joint Pub 1-02) 

WIM trout squadron. A permanent Navy echelon J" ™J« 
command to which two or more special boat units are assignee 
for some operational and all administrative purposes.  The 
squadron is tasked with the training and deployment of these 
special boat units and may augment naval special warfare task 
groups and task units. Also called SBR.  (Approved for 
inclusion in the next edition of Joint Pub 1-02) 

«:rf»ri*1 hnar. unit.  Those US Navy forces organized, trained, 
and equipped to conduct or support naval special warfare, 
riverine warfare, coastal patrol and interdiction, and joint 
special operations with patrol boats or other combatant craft 
designed primarily for special operations support. Also 
called SBU.  (Joint Pub 1-02) 
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sDecialforcsÄ.  US Array forces organized, trained, and 
equipped specifically to conduct special operations.  Special 
forces have five primary missions:  unconventional warfare, 
foreign internal defense, direct action, special 
reconnaissance, and counterterrorism.  Counterterrorism is a 
special mission for specially organized, trained, and 
equipped special forces units designated in theater 
contingency plans.  Also called SF.  (Joint Pub 1-02) 

special forces group.  A combat arms organization capable of 
Planning, conducting, and supporting special operations 
activities in all operational environments in Peace, 
conflict, and war.  It consists of a group headquarters and 
headquarters company, a support company, and special forces 
battalions.  The group can operate as a single unit, but 
normally the battalions plan and conduct operations from 
widely separated locations.  The group provides general 
operational direction and synchronizes the activities o£ 
subordinate battalions.  Although principally structured for 
unconventional warfare, special forces group units are 
capable of task-organizing to meet specific requirements. 
Also called SFG.  (Joint Pub 1-02) 

special forrps operations base.  A command, control, and 
support base established and operated by a special forces 
group or battalion from organic and attached resources.  Tne 
base commander and his staff coordinate and synchronize the 
activities of subordinate and forward-deployed forces. A 
special forces operations base is normally established for an 
extended period of time*to support a series of operations. 
Also called SFOB.  (Joint Pub 1-02) 

^no^i mission unit. A generic term to represent a group of 
operations and support personnel from designatefl 
organizations that is task-organized to perform highly 
classified activities. Also called SMU.  (Approved for 
inclusion in the next edition of Joint Pub 1-02) 

special operations. Operations conducted by specially 
organizedTtrained, and equipped military and paramilitary 
forces to achieve military, political, economic, or 
psychological objectives by unconventional military means in 
hostile, denied, or politically sensitive areas.  These 
operations are conducted during peacetime competition, 
conflict, and war, independently or in coordination with 
operations of conventional, nonspecial-operations forces. 
Political-military considerations frequently shape special 
operations, requiring clandestine, covert, or low visibility 
techniques and oversight at the national level.  Special 
operations differ from conventional operations in degree of 
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•  •.  „ri nnnfiral risk, operational techniques, mode of 

ÄiSa^-srigg; ,3 y LäSST
11

-"- 
offensive airect  ac^?n.^n°h^pe""tion and extraction of operations;   and assrst  in the insertion ana^     (Approved £oI 

fncfusroHnnnrne^Tartiofor  Joint Pun 1-.2) 

■rrrtnl nrrrgtlon- rngggfl-   A -?«ainate -«i^«^^, 

:^rationes.JOi;5o£0=aI?erSnde(APProve!nIor inciusion in tne 
next eaition of Joint Pub 1-02) 
nrrri„1 nrrrntinn.fcrc«;   Thy »ctive ana reserve       ^ 

S5SKS oberen e'ana^Pecrfrcaüy or9ani«a•   «ainea    ana 

Joint Pub 1-02) 

navaVIpecial warfare «ore., bj pro^di^^"ther, 
oceanographic,  mapping,  fJ^ing,   and geodesy suppor 
called SONMET.     (Approved for  inclusion in tne n« 
of Joint Pub 1-02) 

and services required for special JP«"1 ° requirement, 
for which there is «<> broad convwtional fore• ™« items 
T*  often includes nondevelopmental or  special cat«y    j 

capabilities.     (Joint Pub 1-02) 

--rrin1 rPfrn1-inng "rnth»r team^wrtlrnl Element.    * 
gasklorganized ?eam of Air FoTce personnel organx«.a, 
'trained?, and equipped tc»collect: critical we ther  are ^.^ 
observations  from data-sparse areas. 
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to operate independently in permissive or uncertain 
environments, or as augmentation to other special operations 
elements in hostile environments, in direct support of 
special operations.  Also called SOWT/TE.  (Joint Pub 1-02) 

special reconnaissance.  Reconnaissance and surveillance 
actions conducted by special operations forces to obtain or 
verify, by visual observation or other collection methods, 
information concerning the capabilities, intentions, and 
activities of an actual or potential enemy or to secure data 
concerning the meteorological, hydrographic, or geographic 
characteristics of a particular area.  It includes target 
acquisition, area assessment, and post-strike 
reconnaissance.  (Joint Pub 1-02) 

special tactics team.  An Air Force team composed primarily 
of special operations combat control and pararescue 
personnel.  The team supports joint special operations by 
selecting, surveying, and establishing assault zones; 
providing assault zone terminal guidance and air traffic 
control; conducting direct action missions; providing medical 
care and evacuation; and coordinating, planning, and 
conducting air, ground, and naval fire support operations. 
(Approved for inclusion in the next edition of Joint Pub 1-02) 

strategic level of war.  The level of war at which a nation 
or group of nations determines national or alliance security 
objectives and develops and uses national resources to 
accomplish those objectives. Activities at this level 
establish national and alliance military objectives; sequence 
initiatives; define limits and assess risks for the use of 
military and other instruments of power; develop global or 
theater war plans to achieve those objectives; and provide 
armed forces and other capabilities in accordance with the 
strategic plan.  See also operational level of war; tactical 
level of war.  (Joint Pub 1-02) 

subversion.  Action designed to undermine the military, 
economic, psychological, political strength or morale of a 
regime.  See also unconventional warfare.  (Joint Pub 1-02) 

supporting aoencv.»  In special operations, a military unit 
or nonmilitary organization tasked to provide operational 
support for a particular special operations mission as 
requested by the mission planning agent.  There may be more 
than one supporting agency for a single special operations 
mission.  See also mission planning agent. 
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Activities at this l«™in|?

c™ ?2lation to each other and to 
maneuver of combat elements « "££    See also operational 
^ÄÄ^Ä.?^«.     (Joint Pub 1-02, 

"^-Tf^or SyfuSSSiS^ SÄS'ff-'US" 
support staff, or J0«1"?™,» t.sk or mission, 
composition to »J«* » "?*«"hen t.ak-Srganiring the force 
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political, religious, or ^«°^icai ODD    terterrorism. 
antiterrorism, combatting terrorism, 
(Joint Pub 1-02) 

*•  »i warfare  A broad spectrum of military and 
unnrn™"^0™1 warfare» * r„:Tlv of long duration, paramilitary operations. noTOllJot  or surrogate forces who 
predominantly conducted by ^Jigenous or s   jfl directed n 
are organized, trained, equipped, suppor   . des guerriiia 
varying degrees by an external source^ i    u   covert, 
warfare and other ^«t °ffensive, 1 ow  indirect activities 
or clandestine ^«J^^lu^nce activities, and evasion 

«mi»«!-«.  Ij £«&» ffiiS oTs?af1 ?harlnl?ia?era 
by the Chairman of the Joint cniers action by a 
the development and ^^"^tstna? a commander's estimate supported conunander and requests thatve ^ fche 

be submitted.  2.  A Pj*™*11^ resoUrces, establishes situation, allocates forces ana      initial planning 

biS.rrpropofeot5fof i«iusto„ain 52 next eaition of aornt 
Pub 1-02 by Joint Pub 5-0.) 
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